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Abstract
What are the processes activated by light when it impinges on a sample of light-
sensitive molecules in mutual interaction? How can this information be accessed
from both the experimental and theoretical sides? This work is aimed at answering
at these specific questions. In order to accomplish this goal, we use state-of-the-art
computational methods and develop novel theoretical approaches for investigating
static and dynamical properties of networks of interacting molecular organic chro-
mophores, and compute their spectroscopy. We focus in particular on the simulation
of non-linear time-resolved techniques, such as the pump-probe and the two dimen-
sional electronic spectroscopy. These approaches have been proven to be fundamen-
tal tools to track the system photoinduced dynamics with extremely high time and
spectral resolution and disentangle contributions from different system components.
We conclude that the synergic combination of “independent” results from accurate
quantum chemical calculations and detailed spectroscopic experiments is the way
to reach a reliable map of the activated energy transfer processes and to gain new
physical insights into the system properties.
1
Introduction
The interaction between light and matter is a phenomenon of upmost importance
for our life, or even for the existence of life on earth itself. Photosynthesis pro-
vides us food and oxygen by means of specialized molecular complexes, using light
as the energy source. We can see the world around us because our eyes contain
the retinal molecule, a photoreceptor that reacts in the presence of light. Vitamin
D, essential for normal bone and teeth development, is formed in the skin of an-
imals through exposure of the chemical 7-dehydrocholesterol to sunlight. Light is
absorbed, in the above examples, by specific molecules or groups of molecules, that
harvest it temporarily as an electronic excitation, and utilize it to perform specific
reactions, and achieve specific functions. The branches of science that study these
and similar processes, initiated by the absorption of light, are called photophysics
and photochemistry.
Molecules (QM) Light (EM)
Photophysics- 
Photochemistry
Spectroscopy
The study of photochemical reactions is experimentally achieved by means of
spectroscopic techniques: ground-state absorption allows, e.g., to study the energet-
ics of molecular transitions, and their probability to occur. Non-linear time resolved
2
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spectroscopy (such as pump-probe and two dimensional electronic spectroscopy) uti-
lizes femtosecond control over the multiple pulses that are used to probe the system
during its ultrafast evolution. A high density of information is obtained, but to dis-
entangle all measured features and reach a detailed and reliable map of the energy
transfer network between the system components is still a challenge. It is therefore
often necessary to support experimental measurements with theoretical models.
From the theoretical point of view, the understanding of photophysical and pho-
tochemical processes requires: (a) an accurate description of the involved molecular
systems (governed by the laws of quantum mechanics), and (b) a way to account for
their response to light. The first problem is usually tackled using the computational
tools of quantum chemistry, i.e., by solving the Schrödinger equation at some level
of approximation, delivering the manifold of system states. The complexity of real
systems makes it often necessary to decompose them into computationally feasible
parts, which can be later combined to reconstruct the properties of the whole ag-
gregate (Frenkel Exciton model). Moreover, the description of molecular vibrations
and environment fluctuations is a key ingredient to properly access system behavior
and the energy transfer dynamics between the system components. Light-matter
interaction is usually treated via perturbation theory, provided that the external
electromagnetic field used to probe the system is weaker than the internal fields
that maintain the electrons firmly attached to the molecules. A coherent theoretical
framework to study linear and non-linear optical spectroscopy was firstly introduced
by Prof. Shaul Mukamel a few decades ago. The so-called response function is the
key ingredient here, as it incorporates all the information of the molecular response
to external light-induced perturbations.
My three years Phd activity has focused on two distinct, while intertwining top-
ics: on the one hand, to reach an accurate and reliable description of the excited
state properties of the photoactive molecular system1; on the other, to use this in-
formation to compute linear and non-linear spectroscopy, eventually comparing the
simulations with available experimental measurements, to gain new physical and
chemical insight on the properties of the systems under investigation.
The thesis is organized as follows:
Part I is focused on the description of quantum mechanical properties of systems
of interacting molecules. The Frenkel Exciton model is introduced, as an effective
1The terms “molecule”, “photoactive molecule” and “chromophore” are interchangeable in this
Thesis.
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theoretical tool to capture the essential physics of a molecular aggregate, and its
connection with the microscopic molecular Hamiltonian is outlined. The role of
molecular vibrations and environmental fluctuations is reviewed, and some of the
most popular theories for describing intermolecular energy transfer processes are
presented.
Part II presents the ample body of experimental and theoretical spectroscopic
techniques that have been develop to study molecular systems and access their
dynamics. Particular attention is reserved to the so-called two dimensional electronic
spectroscopy (2DES), which is one of the most advanced techniques available to
disentangle overlapping signals and directly follow energy transfer processes. A novel
and very accurate theoretical approach to simulate system dynamics and associated
non-linear spectroscopy, developed in collaboration with the research group of Prof.
David F. Coker (Boston University, Boston, MA, USA), is eventually outlined.
Part III presents the results obtained by combining accurate molecular compu-
tations with the simulation of their spectroscopy. Three examples are reported, and
for each of them we compare experimental measurements of non-linear spectroscopy
with the corresponding theoretical predictions. In the first example we present a
quantum chemistry study of the Light Harvesting complex 2 of the photosynthetic
bacterium rhodopseudomonas acidophila and the simulation of its 2DES, provid-
ing new insight into the comprehension of the measured spectral features. In the
second example, by combining experimental investigation and theoretical modeling,
we reveal the signatures of the energy transfer process in xanthorhodopin (a light-
driven transmembrane proton pump with two chromophores), and connect these
observations to the microscopic mechanisms underlying them. In the third exam-
ple we unravel the ultrafast photoinduced dynamics of trans-azobenzene and, by a
joint experimental and theoretical analysis of time-resolved pump-probe spectra, we
deliver a solid explanation for the observed Kasha rule violation.
Part I
From single molecule to molecular
aggregates (in their environment)
5
Introduction
Light harvesting (LH) complexes are aggregates of multiple interacting chromophores,
held together in defined geometric arrangements by a protein scaffold. In order to
understand the structure-function relationship of such aggregates, it is important
to access their quantum mechanical (QM) properties. Indeed it is well known that
these multichromophoric complexes exhibit emergent collective behaviors of their
components, and therefore these need to be studied collectively. At the same time,
the necessary balance between accuracy and scalability of computer simulations de-
nies the possibility of a direct investigation of the aggregate as a whole, reducing
the applicability domain of computational quantum chemistry approaches to a sin-
gle (or at most a small number of) chromophoric unit(s). Moreover, not only the
large number of chromophores involved, but also the presence of a fluctuating en-
vironment that surrounds them, as well as their intra-molecular vibrations, make it
even more difficult to access the aggregate’s behavior.
In order to tackle such a problem, it is often necessary to decompose it into
smaller and simpler pieces, thus reducing the complexity by isolating the important
aspects without losing the core physics of the system. One of the models that has
been developed for this purpose, is the so-called Frenkel Exciton model.
In the Frenkel Exciton model, the aggregate manifold of states is obtained by
combining the properties of individual sites with site-site coupling terms. The re-
covered aggregate manifold of states is called the excitonic manifold. Exciton states
involve the concerted excitation of an assembly of molecules, which results in a delo-
calized excitation over multiple chromophores, as opposed to the localized excitation
of individual species of the assembly.[1] At the core of the assumptions that make
the Frenkel Exciton model applicable, is the fact that the enormous complexity of
6
7an hypothetical wave-function which exactly describes the QM properties of the
complete molecular aggregate, can, in many cases of interest, be reduced. This is
understood e.g. realizing that electrons belonging to far enough molecules interact
as classical objects (i.e. QM effects are not important), and feel each other through
classical electrostatic potentials. In other words, the Frenkel Exciton model can be
viewed as an Effective theory.1 By introducing this model (and its sensible approxi-
mations), one not only reduces the computational cost of the calculations, but also
obtains a simpler physical picture of the system under study.
The theory of excitons was first developed by Frenkel for atomic lattices, and
then utilized in the molecular crystals field by Davydov.[1, 3] It has also been exten-
sively applied in the study of LH systems[4, 5], to describe their static and dynamical
properties. The exciton strategy (i.e. the involvement of delocalized states) is for
example used by photosynthetic bacteria which live at the bottom of some lakes,
to fine-tune their absorption bands through a specific organization of their compo-
nent chromophores, in order to maximize the harvest of the available light that has
not been retained by the leaves of the plants at the surface.[6] Significant interest
in the field has been reserved to understand how LH systems use the manifold of
excitons, together with intra- and inter-molecular vibrations, to realize very efficient
exciton migrations mechanisms.[7] The tremendous efficiency of such Excitation En-
ergy Transfer (EET) processes is indeed a very active research topic on both the
theoretical and experimental sides, and has received a significant boost with the
development and advancement of ultrafast transient spectroscopic techniques, such
as the two dimensional electronic spectroscopy (2DES).
The outline of this chapter is as follows: The main ideas behind the Frenkel Ex-
citon modeling, with a particular focus on the physical meaning of its main ingredi-
ents, are given. First we introduce the simplest version of the model, which comprise
single-molecule electronic states and couplings between them. Then an overview of
the quantum chemistry methods necessary to produce the Frenkel Exciton micro-
scopic inputs is presented. Next, we generalize the Frenkel Exciton Hamiltonian
in order to include intra- and inter-chromophoric vibrations: these are accounted
within the spectral density formalism. Finally, we briefly review some of the trans-
port theories that have been developed for describing the system evolution in time,
1A beautiful description of Effective Theories is proposed in this quote of H. Georgi: “One of
the most astonishing things about the world in which we live, is that there seems to be interesting
physics at all scales. To do physics amid this remarkable richness, it is convenient to be able to
isolate a set of phenomena from all the rest, so that we can describe it without having to understand
everything. Fortunately, this is often possible. We can divide the parameter space of the world
into different regions, in each of which there is a different appropriate description of the important
physics. Such an appropriate description of the important physics is an Effective theory.” [2].
8and understand processes such as exciton migration.
We make use of the Frenkel Exciton model in Part III, Chapter 1, to describe
the manifold of states of the LH2 complex: site properties are computed at the
CASSCF/CASPT2[8, 9] level with the software package Molcas[10]. We imple-
mented the numerical routine that allows to compute the coupling between the
chromophores at the transition density level (also computed with CASSCF reference
wave-functions). The spectral density function is employed in all of the reported ex-
amples to describe the coupling between electronic states and the bath of vibrations
(Part III, Chapter 1-3), usually by means of the vertical gradient approach[11] (out-
lined in Chapter 3). Both Förster and Redfield transport theories are employed to
describe the EET pathways in two distinct sector of the LH2 aggregate (Part III,
Chapter 1), due to the presence of different coupling strength between the various
chromophores of the complex.
CHAPTER 1
Frenkel exciton model
1.1 Basic ingredients
1.1.1 Non-interacting dimer
Consider a couple of non interacting molecules. Each separate system is described by
a local Hamiltonian, namely Hˆ1 and Hˆ2, and by a set of eigenstates, |0〉1 , |1〉1 , . . . , |N1〉1
and |0〉2 , |1〉2 , . . . , |N2〉2 respectively. The dimer (i.e. the global system) is then
described by the global Hamiltonian Hˆ = Hˆ1 + Hˆ2, with eigenstates obtained as
direct (Hartree) product of local eigenstates, i.e.
|0〉 ≡ |0〉1 |0〉2 ≡ |00〉
|1〉 ≡ |1〉1 |0〉2 ≡ |10〉
|2〉 ≡ |0〉1 |1〉2 ≡ |01〉 (1.1)
...
|N〉 ≡ |N1〉1 |N2〉2 ≡ |N1N2〉
and N = N1 ·N2.
1.1.2 Interacting dimer
Consider now that between the two molecules an interaction term Hˆint has been
switched on: the global Hamiltonian will now take the form
9
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Hˆ = Hˆ1 + Hˆ2 + Hˆint (1.2)
If one supposes that Hˆint does not change the electronic structure of each of the
two chromophores, or, which is the same, that the two sets of local states remain
good eigenfunctions of the local systems, then the global states listed above (Hartree
product of site basis functions, Eq. (1.1)) are still good states for the global system,
even if they are no longer eigenstates. In one word, one assumes Hˆint to be a small
perturbation added to the non-interacting Hamiltonian, i.e., to work in the context
of Perturbation Theory (PT). By choosing Hartree products of site states, we are
also assuming the overlap of the wave-functions of different sites to be small, and
thus that the electrons sitting on different molecules feel each other only through
classical electrostatic potentials, with negligible exchange interaction.1
Eq. (1.2) can be written in Dirac notation, using the basis of global states
listed above. Hˆ1 thus becomes Hˆ1 = (10 |0〉 〈0|+ 11 |1〉 〈1|+ 12 |2〉 〈2|+ . . . ), and a
similar expansion holds for Hˆ2. The interaction term, Hˆint, is instead written as∑
ijkl Vij,kl |ij〉 〈kl|. If we consider two-level systems (only |0〉 〈0| and |1〉 〈1| terms in
the previous expression) the interacting Hamiltonian reads
Hˆ = (10 + 
2
0) |00〉 〈00|+ (11 + 20) |10〉 〈10|+ (21 + 10) |01〉 〈01|+ (11 + 21) |11〉 〈11|+
+ V00,00 |00〉 〈00|+ V10,10 |10〉 〈10|+ V01,01 |01〉 〈01|+ V11,11 |11〉 〈11|+
+ V00,10 |00〉 〈10|+ V10,00 |10〉 〈00|+ V00,01 |00〉 〈01|+ V01,00 |01〉 〈00|+
+ V01,10 |01〉 〈10|+ V10,01 |10〉 〈01|+
+ V11,10 |11〉 〈10|+ V10,11 |10〉 〈11|+ V11,01 |11〉 〈01|+ V01,11 |01〉 〈11| (1.3)
which in matrix form becomes
H =

10 + 
2
0 + V00,00 V00,10 V00,01 V00,11
V10,00 
1
1 + 
2
0 + V10,10 V10,01 V10,11
V01,00 V01,10 
2
1 + 
1
0 + V01,01 V10,11
V11,00 V11,10 V11,01 
1
1 + 
2
1 + V11,11
 (1.4)
This is the most general Hamiltonian one can write for a couple of interacting
two-level systems in this basis set, when the Hartree ansatz is correct. On the
diagonal the Hamiltonian matrix has energies of the global states (from the energy
1We note with Kasha[1] that the overlap between site wave-functions of neighboring molecules,
will become more and more important when considering higher excited states, whose orbitals will
be generally more diffused in space.
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10 + 
2
0 + V00,00 of the global ground state |00〉, to the energy 11 + 21 + V11,11 of the
excited state |11〉), while outside the diagonal it has coupling terms, that allow for
a mixing between the states. We note that, in all the systems of interest, we will
assume site energies and coupling terms to be real quantities, which implies that the
matrix of Eq. (1.4) is symmetric.2 The coupling Vij,kl is therefore equal to Vkl,ij. The
nature and physical meaning of the various elements of this matrix will be detailed
in the following Sections.
1.1.3 Sensible Approximations
At this point, a number of approximations are usually employed: it is very common
to consider systems in which the energy gap between the ground state (GS) and
the states |10〉 and |01〉, as well as between the latter and the state |11〉, is large.
This observation allows the decoupling of these sectors, so that the only off-diagonal
terms that survive are those within the different manifolds, and the Hamiltonian
can be rewritten as:
H =

10 + 
2
0 + V00,00 0 0 0
0 11 + 
2
0 + V10,10 V10,01 0
0 V01,10 
2
1 + 
1
0 + V01,01 0
0 0 0 11 + 
2
1 + V11,11
 (1.5)
This approximation relies on the fact that the mixing between states caused by
the interaction term Hˆint will happen only within the manifold of states that are
close in energy. We can conveniently focus on the first excitation manifold, so that
H =
[
˜1 V12
V21 ˜2
]
(1.6)
or equivalently
Hˆ = ˜1 |1〉 〈1|+ ˜2 |2〉 〈2|+ V12 |1〉 〈2|+ V21 |2〉 〈1| (1.7)
where we have subtracted the (constant) GS energy from all the diagonal terms3,
and obtained the excitation energies ˜1 = 11 − 10, ˜2 = 21 − 20.
2Since Hˆ = Hˆ†, in the Hartree product basis we have: Hij = Hji.
3We have also assumed that the diagonal terms Vij,ij cancel out (e.g., V10,10 − V00,00 ' 0). We
will discuss the role of these terms, and the appropriateness of this assumption, when focusing on
each Hamiltonian matrix entry.
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The assumptions introduced so far are at the core of the Frenkel Exciton mod-
eling. We summarize them hereafter.
Approximations
• Hˆint is a perturbation.
• The system states are expressed on the basis built as Hartree product of site
states (i.e., the overlap between site wave functions is assumed to be negligible).
• The different sectors of the Hamiltonian are separated by large energy gaps:
each manifold is allowed to mix only within itself.
These approximations can in principle be released, paying the price of a consid-
erable complication of the model presented here. Eq. (1.7) represent the typical
exciton model Hamiltonian of a couple of interacting chromophores.
1.1.4 Three 3-level interacting sites
The simplest example in which all the relevant terms that can enter the excitonic
model are present, is the case of three 3-level interacting sites. Here the global
Hamiltonian is given by Hˆ = Hˆ1 + Hˆ2 + Hˆ3 + Hˆint, and Hˆint is a sum of two-body
inter-chromophore interaction terms (i.e., Vˆ12 + Vˆ13 + Vˆ23 4).
The complete list of states that can be built by direct products of site eigenfunc-
tions is (using the compact notation |0〉1 |0〉2 |0〉3 ≡ |000〉):
GS 1st exc. manifold 2nd exc. manifold higher order exc.
|000〉 ≡ |0〉 |100〉 |110〉 |111〉
|200〉 |210〉 |211〉
|010〉 |120〉 |121〉
|020〉 |220〉 |112〉
|001〉 |101〉 |221〉
|002〉 ... |212〉
|202〉 |122〉
|011〉 |222〉
...
|022〉
(1.8)
Note that the approximation of large gaps can be wrong for higher lying states of
4Vˆab =
(
Vab |a〉 〈b|+ Vba |b〉 〈a|
)
, a and b being site indexes.
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single chromophores (e.g., |200〉), which may be resonant with states of the second
excitation manifold, and should therefore be included in this manifold. Attention
should be paid when one needs to introduce many excited states for each chro-
mophore: the higher the energy, the larger the number of close lying states that
can mix with each other; moreover, as stated above, the higher states will be more
diffuse and thus the negligible overlap hypothesis can breakdown. For this rea-
son, the Frenkel Exciton modeling is usually limited to very few excited states per
chromophore.
1.1.5 Interacting multimer
Let us consider a system composed by N sites, where each site has n excited states.
The total number of states is given by the formula5
Ntotal =
N∑
k=0
(
N
k
)
nk (1.9)
nk being the kth power of n, and k representing the number of excited chromophores
in a given aggregate/global state.
It is therefore natural to partition the excitonic states according to the number
of excited sites k: the global GS (k = 0) is the state in which none of the sites are
excited; the first excitation manifold (k = 1) includes all the states with just one
chromophore excited and all the other in their GS; in the second excitation manifold
(k = 2) all the possible combination of couples of excited sites are considered; then
all the triads (k = 3) follow, and so on and so forth.6
It is apparent that for increasing number of sites and excitations on each site,
the total number of states increases exponentially. It is nonetheless often possible
to reduce the number of important states that have to be considered. First of all,
different spectroscopic techniques (linear and non-linear) can be sensibly described
by truncating the expansion at k = 1, 2, 3..., according to the number of laser pulses
which are sent to the system. Secondly, according to the spectral window which
will be probed during an experiment, a reduced number of excited states per chro-
mophore (i.e., the one which lies inside the probed window) can be considered.
5The general formula in which sitem has nm excited states is: Ntotal = 1+
∑N
i ni+
∑N
i<j ninj+∑N
i<j<k nInjnk + . . .
6This definition of the various manifolds holds as far as there is a sufficiently large energy
separation between the single chromophore states and the states of couples of excited sites. There
can be situations in which higher lying states of single chromophores have energies comparable
with that of states of couples of excited sites: they should therefore be removed from the first
excitation manifold, and considered in the second excitation manifold.
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Figure 1.1: Frenkel Exciton Hamiltonian sectors.
The above mentioned approximations hold if the excluded states have a sufficiently
large energy gap with the considered states, otherwise they can still influence the
simulations by mixing (via interaction) with the manifold of probed states.
In Figure 1.1 we show the different sectors into which it is possible to subdivide
the excitonic Hamiltonian, truncating the expansion to the second excitation mani-
fold (states with more than two chromophores excited are excluded, as well as single
chromophore states lying too high in energy). The increasing complexity of the
matrix for increasing number of excitations is apparent. As already explained, the
off-diagonal matrix blocks between the GS, first-excitation, and second-excitation
manifolds can be safely assumed to be zero in many cases of interest.
1.1.6 Interacting multimer of two level systems
An aggregate of N two-level systems, according to Eq. (1.9), have N states in the
first excitation manifold and N(N−1)/2 (i.e., ∼ N2) states in the second-excitation
manifold. We discuss here some properties of the first-excitation manifold. The
system is characterized by the N states |i〉 ≡ |0102 . . . 1i . . . 0N〉, and the Frenkel
exciton Hamiltonian reads
H =
N∑
i
i |i〉 〈i|+
N∑
i 6=j
Vij |i〉 〈j| (1.10)
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Figure 1.2: Pictorial representation of the transformation of the local manifold of energies
i caused by the interaction Hamiltonian Hˆint. The new manifold of exciton
energies α is formed.
where i = 〈i| Hˆ |i〉 and Vij = Vji.7 By diagonalizing the Hamiltonian of Eq. (1.10),
one obtains new eigenvalues and eigenfunctions, which are called excitonic energies
and excitonic states respectively, given by
|α〉 =
N∑
i
cαi |i〉 (1.11)
α = 〈α| Hˆ |α〉 =
N∑
i
N∑
j
c∗αiHijcαj (1.12)
and the coefficients cαi are obtained as a result of the diagonalization. A picto-
rial representation of the mixing (controlled by Hˆint) between site states, and the
resulting manifold of exciton states, is shown in Figure 1.2.
Not only the energies, but all the properties of the system have to be computed
in terms of the new states: if we consider a generic operator Oˆ, its matrix elements
in terms of the excitonic states |α〉 are expressed as a linear combination of matrix
elements of site states as
〈α| Oˆ |β〉 =
N∑
i,j
c∗αicβj 〈i| Oˆ |j〉 (1.13)
A notable operator that will be considered afterwards, is the transition dipole
moment µˆ, whose matrix elements between exciton states are related to site transi-
7And we have assumed the energy of the global ground state |0〉 to be 0 = 0.
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Figure 1.3: Schematic representation of H and J aggregates. µ1/2 are the site dipoles,
µα/β are the exciton dipoles. Even if the energy of the excitons is the same,
the different spacial orientation of the dipoles modulates the intensity of the
excitons transitions (expressed by the thickness of the black arrows).
tion dipole moments as in Eq. (1.13), i.e.
µαβ = 〈α| µˆ |β〉 =
N∑
i,j
c∗αicβjµij (1.14)
and the transitions from the ground state |0〉 to a generic exciton |α〉, are given by8
µα = 〈0| µˆ |α〉 =
N∑
i
cαiµi (1.15)
From a field-matter interaction perspective, we note that the light that impinges
on a sample of strongly interacting molecules, probes the excitonic manifold of states,
and not the original manifold of states of the isolated chromophores. Moreover the
brightness of the excitonic transitions will be proportional to the modulus of the
excitonic dipoles, i.e., |µα|2. This brightness does not only depend on the coefficients
cαi (determined via diagonalization by the Hamiltonian parameters Hij, i.e., by site
energies and couplings between the sites), but also on the orientation of the site
transition dipoles µi, as suggested by Eq. (1.15). A widely studied example of the
influence of the orientation of the transition dipoles in the spectra of interacting
molecules is that of J and H aggregates (Figure 1.3).[12, 13]
8Here we simplified the notation by introducing µα ≡ µ0α and µ0i ≡ µi. We have furthermore
assumed that the global GS will not mix with all the other states, due to the significant energy
gap between itself and all the other states
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1.2 Microscopic Origin of the Frenkel Exciton Model
The general expression of the Frenkel Exciton Hamiltonian can be connected to
the microscopic Hamiltonian of a system of interacting molecules. We consider for
simplicity a two-chromophore system, composed by molecules having respectively
NI nuclei (described by the positions R, the momenta P and charges Z) and nIel
electrons (r, p, −1), with I = 1, 2. The indexes i and i¯ run over either electrons or
nuclei of molecule 1, while the indexes j and j¯ run over either electrons or nuclei of
molecule 2. (R,P ) are nuclear degrees of freedom (DOFs), while (r, p) are electronic
DOFs. The dimer Hamiltonian (in atomic units) then reads
Hˆfull =
 N1∑
i
Pˆ 2i
2Mi
+
n1∑
i
pˆ2i
2
−
∑
i¯i
Zi¯∣∣∣rˆi − Rˆi¯∣∣∣ +
∑
i,¯i>i
1
rˆi¯i
+
∑
i,¯i>i
ZiZi¯
Rˆi¯i

Hˆ1
+
+
 N2∑
j
Pˆ 2j
2Mj
+
n2∑
j
pˆ2j
2
−
∑
jj¯
Zj¯∣∣∣rˆj − Rˆj¯∣∣∣ +
∑
j,j¯>j
1
rˆjj¯
+
∑
j,j¯>j
ZjZj¯
Rˆjj¯

Hˆ2
+
+
∑
ij
1
rˆij
−
∑
ij
Zi∣∣∣Rˆi − rˆj∣∣∣ −
∑
ij
Zj∣∣∣rˆi − Rˆj∣∣∣ +
∑
ij
ZiZj
Rˆij

Hˆint
(1.16)
The first two terms (labeled as Hˆ1 and Hˆ2, respectively) are responsible for the
quantum mechanical properties of the isolated sites, while the last term is the cou-
pling term between sites, responsible of the mixing of the local site properties. In
what follows we will apply the Born-Oppenheimer approximation[14] to Hˆ1 and Hˆ2,
and retain only the electronic parts of those Hamiltonians. In this approximation
the nuclear DOFs are held fixed and the electronic problem is solved for each fixed
arrangement of nuclei. The electronic properties then become parametrically de-
pendent on the nuclear configuration in the BO approximation. In doing that, we
assume that this approximation is alway applicable for all the systems of interest.
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The previous equation therefore becomes
Hˆel =
 n1∑
i
pˆ2i
2
−
∑
i¯i
Zi¯∣∣∣rˆi − Rˆi¯∣∣∣ +
∑
i,¯i>i
1
rˆi¯i

Hˆ1
+
+
 n2∑
j
pˆ2j
2
−
∑
jj¯
Zj¯∣∣∣rˆj − Rˆj¯∣∣∣ +
∑
j,j¯>j
1
rˆjj¯

Hˆ2
+
+
∑
ij
1
rˆij
−
∑
ij
Zi∣∣∣Rˆi − rˆj∣∣∣ −
∑
ij
Zj∣∣∣rˆi − Rˆj∣∣∣ +
∑
ij
ZiZj
Rˆij

Hˆint
(1.17)
By (separately) solving the Schrödinger equation for the first two terms of Eq.
(1.17), the unperturbed wave functions for the two chromophores (up to a certain
number of states) can be obtained, and interaction terms between sites are intro-
duced later via perturbation theory.9
Equation (1.17) therefore explains the microscopic origin of the Frenkel Exciton
model, in terms of intra- and inter-molecular interactions between electrons and
nuclei of the considered aggregate.
1.2.1 Electrostatic environmental effects
Electrostatic environmental effects can also be accounted for in the same microscopic
fashion, including one or more Hˆenv Hamiltonians (of the same form as Hˆ1 and Hˆ2),
which describe the environmental molecules (such as the proteins surroundings),
and a corresponding number of chromophore-environment interaction terms (of the
same form of Hˆint, Eq. (1.17)) for each chromophore.
Let us consider for simplicity a single chromophore C and its environment E:
Hˆ = HˆC + HˆE + Hˆint. If we assume that, in the processes of interest, the environ-
ment only acts as an electrostatic embedding (i.e. it is not involved in the interaction
with light and it is not significantly affected by the state of the chromophores), its
properties are completely described by its ground state. Before solving the elec-
tronic structure of the chromophore C, a GS computation can be performed on the
environment, and Hˆint can be simplified by localizing the electron charge density on
9The particular case of e.g. a two-level chromophore is here understood by assuming that the
solution of the Schrödinger equation returns states with a significant energy gap between the first
and all the other excited states, so that one can effectively consider the system to be described by
only the GS and the first ES.
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its atoms10, obtaining a point-charges electrostatic potential given by
Hˆint =
∑
i
∑
e
Ziq˜e
Rˆie
−
∑
i
∑
e
q˜e∣∣∣rˆi − Rˆe∣∣∣ (1.18)
where the index i runs over electrons and nuclei of C, while e runs over the localized
point charges of the environment, q˜e.11
The first term of Eq. (1.18) is a constant, while the second term of this ef-
fective potential can be treated either via perturbation theory, as a correction of
the solutions of the unperturbed HˆC Hamiltonian, or explicitly, inserting it in the
HˆC Hamiltonian as an external electrostatic contribution. In the latter case, the
unperturbed molecular states in presence of this effective potential will be different
with respect to the “vacuum” unperturbed solutions, and all the site properties will
be directly affected by the presence of the environment which changes the reference
wave-functions.
Note that the two ways of accounting for the environmental terms are not equiv-
alent, since the DOFs are different in the two cases: in one case these are the atomic
wave-functions (DOFs of the quantum chemistry method), which, in the presence
of such charges, mix in a different way to produces new molecular orbitals (MOs),
and then new electronic states. In the other case, the DOFs are the macroscopic
“vacuum” unperturbed states of the chromophore.
In the computations reported in this Thesis, we have always considered the
environment as directly included in the quantum chemistry computations of the
reference site states.
1.2.2 Hˆint: a closer look
Let us consider (from now on) a generic system withN sites. The global Hamiltonian
is given by the sum Hˆ =
(∑N
I=1 HˆI
)
+ Hˆint, and HˆI is described as in Eq. (1.17).
As discussed before, the most general inter-molecular coupling term is given by
Hˆint =
∑
I 6=J VˆIJ , where I and J are site indexes and VˆIJ is a two-body Coulomb
interaction term; this Coulombic term, as shown in Eqs. (1.16-1.17), can be split in
different contributions, namely the electron-electron part, the nuclear-electron part
10Usually employing the so called ESP (electrostatic potential fitting) method.[15]
11The model can be further developed by including also the environmental polarizability.
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and the nuclear-nuclear part, i.e.,
VˆIJ = Vˆ
(el−el)
IJ + Vˆ
(nuc−el)
IJ + Vˆ
(el−nuc)
IJ + Vˆ
(nuc−nuc)
IJ = (1.19)
=
∑
ij
1
rˆij
−
∑
ij
Zi∣∣∣Rˆi − rˆj∣∣∣ −
∑
ij
Zj∣∣∣rˆi − Rˆj∣∣∣ +
∑
ij
ZiZj
Rˆij
where i ∈ I, j ∈ J indexes runs over either electrons or nuclear coordinates of
chromophore I and J , respectively.
Consider the matrix element of VˆIJ between two generic global states, i.e.
〈a1b2 . . .mI . . . nJ . . .| VˆIJ |a′1b′2 . . .m′I . . . n′J . . .〉 (1.20)
where a (a′), b (b′),m (m′), n (n′) span the manifold of states of chromophores 1, 2, I, J ,
respectively; this generic term will be different from zero if and only if all the chro-
mophores, except I and J , are in the same state12, as
〈. . .mI . . . nJ . . .| VˆIJ |. . .m′I . . . n′J . . .〉 = 〈mInJ | VˆIJ |m′In′J〉 〈a |a′〉 〈b |b′〉 . . .
= 〈mInJ | VˆIJ |m′In′J〉 δaa′δbb′ . . .
(1.21)
This result suggests that the coupling between configurations having more than two
chromophores in different electronic states is null.
If we explicitly express the term 〈mInJ | VˆIJ |m′In′J〉 in its components, by using
Eq. (1.19) and writing the states in terms of multi-electronic spatial wave-functions
(at fixed nuclear configurations), we obtain
〈mInJ | VˆIJ |m′In′J〉 =
∫
drIdrJψ
∗
m (rI)ψm′ (rI)VIJ (rI , rJ , RI , RJ)ψ
∗
n (rJ)ψn′ (rJ) =
=
∫
drIdrJψ
∗
m (rI)ψm′ (rI)V
(el−el)
IJ (rI , rJ)ψ
∗
n (rJ)ψn′ (rJ)
+δmm′
∫
drJV
(nuc−el)
IJ (rJ , RI)ψ
∗
n (rJ)ψn′ (rJ) (1.22)
+δnn′
∫
drIψ
∗
m (rI)ψm′ (rI)V
(el−nuc)
IJ (rI , RJ)
+δmm′δnn′V
(nuc−nuc)
IJ (RI , RJ)
where rI =
(
rI1, . . . , r
I
nel
)
and drI = drI1 . . . drInel . These multidimensional inte-
grals can be conveniently expressed in terms of densities. Consider for example the
12This condition is fulfilled if and only if the wave functions of the different chromophores do
not overlap in space. In this case, as we have already said, the Coulomb coupling is the unique
interaction between the chromophores.
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electron-electron contribution, rewritten as
V
(el−el)
IJ (rI , rJ) =
nIel∑
i
nJel∑
j
1/
∣∣rIi − rJj ∣∣ = ∑
i
∫
drδ(r − rIi )
∑
j
1/
∣∣r − rJj ∣∣ (1.23)
The corresponding integral in Eq. (1.22) then becomes
∑
i
∫
dr drI1 . . . dr
I
nel
ψ∗m
(
rI1 . . . r
I
nel
)
ψm′
(
rI1 . . . r
I
nel
)
δ(r − rIi )︸ ︷︷ ︸
〈ψm|δ(r−rIi )|ψm′ 〉
∑
j
∫
drJ
1∣∣r − rJj ∣∣ . . .
(1.24)
We note that, due to the antisymmetry of the site wave-functions and the inte-
gration over all the volume for each variable rI1 . . . rInel , all the n
I
el terms of the sum
over i gives the same result, as
〈ψm|δ(r − rIi )|ψm′〉 = 〈ψm|δ(r − rIi¯ )|ψm′〉 ∀i, i¯ ∈ (0, . . . , nIel) (1.25)
Eq. (1.24) is then equal to∫
drρImm′(r)
∑
j
∫
drJ
1∣∣r − rJj ∣∣ψ∗n (rJ)ψn′ (rJ) (1.26)
where ρImm′(r) = nIel 〈ψm|δ(r − rI1)|ψm′〉. The same kind of transformation can be
applied to the rJ part of the integral, so that the various components of Eq. (1.22)
can be rewritten in terms of densities, as[16]
〈mInJ | VˆIJ |m′In′J〉 =
∫
drdr′ρImm′ (r)
1
|r − r′|ρ
J
nn′ (r
′)
−δmm′
∫
dr′
∑
i∈I
ρJnn′ (r
′)Zi
|Ri − r′| (1.27)
−δnn′
∫
dr
∑
j∈J
ρImm′ (r)Zj
|r −Rj|
+δmm′δnn′
∑
ij
ZiZj
Rij
where ρIaa (r) is the electronic charge density of the electronic state a of molecule
I, and ρIab (r), with a 6= b, is the so called transition charge density related to the
transition between the states a and b of molecule I[16]. According to this scheme,
we can distinguish three different kind of interaction terms:
• Density-Density (D-D): terms involving interaction between densities (m = m′
and n = n′ in the previous equation), for which one should consider all the
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Figure 1.4: The diagonal contributions of the various sectors of the excitonic Hamiltonian.
possible contributions Vˆ (el−el)IJ , Vˆ
(nuc−el)
IJ , Vˆ
(el−nuc)
IJ , Vˆ
(nuc−nuc)
IJ . These terms
will enter only in the diagonal of Hˆ;
• Density-Transition Density (D-TRD): terms involving interaction between tran-
sition densities (TRDs) and densities (D) (eitherm = m′ and n 6= n′ orm 6= m′
and n = n′), in which only Vˆ (el−el)IJ and Vˆ
(nuc−el)
IJ or Vˆ
(el−nuc)
IJ have to be con-
sidered;
• Transition Density-Transition Density (TRD-TRD): terms involving interac-
tion between TRDs (m 6= m′ and n 6= n′), in which only the Vˆ (el−el)IJ part of
the potential is different from zero.
We now develop some of the terms of Eq. (1.27) according to their position in the
excitonic Hamiltonian. Since we are interested in the simulation of third-order ex-
periments13, we will hereafter consider terms up to the second excitation manifold.
First we discuss diagonal entries (in order: GS diagonal term, first excitation mani-
fold diagonal terms, and second excitation manifold diagonal terms), and then some
off-diagonal entries.
1.2.3 Diagonal Entries
The diagonal elements are those which involve site state energies and D-D interaction
terms. For the ground state energy one has:
13Nonlinear spectroscopy experiments, where three laser pulses interacts with the samples of
molecules. The reason why one should stop to the second excitation manifold will become clear in
the next Part of the Thesis, in which we describe in detail how to simulate linear and non-linear
spectroscopic techniques.
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Figure 1.5: Pictorial representation of the terms of Eq. (1.28) for a system of three Chro-
mophores with two levels (for each of them, 0 is the GS and 1 is the unique
ES). The chromophores are spatially disposed in the (x,y) plane, and the z
axis represents the energy. The GS density of both Chrom. J and Chrom. K
interacts with the GS density of Chrom. I, and shifts its energy.
GS :
E∗GS = 〈0| Hˆ |0〉 = 〈0|
(
N∑
I=1
HˆI
)
+ Hˆint |0〉 =
=
∑
I
I0 + 〈0| Hˆint |0〉 = (1.28)
=
∑
I
(
I0 +
∑
J 6=I
〈0I0J | VˆIJ |0I0J〉
)
=
=
∑
I
∗0I0
where ∗0I0 is defined as the sum of the I0 term (the energy of the isolated molecule
I in its GS), corrected by the term
∑
J 6=I 〈0I0J | VˆIJ |0I0J〉, which accounts for the
interaction between molecule I (in its GS) and all the other molecules (also in their
GS). This is the term V00,00 of Eq. (1.4), whose physical meaning is here clarified.
This correction (I0 → ∗0I0 ) can be interpreted as the “environment-like” effect that
the presence of all the molecules (in their GS) have on the GS energy of site I. The
global GS energy E∗GS is thus the sum of all the individual site energies 
∗0
I0
.
We note that this environment-like correction can be accounted for by consid-
ering the QM region of each molecule as surrounded by point charges (or even
polarizable charge distributions), which represent the GS charge density of all the
other chromophores. The GS energy of chromophore i, can then be obtained in
QM computations which explicitly include this electrostatic embedding of the other
chromophores, directly producing the “environmental corrected” ∗0I0 energy, instead
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Figure 1.6: Pictorial representation of the terms of Eq. (1.29) for the same system of
Figure 1.5. The GS density of both Chrom. J and Chrom. K interacts with
both the GS and ES densities of Chrom. I, shifting their energies.
of the vacuum energy I0 .
First excitation manifold :
〈mI | Hˆ |mI〉 = 〈mI |
(
N∑
I=1
HˆI
)
+ Hˆint |mI〉 = (1.29)
=
∑
K 6=I
K0 + Im + 〈mI | Hˆint |mI〉 =
=
∑
K 6=I
K0 + Im +
∑
K 6=I
∑
J 6=K,J 6=I
〈0K0J | VˆKJ |0K0J〉+
∑
J 6=I
〈mI0J | VˆIJ |mI0J〉 =
=
∑
K 6=I
(
K0 +
∑
J 6=K,J 6=I
〈0K0I | VˆKJ |0K0J〉
)
+
(
Im +
∑
J 6=I
〈mI0J | VˆIJ |mI0J〉
)
=
∆
=
∑
K
(
K0 +
∑
J 6=K
〈0K0J | VˆKJ |0K0J〉
)
+ ∗0Im −
(
I0 +
∑
J 6=I
〈0I0J | VˆIJ |0I0J〉
)
= E∗GS +
(
∗0Im − ∗0I0
)
where in ∆ we have rewritten the sum over the GS contributions by summing
and subtracting the term
(
I0 +
∑
J 6=I 〈0I0J | VˆIJ |0I0J〉
)
, and defined ∗0Im ≡ Im +∑
J 6=I 〈mI0J | VˆIJ |mI0J〉.
The first excitation manifold has therefore diagonal energies given by the sum of
the global GS energy E∗GS and terms like
(
∗0Im − ∗0I0
)
, which can be interpreted as
the amount of energy necessary to promote the given site I from its GS to a certain
excited state m (i.e., the 0→ m excitation energy of molecule I) in the presence of
the other chromophores in their GS.
The introduced correction of the excitation energy of the 0→ m transition, can
be again accounted for by the presence of this electrostatic embedding in the quan-
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Figure 1.7: Pictorial representation of the term |0I0J〉 → |1I0J〉 → |1I1J〉 of Eq. (1.30),
for the same system of Figure 1.5. (Left) The GS density of both Chrom. J and
Chrom. K interacts with both the GS and ES densities of Chrom. I, shifting
their energies. (Right) The GS density of Chrom. K and the ES density of
Chrom. I interact with both the GS and ES densities of Chrom. J, shifting
their energies.
tum chemistry computations, containing the GS charges of the other chromophores.
Second excitation manifold :
〈mInJ | Hˆ |mInJ〉 = 〈mInJ |
(∑
I=1
HˆI
)
+ Hˆint |mInJ〉 = (1.30)
=
∑
K 6=I,J
K0 + Im + Jn + 〈mInJ | Hˆint |mInJ〉 =
= . . .
= E∗GS +
1
2
[(
∗0Im − ∗0I0
)
+
(
∗0ImJn − ∗0ImJ0
)]
+
+
1
2
[(
∗0Jn − ∗0J0
)
+
(
∗0JnIm − ∗0JnI0
)]
In order to understand the last formula one has to think about the physical
process involved in the excitation of two chromophores, say I and J . Two equivalent
situations can happen: first I is excited in the presence of all the others in their
GS (paying ∗0Im − ∗0I0 energy), and then J is excited in presence of all the others
in the GS except for I, which is in its excited state m (paying ∗0ImJn − ∗0ImJn of
energy).14 Second, the other way round, J is excited (∗0Jn − ∗0J0) with all the other
chromophores in their GS, and then I is excited in presence of J excited and all
the other molecules in their GS (∗0JnIm − ∗0JnI0 ). The first process is schematically
described by the sequence of transitions |0I0J〉 → |mI0J〉 → |mInJ〉, while the
14Where ∗0ImJn indicates the energy of molecule J in state n in presence of all the other molecules
in their GS except for molecule I which is in the state m).
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Figure 1.8: The various off-diagonal sectors of the excitonic Hamiltonian.
second process by |0I0J〉 → |0InJ〉 → |mInJ〉.
If one assumes that the ES charge densities of the states of interest are similar
to the GS charge density, which implies that ∗0JnIm ' ∗0Im , then Eq. (1.30) simplifies
to
〈minj| Hˆ |minj〉 ' E∗GS +
(
∗0Im − ∗0I0
)
+
(
∗0Jn − ∗0Jn
)
(1.31)
which is the sum of the global GS plus two terms which account for the necessary
energy to excite chromophores I and J in presence of the “environment”, given by
all the other molecules in their GS.
This last approximation should be carefully checked when the chromophores of
interest are very close in space (and therefore sensitive to the local details of their
charge distributions) and when the permanent dipole moments of the GS and ES
display large differences (as a result of the differences in the charge densities). All
the computation of the present Thesis relies on this approximation.
1.2.4 Off-diagonal entries
Off diagonal entries involve both TRD-TRD and D-TRD terms. We order the var-
ious off-diagonal elements according to the various sub-sectors of the Hamiltonian,
i.e.: GS-1st excitation manifold, GS-2nd excitation manifold, 1st-1st, 1st-2nd, 2nd-
2nd.
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For each given couple of states |aAbBcC . . .〉 and |a′Ab′Bc′C . . .〉, one can easily es-
tablish which terms of the form VˆIJ will survive when computing the corresponding
matrix element, as ruled by Eq. (1.21). We remark that in PT these off diagonal
terms are weighted by the inverse of the (unperturbed) energy difference between
the two considered states: this means that interaction terms between states of en-
ergetically distant manifolds will give very small contributions, which can often be
neglected (e.g. we always consider the excitonic GS to be the Hartree product of
the site ground states, as it does not mix with the states of the other manifolds).
This is the reason why, in presenting the Frenkel Exciton model, we have assumed
that the different manifold of states (GS, first-excitation and second-excitation) are
decoupled.
We develop here the off-diagonal terms associated to the coupling between states
belonging to the first excitation manifold. All the other terms are discussed in the
Appendix (Section 5.1).
1st-1st
Two cases have to be considered: the first involves the states 〈0AbB| and |aA0B〉,
and the second involves the states 〈aA| and |a′A〉. Then
• First case:
∑
I
∑
J 6=I
〈0AbB|VˆIJ |aA0B〉 6= 0 ⇐⇒
I = A, J = B =⇒ 〈0AbB|VˆAB|aA0B〉J = A, I = B =⇒ similar terms
(1.32)
which translates in the TRD-TRD interaction term given by∫
dr
∫
dr′
ρA0a(r)ρ
B
0b(r
′)
|r − r′| (1.33)
• Second case (when a 6= a′, as the a = a′ case has been already considered in
the diagonal entries):
∑
I
∑
J 6=I
〈aA|VˆIJ |a′A〉 6= 0 ⇐⇒
I = A =⇒
∑
J 6=A 〈aA|VˆAJ |a′A〉
J = A =⇒ similar terms
(1.34)
which again represents the interaction between the TRD related to the aA →
a′A transition with all the other molecules in the ground state. This kind
of correction is usually already accounted for when, in quantum chemistry
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computations, the GS charges of the molecules surrounding A are included as
electrostatic embedding contributions.
1.2.5 Summary
In this Chapter we have discussed the microscopic origin of the Frenkel Exciton
model, showing the physical meaning of all the terms that enter in the exciton
Hamiltonian. We have also explained the rationale behind the approximations usu-
ally employed in this approach, which allow to reduce the complexity of the problem
and the number of microscopic inputs that have to be computed through quantum
chemistry calculations. In the next Chapter we briefly outline the computational
quantum chemistry techniques that have been used to obtain the results of this
Thesis, and in the following Chapter we disclose the impact of intra- and inter-
chromophoric vibrations on the description of these systems.
CHAPTER 2
Computing the QM quantities of interest
The Frenkel Exciton model, in its regime of validity, provides a powerful tool for
evaluate the manifold of states of systems of interacting chromophores. Nonetheless,
the accuracy of the obtained manifold stands on the accuracy of the microscopic
inputs which should be provided to the model, i.e. by the precision with which we
access the QM properties of the aggregate constituents (the single sites/molecules).
These are evaluated by solving the time-independent Schrödinger equation of each
single chromophore in its environment.
There are a number of methods designed to solve the time-independent Schrödinger
equation for a given molecule. We mainly distinguish between wave-function based
methods and density based methods. The former, as suggested by the name, rely
on the computation of the multi-electronic wave-function of the system, to a cer-
tain level of approximation. Among them, a powerful methodology which provides
high accuracy with reasonable computational costs, is the so called Complete Active
Space Self Consistent Field (CASSCF) method, usually employed in tandem with
second order perturbation theory correction to the energy (CASPT2). Density based
methods (DFT and TD-DFT methods) do not access the properties of the system
through the computation of a wave-function, but rather they exploit the possibility
to squeeze all the information contained in the (extremely complex) wave-function
Ψ(r1 . . . rnel) within a (simpler) electron density ρ(r). They are in general appli-
cable to larger systems, paying the price of results dependent upon the choice of
certain model parameters (i.e. the exchange correlation functional).
The results obtained in this Thesis mainly refer to computations performed with
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the CASSCF/CASPT2 methodology, as it is implemented in the Molcas 8.1[10]
software package.
In the following Sections we briefly review the main ideas behind the wave-
function approach, focusing in particular on the computation of expectation values of
interest (as excitation energies or transition dipoles), and reserving special attention
to the extraction of transition densities, which enter in the evaluation of the site-site
coupling terms.
2.0.1 Solution of the time-independent Schrödinger equation
Our aim is to find the stationary solutions of the (electronic, non-relativistic) time-
independent Schrödinger equation
HˆelΨ
el = EΨel (2.1)
where Ψel is a many-particle electronic wave-function, and Hˆ is the electronic molec-
ular Hamiltonian, which in the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is given by
Hˆel =
∑
i=0
1
2
∇ˆ2i −
∑
i
∑
j
Zi∣∣∣Rˆi − rˆj∣∣∣ +
∑
i
∑
j>i
1
rˆij
+
∑
i
∑
j
ZiZj
Rˆij
(2.2)
In the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the electronic wave-function Ψel ex-
plicitly depend on the electrons coordinates and parametrically on nuclear coordi-
nates. A proper electronic wave function must satisfy specific conditions: it has to
be anti-symmetric with respect to the swap of any pair of electrons due to Pauli
exclusion principle applied to the electrons (fermions), i.e.
Ψel (x1,x2, . . . ,xn) = −Ψel (x2,x1, . . . ,xn) (2.3)
where x = (r, s)1. The multi-electronic wave-function is conveniently obtained
starting from orthonormal one-electron molecular spin-orbitals χ (x), where χ (x)
can be factorized in its spin – α(s) and β(s), i.e., spin up and spin down – and coor-
dinate dependent – ϕ(r) – components. These molecular spin-orbitals are combined
in so-called Slater determinants to satisfy the antisymmetry principle of Eq. (2.3).
The multi-electronic wave-function for a system of n electrons and n spin orbitals χ
then reads
1The generalized coordinate x is defined by the spatial coordinate r and the spin coordinate s.
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Ψel (x1,x2, . . . ,xn) =
1√
n!
det

χ1 (x1) χ2 (x1) . . . χn (x1)
χ1 (x2) χ2 (x2) . . . χn (x2)
...
... . . .
...
χ1 (xN ) χ2 (xn) . . . χn (xn)
 (2.4)
The spatial components of the one-electron molecular orbitals (MOs) ϕ (r), are
obtained as Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals A (r) (LCAO), i.e.
ϕi (r) =
∑
j
cijAj (r) (2.5)
The atomic orbitals can be either of Slater type or Gaussian type: the former
are hydrogen-like orbitals, and allow to perform accurate integral evaluations, while
the latter are represented by gaussian function, which make integral calculation
considerably faster. Gaussian type AOs are the most common choice in quantum
chemical calculations, as Slater type AOs become quickly difficult to treat for in-
creasing molecular sizes. The use of finite basis sets of AOs, introduces a truncation
error in the computations.
2.0.2 Hartree-Fock: zero-th order solution
The zeroth order solution of the time-independent Schrödinger equation (Eq. 2.1)
is the so-called Hartree-Fock (HF) solution. HF makes use of an iterative method
(Self-Consistent Field, or SCF), to obtain the best determinant of the Slater form
(Eq. (2.4)) according to the variational principle (where the variational degrees of
freedom are the coefficients cij of Eq. (2.5)). In a system having nel electrons and
m AOs, the HF solution comprise nel/2 occupied spacial MOs (further on named
ϕa, ϕb . . . ) and m− nel/2 virtual orbitals (named ϕr, ϕs . . . ).
2.0.3 Configuration Interaction
On the top of the HF solution, it is possible to enhance the flexibility of the multi-
electronic wave-function (i.e. span a larger portion of the complete Hilbert space)
by adding other Slater determinants. This is obtained by substituting orbitals of
the virtual space with orbitals of the occupied space. The physical idea is that
of considering configurations in which an electron belonging to an occupied orbital
is excited to an orbital of the virtual space. The produced configurations can be
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classified according to the number of interchanged spin-orbitals (singly, doubly, triply
excited determinants, and so on), and the multi-electronic wave-function then reads
∣∣Ψel〉 = c0 |χ¯0〉+∑
r,a
cra |χ¯ra〉+
∑
rs,ab
crsab |χ¯rsab〉+ . . . (2.6)
where |χ¯0〉 is Hartree Fock Slater determinant, |χ¯ra〉 are all the possible 1-electron
(index r) 1-hole (index a) Slater determinants, |χ¯rsab〉 are all the possible 2-electrons
(indexes r and s) 2-holes (indexes a and b) Slater determinants, and so on and so
forth.
The coefficients of the linear combination of Slater determinants of Eq. (2.6)
are again determined through the variational principle (so called Configuration In-
teraction (CI) procedure[14]). We note that in the limit of infinite basis functions
and full CI (where all the possible interchanges of occupied and virtual orbitals are
considered) the exact solution of Eq. (2.1) is obtained. In practice, one always
deal with finite basis sets and truncated expansions, such as the CIS (CI-Single[17]),
CISD (CI-Singles & Doubles[18]), etc.
The HF solution can also be improved by Møller-Plesset perturbation Theory
up to different orders (MP2, MP3, etc.)[19]: the HF wave-function is taken as the
unperturbed reference solution, and the coefficients for the different configurations
(Eq. 2.6) are determined through (Rayleigh-Schrödinger) perturbation theory.
2.0.4 CASSCF (& RASSCF)
The solutions introduced so far belong to the realm of so-called single reference
methods: they rely on a single reference, i.e. the HF solution and its MOs (which
are the fixed DOFs of the CI expansion). Single reference solutions often fail to
describe situations where static electron correlation is important, as happens in the
description of electronic excited states. A different class of methods, the so called
multireference methods, is here introduced.
These methods rely on the simultaneous optimization of both CI coefficients
and the MOs, with a procedure called Multi-Configuration SCF (MCSCF)[8]. The
MCSCF wave-function is expressed in the same form as the CI one (Eq. 2.6), but
only a restricted number of excitations between selected orbital subspaces are con-
sidered, including all the needed configurations to give a proper description of the
system. This procedure provides a better description of static electron correlation,
and the remaining contributions, the so-called dynamical electron correlation, can
then be included mainly in two ways: through Multireference Configuration Inter-
action (MRCI)[20], i.e. the multireference extension of the CI method, or through
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the application of perturbation theory on top of the MCSCF-type calculation.
Among the various MCSCF methods, CASSCF[8] is certainly one of the most
popular variations. Three different sets of MOs must be considered, belonging to
the inactive, the active, and the secondary spaces (see Figure 2.1). While inactive
and secondary MOs are fully occupied and unoccupied, respectively, a full list of
configurations with flexible occupation number is constructed in what is known
as the Complete Active Space (CAS). The selection of the active MOs is crucially
important in these methods: they must include all the MOs that are relevant to
describe with enough flexibility the considered problem. The main drawback of the
method is the limited size of the active space that can be accessed, provided by
Weyl’s Formula:
K (n,N, S) =
2S + 1
n+ 1
(
n+ 1
1
2
N − S
)(
n+ 1
1
2
N + S + 1
)
(2.7)
where n is the number of MOs, N the number of electrons, and S is the total spin.
The high-cost (factorial) scaling of these methods for increasing number of electrons,
active space dimensions and basis sets, requires further development of the theory,
as provided by the RASSCF implementation.
The Restricted Active Space Self Consistent Field (RASSCF) represent an ex-
tension of the CASSCF method. The full active space is here further subdivided in
three parts, the so-called RAS1, RAS2 and RAS3 spaces (Figure 2.1). The active
orbitals are then redistributed in these three sub-spaces according to the following
rules: in RAS1 one inserts fully occupied orbitals and allows a fixed number of pos-
sible holes ; in RAS2 one inserts orbitals with any occupation state, and a full-CI
procedure is performed in this space; in RAS3 one inserts empty orbitals, and allows
a fixed number of possible excitations. The higher the number of holes (in RAS1)
and electrons (excitations, in RAS3) the larger the flexibility of such a RASSCF
wave-function will be. A schematic representation of the CASSCF and RASSCF
subspaces is given in Figure (2.1).
A way to improve the performances of CASSCF/RASSCF, especially when using
large basis sets, is based on the Cholesky Decomposition technique[21]. It accelerates
the calculation by eliminating or reducing as much as possible the storage and
manipulation of two-electron integral matrix2, with a minimal loss of accuracy.
The CASSCF/RASSCF methodology can be developed in two different flavors:
Single State (SS-CASSFT) and State Average (SA-CASSCF)[22]. SA-CASSCF pro-
2Two-electron integrals are ubiquitous in quantum chemistry computations. In the AO basis a
generic two-electron integral reads: (µν|λσ) = ∫ Aµ(r1)Aν(r1) 1r12Aλ(r2)Aσ(r2)dr1dr2
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Figure 2.1: CASSCF (left) and RASSCF (right) schemes. The different configurations are
built by moving electrons within the Active space. Solid arrows indicate that
all the possible configurations can be built within that space; dashed arrows
indicate that only a restricted number of electron configurations are allowed.
vides a more balanced description of the excited states of interest, by considering
an averaged set of MOs able to describe equally well all the selected roots, and
to guarantee orthogonality of the wanted roots. The ability of describing roots on
an equal footing is also important for the calculation of transition properties like
transition dipole moments and densities.3
2.0.5 CASPT2
Once CASSCF (RASSCF) wave-functions are obtained, second order perturba-
tion theory can be applied to further refine the description of some observables.
This procedure, named Complete Active Space Second-Order Perturbation The-
ory (CASPT2[9], or RASPT2[23] when RASSCF type reference wave functions are
used), is the multi-configurational counterpart of the Møller-Plesset (MP2) method.
The main ingredients of the PT approach are the zeroth order wave-function |ψ0〉
(the CASSCF solution) and zeroth order Hamiltonian Hˆ0 (constructed e.g. as pro-
posed by Andersson, Malmqvist and Roos[24]). The perturbation is computed as
Hˆ ′ = Hˆ − Hˆ0, and the second order corrections to the energy is retained.
3However, attention should be given in cases where optimal MOs of different wave-functions
that enter in the SA procedure differ significantly.
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The CASPT2 method is also developed in two different flavors: the Single
State (SS) and Multi State (MS) CASPT2[25]. In the SS-CASPT2 each com-
puted CASSCF wave-function is taken as a reference, and PT2 corrections are
performed separately for each state (unfortunately obtaining non-orthogonal SS-
CASPT2 wave-functions for different states), while in the MS-CASPT2 the pertur-
bation treatment is applied over two or more reference CASSCF states (obtaining
a re-orthogonalization of the states and the reintroduction of the static correlation
between them). This is important when one expects strong interaction between dif-
ferent CASSCF wave functions. An effective Hamiltonian is built for a number of
CASSCF wave functions obtained in a state-average calculation, containing inter-
action matrix elements at second order between the different CASSCF states. This
Hamiltonian is not symmetric in general, and one usually impose a symmetrization
procedure (e.g. considering the average of corresponding off-diagonal elements). It
is diagonalized to obtain the final second order energies, together with the new ef-
fective zeroth order wave functions, which are linear combinations of the original
CASSCF states. This rotation possibly leads to states with less mixed configura-
tions, and has to be applied to all the observables of interest (e.g. transition dipole
moments and transition densities). In order for the MS-CASPT2 procedure to be
applicable, the asymmetric effective Hamiltonian matrix should have small and sim-
ilar off-diagonal terms. This condition can be achieved, when possible, by enlarging
the active space.
The CASPT2 method relies on second order perturbation theory. As such, to be
successful, the perturbation should be small. It is therefore of utmost importance
that a proper selection of the active space is made in the preceding CASSCF cal-
culation. Attention should be paid to the possible presence of intruder states, i.e.
configurations with energies close to the reference energy E0, which can lead to an
overestimation or even singularities of the perturbation energy. Such configurations
should be included in the preceding CASSCF calculation. In the cases where this
is not practicable an imaginary shift (normally 0.1-0.3 a.u. in magnitude) can be
applied to the denominator of the second order correction terms.
The typical error in CASSCF/CASPT2 computed excitation energies is in the
range 0.0-0.2 eV.
2.0.6 Quantities of interest
Now that we have introduced the method, let us summarize the principal quantities
that we are interested to obtain with it:
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• Wave-Function, which for a generic state m is given by
∣∣ψCASm 〉 = c0 |χ¯0〉+∑
r,a
cra |χ¯ra〉+
∑
rs,ab
crsab |χ¯rsab〉+ . . . (2.8)
where the MOs and the CI coefficients are obtained through the SA-CASSCF
procedure. We will in general consider CASSCF/RASSCF wave-functions.
Only in few cases, when a strong mixing of configurations is present, we will
combine them according to the MS-CASPT2 rotation matrix described above.
• Energies, with zero-order contribution obtained from CASSCF/RASSCF es-
timate and second order correction through CASPT2/RASPT2 (SS in most
of the cases, MS when necessary).
Em = 〈ψCASm |Hˆ|ψCASm 〉+ E(PT2)m (2.9)
• Dipole Moments, defined as
µmn = e 〈ψCASm |
nel∑
k
rˆk|ψCASn 〉 (2.10)
These quantities (as well as other properties) are obtained using the RASSI[26]
(RAS State Interaction) module of Molcas.
• Transition Densities, defined as
ρmn (r) = 〈ψCASm |δ (r − r1) |ψCASn 〉 (2.11)
Transition densities are not provided as output in Molcas. We developed a
procedure to extract them, outlined in the Appendix, Section 5.3.
2.0.7 Transition densities: a closer look
The single particle transition density matrix, connecting states ψm and ψn (m 6= n)
is defined as
ρmn (r) = nel
∫
ψ∗m (x1 . . .xnel)ψn (x1 . . .xnel) dx2 . . . dxnelds1 = (2.12)
= 〈ψm| δ (r1 − r) |ψn〉
where the integral is over all the spin variables s, and all the spatial variables except
r1.
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Consider two generic states ψm and ψn, expressed as in Eq. (2.8), described by
the same set of molecular orbitals (i.e. obtained through the State Average procedure
previously outlined). Thus
|ψn〉 = c0 |χ¯0〉+
∑
r,a
cra |χ¯ra〉+
∑
rs,ab
crsab |χ¯rsab〉+ . . . (2.13)
〈ψm| = h∗0 〈χ¯0|+
∑
r′,a′
h∗r
′
a′
〈
χ¯r
′
a′
∣∣∣+ ∑
r′s′,a′b′
h∗r
′s′
a′b′
〈
χ¯r
′s′
a′b′
∣∣∣+ . . . (2.14)
We now consider the expectation value 〈ψm| δ (r1 − r) |ψn〉 by expressing the two
states in terms of Eqs. (2.13) and (2.14). Thus
〈ψm| δ (r1 − r) |ψn〉 = (2.15)
= h∗0 〈χ¯0| δ (r1 − r)
{
c0 |χ¯0〉+
∑
r,a
cra |χ¯ra〉+
∑
rs,ab
crsab |χ¯rsab〉+ . . .
}
+
+
∑
r′,a′
h∗r
′
a′
〈
χ¯r
′
a′
∣∣∣ δ (r1 − r){c0 |χ¯0〉+∑
r,a
cra |χ¯ra〉+
∑
rs,ab
crsab |χ¯rsab〉+ . . .
}
+
+
∑
r′s′,a′b′
h∗r
′s′
a′b′
〈
χ¯r
′s′
a′b′
∣∣∣ δ (r1 − r){c0 |χ¯0〉+∑
r,a
cra |χ¯ra〉+
∑
rs,ab
crsab |χ¯rsab〉+ . . .
}
+ . . .
In Appendix, Section 5.2, it is shown that the different elements of Eq. (2.15) can
be expressed as linear combinations of products of Active Space molecular orbitals
pairs. Therefore, the single particle transition density matrix itself can be written
as
ρmn (r) =
∑
a,b
Cmnab ϕ
∗
a (r)ϕb (r) (2.16)
The coefficients Cmnab summarize the contributions with which each configuration
involving a certain pair of (spatial) active orbitals, ϕa and ϕb, participate to the
transition of interest. For each pair of states m − n the coefficients Cmnab form a
matrix called transition density matrix.
Moreover, since every MO is a linear combination of atomic orbitals Ai (r) (Eq.
(2.5)), the transition density ρmn (r) can be expanded in term of these AOs, as
ρmn (r) =
∑
a,b
Cmnab ϕ
∗
a (r)ϕb (r) = (2.17)
=
∑
ij
∑
a,b
ca∗i C
mn
ab c
b
j︸ ︷︷ ︸
C˜mnij
A∗i (r)Aj (r)
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and C˜mnij is therefore the transition density matrix in atomic basis.
Note that the results of Eqs. (2.16) and (2.17), derived here for transition densi-
ties, can be generalized to describe also densities (i.e. m = n). In this case, one has
to include in the summation of Eq. (2.16) also the orbitals of the inactive space.
The procedure we developed to extract transition densities from Molcas is out-
lined in Appendix, Section 5.3. From Eq. (2.16) one can see that the fundamental
ingredients needed to compute the transition density ρmn (r) are the transition den-
sity matrix Cmnab and the active orbitals ϕa (r). The latter are usually obtained as
three dimensional discrete grids of points. The quality of the obtained transition
densities is therefore connected to the quality of the computed active orbitals: the
grid dimension and density of ρmn (r) is exactly that of the ϕa (r).
We have designed some tests to check the quality of the computed transition
densities. It is known that transition densities should return zero when integrated
all over the space, and this property should be accurately reproduced also by our
discrete density. Moreover, there are some observables that can be independently
computed by the employed quantum chemistry software (e.g. Molcas), and through
the obtained transition densities, as the transition dipole moments. We have in fact
that
µmn = e 〈ψCASm |
∑
k
rk|ψCASn 〉
= enel 〈ψCASm |r1|ψCASn 〉
= enel
∫
drr 〈ψCASm |δ(r − r1)|ψCASn 〉
= e
∫
drρmn(r)r (2.18)
where the last integral should be performed numerically with the discrete transition
density.
In our computations, with default grids, the error of the numerical transition
dipoles with respect to the analytical dipoles was always smaller than 1%.
2.1 Computing the Couplings
As we have seen in Chapter 1, the general form of the interaction terms (neglecting
overlaps between the chromophores of interest) involves integrals of densities and
transition densities (Eq. (1.27)).
In many cases of interest (as we have already pointed out), the most important
contributions that have to be calculated are the TRD-TRD interaction terms, given
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Figure 2.2: Pictorial representation of coupling between Atomic orbitals of different
molecules.
by
VIJ =
∫
drdr′ρIab (r)
1
|r − r′|ρ
J
cd (r
′) (2.19)
The integration of Eq. (2.19) can be performed either analytically or numerically,
and the two different approaches are discussed hereafter.
2.1.1 Analytical method
Transition densities can be expressed in terms of atomic basis functions, as pre-
viously shown in Eq. (2.17). The integral of Eq. (2.19) becomes a two electron
integral between pairs of basis functions, one belonging to the first chromophore
and the other to the second, given by
VIJ =
∑
αβ
∑
γδ
C˜αβC˜γδ
∫
drdr′ AI∗α (r)A
I
β (r)
1
|r − r′|A
J∗
γ (r
′)AJδ (r
′) (2.20)
Since the form of this integral is what is routinely computed by quantum chem-
istry software (e.g., Molcas), and since the transition density matrices in atomic
basis coefficients C˜ are also internally used by the software, we have implemented
the calculation of the Coulomb coupling between molecules in an in-house modified
version of Molcas 8.1. The results were in perfect agreement with the one computed
through numerical integration, presented in the following Section.
Similar analytical formulations of the couplings have also been developed and
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Figure 2.3: Pictorial representation of the coupling between (discrete) reduced transition
densities.
used by our collaborators of the Molecolab group of Prof. Benedetta Mennucci at
the University of Pisa in their in-house modified version of Gaussian 09, and now
available in the last software release, Gaussian 16.
2.1.2 Numerical Method: Transition Density Cube
Discrete densities can be obtained as outlined in Appendix, Section 5.3. These
are collections of coordinates (x, y, z) on a 3D grid, to which values ρI(x, y, z) are
assigned. The use of such discrete functions requires the numerical integration of
equations like Eq. (2.19). Every grid point lies in a microscopic volume dr, and the
product ρI(r)dr is equal to the charge qi contained in that volume. By replacing the
integrals with discrete sums and the product of densities and integration volumes
by charges, one obtains the desired numerical evaluation of Eq. (2.19), as
VIJ =
∑
i∈I
∑
i∈J
qiqj
rij
(2.21)
The sum is performed over all the points of the grids which surround the two
molecules, and the numerical coupling obtained. This method is known in the
literature as the transition density cube method (TDC).[27]
The evaluation of the double sum of Eq. (2.21) can be significantly speeded up by
realizing that not all the points of the grid are equally important: the molecule has
a non-uniform electron density in the grid volume, so that points close to the edge of
the grid boundaries carry very small contributions. We have therefore implemented
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a procedure to reduce the number of interaction terms that have to be computed, by
discarding all the charges whose absolute value is smaller than a certain threshold
value, chosen to be a fraction the absolute value of the largest charge in the grid.
We chose the value of the threshold so that the obtained reduced transition densities
satisfy the same checks previously mentioned (i.e.,
∑
i∈I qi ' 0 and µnumerical '
µanalytical).
Additional attention should be reserved to terms that involve very small distances
rij between the charges qi and qj. Due to discretization errors these distances can
be artificially small (or even null), leading to divergences of the coupling term. For
this reason, a cutoff distance rc should be set and interaction between charges closer
then that distance discarded. Tests to check the cutoff dependence of the results
were performed for the couplings computed in this Thesis, and they demonstrated
it to be very weak for a large range of reasonable cutoff values.
Finally, we remark that the number of the elements that enter as coupling terms
in the off-diagonal sector of the Hamiltonian can be very large, but because they
are independent, they can be computed in parallel.
The TDC method presented in this Section has been employed for the calcula-
tion of the couplings between the chromophores of the LH2 system, with transition
densities at the RASSCF level (see Part III, Chapter 1).
2.1.3 Approximate methods
Molecules that are sufficiently far apart will not be sensitive to the details of the
charge distributions of the interacting (transition) densities. It is therefore possible
to consider multipolar expansion of ρI(r), truncated at a certain level. The most
commonly employed approximation is obtained by truncating the expansion at the
dipole terms, which results in the so-called Point Dipole Approximation (PDA). The
coupling between transition densities in the PDA then reads
V PDAIJ =
µIab · µJcd
R3IJ
− 3
(
µIab ·RIJ
) (
µJcd ·RIJ
)
R5IJ
(2.22)
where µIab and µJcd are the permanent dipoles (with a = b, c = d) or the transition
dipoles (with a 6= b, c 6= d) of, respectively, chromophores I and J ; RIJ is the
distance between the centers of mass of the two chromophores. This approximation
can be used as long as RIJ is larger than the spatial extension of the chromophores.
While in many cases it is preferable to compute the complete coupling between
chromophores, using Eq. (2.19), the PDA approximation provides a simple and
easily interpretable (qualitative) picture of the molecular aggregate. Moreover it is
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Figure 2.4: Comparison between PDA and full TRD coupling between two identical
acrolein molecules, by varying their distance along the z axis.
relatively easy to obtain the transition dipole moments from experiments, so that
an estimate of the coupling could be given in principle without a single quantum
chemistry computation.
In Figure 3.1 we show the comparison between full TRD-TRD Coulomb cou-
plings and PDA couplings, computed for a dimer of acrolein molecules at different
distances. The spatial extension of the acrolein molecule is about 5
◦
A, and indeed
the PDA produces the worst results for distances below this threshold value. Above
these value the two methods give the same results.
CHAPTER 3
Coupling to vibrations
Real systems are characterized by the presence of intra- and inter-molecular vibra-
tions, responsible for the fluctuations of the excitation energies. These contributions
are fundamental to properly describe the behavior of excited aggregates of molecules:
e.g. they drive exciton migration and are responsible for fluctuation and dissipation
mechanisms, and thus for the line-shape of recorded spectra. What we have con-
sidered so far is just the system part of a more complete Hamiltonian, comprising
a bath of vibrations coupled to the electronic degrees of freedom. The complete
Hamiltonian then reads
Hˆ = HˆS + HˆB + HˆSB (3.1)
where HˆS and HˆB are the system and bath Hamiltonian, and HˆSB is the interaction
between the two. In the model that we are going to discuss in this Section, the three
terms of Eq. (3.1) are given, respectively, by[28]
HˆS =
N∑
i
i |i〉 〈i|+
∑
i 6=j
Vij |i〉 〈j| (3.2)
HˆB =
N∑
i
Mi∑
mi
1
2
(
Pˆ 2mi + ω
2
mi
Qˆ2mi
)
⊗ 1ˆ (3.3)
HˆSB =
N∑
i
Mi∑
mi
cmiQˆmi |i〉 〈i| (3.4)
The system-bath interaction is here assumed to have a linear dependence on
both the electronic DOFs (the excited state populations |i〉 〈i|) and the bath (mass-
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Figure 3.1: Pictorial representation of an open quantum system S interacting with its en-
vironment (bath) B.
weighted) coordinates Q. Moreover, different modes are supposed to be indepen-
dent. The bath of each chromophore i is therefore modeled as a collection of indepen-
dent harmonic modes, described by nuclear phase space variables (Pmi , Qmi), bilin-
early coupled to chromophore excitations. The coefficients cmi control the strength
of the interaction of excited chromophore i to the m-th mode of its harmonic bath,
whose frequency is ωmi
The Hamiltonian H can also be rewritten in the exciton basis (|α〉 = ∑iAαi |i〉)
as:
Hˆ =
N∑
α
α |α〉 〈α| (3.5)
+
N∑
i
Mi∑
mi
1
2
(
Pˆ 2mi + ω
2
mi
Qˆ2mi
)
⊗ 1ˆ (3.6)
+
∑
αβ
[
N∑
i
Mi∑
mi
A∗αiAβicmiQˆmi
]
|α〉 〈β| (3.7)
We note that the system-bath interaction term HˆSB, which was diagonal in the
site representation, contributes here also to the off-diagonal sector of the exciton
Hamiltonian. We will show how diagonal terms describe the energy fluctuation of
the exciton states, while off-diagonal contributions drive the population transfer
between excitons.
In the following Sections we introduce a convenient way of representing the
coupling to the various modes m, which is the so-called spectral density function.
This function will enter explicitly in the simulation of the spectroscopy of multi-
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chromophoric systems, and will be extensively used in the next Part of the Thesis.
3.1 Spectral density
3.1.1 Definition
The spectral density function summarizes the properties of the system-bath coupling
described above: the spectral density Ji (ω) for chromophore i is defined as[29]:
Ji(ω) ≡ pi
2
Mi∑
mi
c2mi
ωmi
δ (ω − ωmi) (3.8)
The frequencies of the modes are denoted as ωmi , and their coupling strengths to the
excited state as cmi . These are the same parameters which enter in Eqs. (3.2-3.4).
3.1.2 Spectral Density & the Displaced Harmonic Oscillator
model
Within the framework of the previously introduced bath of harmonic oscillators
linearly coupled to the system degrees of freedom, a simple relation between the
ground state (GS) and excited state (ES) Potential Energy Surfaces (PES) properties
and the couplings cmi can be established.
Let us consider, for simplicity, a molecule with a single vibrational normal mode
Q1. Within the displaced harmonic oscillator (DHO) model, the ground and the elec-
tronically excited state PES are harmonic wells along the common bath coordinate
Q (and reduced mass m), having the same frequency ω0 but different equilibrium
geometries (Figure 3.2). In the GS the bath mode is assumed to oscillate around
dg (which can be set to zero without any loss of generality), while the ES potential
is spatially shifted so that the bath mode oscillates around de when the molecule
is electronically excited. The assumption of harmonic modes is indeed reasonable
for many systems, as generic GS and ES PES can very often be viewed at least as
locally harmonic2.
The Hamiltonian of Eq. (3.1), including also the GS explicitly, is here given by:
Hˆ = Tˆ + g +
1
2
mω20Q
2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Vg(Q)
+ e +
1
2
mω20(Q− de)2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ve(Q)
(3.9)
1The present treatment can be easily extend to an arbitrary number of modes.
2Nonetheless we note that here we are not only assuming that GS and ES PES are harmonic,
but also that they have the same curvature, which is a stronger assumption.
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Figure 3.2: Pictorial representation of the DHO model: GS and ES PES (given by the
potentials Vg(Q) and Ve(Q), respectively) are described by the same harmonic
well displaced along the mode coordinate Q by means of de (the equilibrium
geometry of the ES). The vertical energy is given by the difference between e
and g plus the reorganization energy λ, which describes the energy that the
chromophore loses into the bath by relaxing from the initial (out of equilibrium
position) Q = 0 to Q = de.
where Tˆ is the total kinetic energy, Vg (Q) and Ve (Q) are the GS and ES PES,
respectively, and g and e are the energies of the minima of the two PES. The
energy gap between the two curves (as a function of the coordinate Q) can thus be
defined by using Vg as a reference:
δeg(Q) = Ve (Q)− Vg (Q)
= ∆eg −mω20deQ+
1
2
mω20d
2
e (3.10)
and ∆eg represents the adiabatic excitation energy of the transition g → e. The
last term on the right hand side of Eq. (3.10) is the so-called reorganization energy
λ:
λ =
1
2
mω20d
2
e (3.11)
and represents the energy that the chromophore loses to the bath (in this case the
unique harmonic oscillator) in relaxing from the Franck-Condon point (located at
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dg = 0), a non equilibrium configuration of the bath on the excited-state PES, to
the new equilibrium position, determined by the ES PES minimum, de (see Figure
3.2).
We can rewrite the reorganization energy by introducing the dimensionless Huang-
Rhys factor for the bath mode, S, thus obtaining
λ = ~ω0S (3.12)
S represents the number of vibrational quanta, ~ω0, that are equivalent to the
amount of energy associated to the reorganization energy of the mode of interest.
By comparing Eq. (3.10) with the Hamiltonian components Eqs. (3.2-3.4) one
can identify the connection between the system-bath coupling constant and the
parameters of the DHO model, as:
c = mω20de =
√
λω0 =
√
~ω0Sω0 (3.13)
and
λ = c2/(2ω20) (3.14)
When considering M independent modes, one should account for the contribu-
tions from M reorganization energies λm and M associated Huang-Rhys factors Sm.
The total reorganization energy of the considered chromophore i is simply the sum
of the individual chromophore bath mode reorganization energies, i.e. λi =
∑
mi
λmi
and Si =
∑
mi
Smi .
The coupling constants cmi are interpreted in the same simple way as for the
single harmonic oscillator, obtaining (in mass-weighted coordinates)
|cmi | = ω2mi |
(
demi − dgmi
) | = √λmiωmi = √~ωmiSmiωmi (3.15)
λmi = c
2
mi
/2ω2mi (3.16)
The spectral density in Eq. (3.8) can then be rewritten as
Ji(ω) = pi
Mi∑
mi
ωmiλmiδ (ω − ωmi) (3.17)
and the total reorganization energy for chromophore i can be computed from Ji(ω)
as
λi =
~
pi
∫ ∞
0
dω
Ji(ω)
ω
(3.18)
Finally, we note that vertical transition energy Ve is obtained as the difference
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between the two PESs at the equilibrium geometry of the ground state, i.e. as the
sum between the adiabatic energy ∆eg and the reorganization energy λ,
Veg = ∆eg + λ (3.19)
3.1.3 Spectral Density & Energy-Gap Fluctuation auto-correlation
As shown in Eq. (3.10), the excitation energy of chromophore i varies linearly as a
function of its harmonic bath coordinates, i.e., excluding all constant terms:
δi =
∑
mi
cmiQmi (3.20)
For each chromophore i we can define the excitation energy fluctuation auto-
correlation function as
Ci(t) = 〈δi(0)δi(t)〉 =
∑
mi
c2mi 〈Qmi(0)Qmi(t)〉 (3.21)
where the symbol 〈•〉 indicates the equilibrium ensemble average over thermal dis-
tribution of the states of the harmonic bath.
The average can be performed in the limit of classical harmonic bath, thus ob-
taining
Ccli (t) =
1
β
∑
mi
(
c2mi
ω2mi
)
cos(ωmit) (3.22)
while for an exact description of the “quantum” bath DOFs we have3[29]
Cqmi (t) =
~
2
∑
mi
(
c2mi
ωmi
)[
coth
(
β~ωmi
2
)
cos(ωmit)− i sin(ωmit)
]
(3.23)
The connection between this auto-correlation function and the spectral density
is readily obtained as4
J cl(ω) = βω
∫ ∞
0
dtCcl(t)cos(ωt) (3.24)
Jqm(ω) =
2
~
tanh
(
β~ω
2
)∫ ∞
0
dtRe[Cqm(t)]cos(ωt) (3.25)
In the next Section we show how to compute the parameters which enter in the
3Note that Cqmi (t)→ Ccli (t) for ~→ 0, as coth(x) ' 1/x for small values of x.
4These results are obtained by multiplying Eqs. (3.22) and (3.23) by cos(ωt), and using the
fact that
∫ +∞
−∞ dte
iωt = 2piδ(ω).
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spectral density function. As stated above, spectral densities are at the core of the
simulations of spectroscopic techniques, as they encode the bath induced energy
fluctuations and energy transport between exciton states. We will therefore review
the role of these functions in the next Part of the Thesis.
3.1.4 Spectral density evaluation: Microscopic Ingredients
The Spectral density of a given chromophore i contains the information of both
intra- and inter-molecular vibrations. It is convenient [28, 11] to decompose it into
two parts[28]
Ji(ω) = J
intra
i (ω) + J
inter
i (ω) (3.26)
where J intrai (ω) contains all the intra-chromophore vibrations contributions, and
J interi (ω) accounts for all the vibrational contributions caused by the environment.
The decomposition is a reliable approximation as energy fluctuations caused by
inter- and intra- molecular vibrations (i.e. by short- and long- range interactions)
can be considered uncorrelated in many cases of interest.
Within this approximation, the J interi (ω) part of the spectral density can be eval-
uated from MD trajectories, by the cosine transform of the energy gap fluctuation
correlation function along the computed classical path (Eq. (3.24)). The chro-
mophore is kept frozen to avoid double counting of its own frequencies, which will
be included in the J intrai (ω) term. The intermolecular part of the spectral density
usually contains a quasi-continuum of low frequency contributions, and it is often
substituted by analytic model functions that mimic its behavior. One of the most
commonly employed models is the overdamped Brownian oscillator (OBO)[30, 31],
whose spectral density is given by
J(ω) = 2λ
ω/γ
(ω/γ)2 + 1
(3.27)
where λ is the reorganization energy and γ is the damping constant. The inverse of
γ gives the bath relaxation time.
The J intrai (ω) part of the spectral density is preferably calculated in a different
way: there is in fact no guarantee that the force field parameters of MD simulations
are accurate enough to reproduce intra-molecular frequencies and reorganization
energies5. Instead, the needed parameters are calculated by exploiting the simple
geometrical ideas introduced for the DHO model, i.e. by computing the frequency of
the modes and the displacement of the ES PES with respect to the GS PES through
5In fact it has been demonstrated that in general they are not[28].
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Figure 3.3: Pictorial representation of a spectral density. The low frequency sector displays
a OBO with parameters γ = 25 cm−1 and λ = 100 cm−1. The peaks of the
high frequency sector were broadened by means of a weak damping factor γd
= 5 cm−1. Inter-molecular vibrations fall in the low frequency sector.
accurate quantum chemistry computations. This can be achieved in different ways:
• In the vertical gradient approach[11] the structure of e.g. chromophore i is
relaxed on its GS (by means of a geometry optimization). Then a normal mode
analysis provides the intra-molecular vibration frequencies ωmi and normal
modes Qmi of the individual chromophore i. Next, the assumption that the
same modes and frequencies can describe both the GS and the ES PES is
applied, implying that the only difference between the two surfaces is in their
vertical and horizontal displacements (by means of the adiabatic excitation
energy and the difference in equilibrium positions, respectively). The system
bath coupling (as well as the offset between the ground and excited states
surfaces) is then obtained by evaluating the gradient to the excited state at
the ground state equilibrium geometry:
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∇Q|Q=dgVe(Q) = ∇Q|Q=dg
[∑
mi
1
2
ωmi(Qmi − demi)2
]
= −
∑
mi
ωmi(d
e
mi
− dgm)
= −cmi (3.28)
The vertical gradient approach has been applied in this Thesis for the compu-
tation of the spectral densities for the LH2 chromophores (Part III, Chapter
1), and for the spectral densities of some states of the azobenzene molecule
(Part III, Chapter 3).
• A different approach to the computation of the coupling is given by the direct
evaluation of the two equilibrium geometries dg and de, of the GS and ES state
PES respectively. A ground state optimization and normal mode analysis are
performed, followed by another optimization on the excited state surface: the
difference, along each mode, of the GS and ES minima coordinates returns the
surfaces displacements, and hence the coupling by means of Eq. (3.15). We
note that in this kind of analysis, global translational and rotational DOFs
have to be removed prior to computing the difference in Cartesian coordinate.
Furthermore, it is paramount that both geometries used to compute ∆d =
(de − dg) have been optimized at the same level of theory in order to avoid
spurious contributions to the spectral density.
This second approach is generally more expensive from the computational
point of view. Nonetheless, when the mixing between multiple states makes
the computations of the vertical gradient unfeasible (e.g. near a conical inter-
section), it represents a solid alternative. It has been for example applied for
the calculations of some of the spectral density parameters in the azobenzene
study (see Part III, Section 3.5.6).
The intra-molecular spectral density is generally characterized by high-frequency
discrete peaks (Figure 3.3), that can be broadened by gaussian or lorentzian func-
tions to take into account for the finite vibrational life-time and the inhomogeneous
distribution of vibrational frequencies.[28]
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3.1.5 Summary
Let us summarize the approximations employed in the presented modeling of the
system-bath coupling. The bath of vibrations has been introduced as a set of in-
dependent harmonic oscillators. The coupling between electronic states and bath
modes has been assumed to be linear. The DHO model allows for simple connec-
tion between the model parameters of Eqs. (3.2-3.4) and geometrical properties of
ground and excited surfaces:
• GS and ES PES are described by harmonic wells;
• They are characterized by the same modes and the same mode frequencies ω;
• They are displaced with respect to each the other by means of ∆d = (de−dg);
Spectral densities, reorganization energies and Huang-Ryes factors can be rewrit-
ten in term of the geometric parameters d and normal mode frequencies ω. The
bilinear coupling c, that controls the strength of the interaction between nuclear
and electronic coordinates, can also be rewritten in terms of the DHO quantities
as: cm = ω2m(dem − dgm). Some additional consideration and the extension of the
presented model to higher lying states are summarized in Appendix, Section 5.4.
In the next Part of the Thesis, when the simulation of spectroscopy will be
introduced, we will also assume that certain operators do not depend on the nuclear
coordinates. This is for example the case of the dipole operator µˆ, which in the
Condon approximation depends just on the considered initial and final electronic
states.
CHAPTER 4
Energy Transport theories
The first recorded observation of energy transfer between chemical species is dated
1922: while studying a mixture of mercury and thallium vapor, it was observed [32]
that thallium emitted fluorescence when mercury was excited. The concept of energy
transfer has since then evolved, but the basic ingredients are the same: a donor
(atom, molecule or group of molecules), excited e.g. by an external electromagnetic
radiation, transfers the absorbed energy to an acceptor (atom, molecule or group of
molecules) and this connection is revealed because donor specific absorption results
in acceptor-specific spectral signatures (e.g. acceptor emission).
Photosynthetic systems are extremely optimized for transferring absorbed sun-
light to reaction centers. The astonishing efficiency with which they exploit excita-
tion energy transfer pathways to funnel the energy throughout the photosynthetic
units, even at physiological temperatures, being subjected to the many dissipating
processes, has not been fully understood, and it remains an active research topic.
Photosynthetic organisms seem to have evolved not only to cope with, but also to
take advantage of thermal disorder effects for efficient light-harvesting function. It
is still a matter of great interest and dispute in the literature, how prevalent and ef-
fectual are purely quantum-mechanical forms of transport under normal conditions
(room temperature) for photosynthesis.[33, 34, 35]
The theoretical study of energy transfer in photosynthetic complexes is aimed at
shedding new light on the problem, by unraveling the microscopic origin of different
EET mechanisms and explaining measured transfer rates.
Energy transport theories are usually grouped according to the relative strength
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of inter-molecular and system-bath coupling. Förster theory of energy transfer, e.g.,
assumes that the system-bath coupling is stronger than that between the molecules.
Redfield theory consider the other limit, in which the system is dominated by the
coupling between the molecules. In the former case, the excitation is localized
on single chromophores, and undergoes incoherent hopping steps to move from
localize donor to localized acceptor states. In the latter theory, the strength of
inter-molecular coupling is such that the excitation is delocalized on the interacting
donor-acceptor pair, and the energy transfer mechanism involves coherent steps, in
which the energy is periodically transferred by a traveling wave-packet from one
system to the other in a time-dependent fashion. The classification of these mecha-
nisms according to the inter-exciton versus exciton-bath energy criterium, can also
be viewed in the time domain: if the transfer time (due to quantum interaction
between the molecules) is larger than the typical relaxation time (due to collisions
with the environment), the localized picture is more adequate; if on the other hand,
the transport time is smaller than the typical relaxation time, a coherent transport
mechanism, bridged by delocalized states, is likely to occur.
Viewed either in the time or in the energy domain, this classification boils down
to the idea that some descriptors of the system are smaller with respect to other,
i.e. that some terms of the Hamiltonian can be treated perturbatively. In what
follows we consider the global Hamiltonian of the system to be given in the form
of Eq. (3.1), and present Förster and Redfield approaches, obtained considering
either HSB or the Coulomb coupling between sites to be the perturbative Hˆ ′ term,
recasting all the other terms in the reference Hamiltonian Hˆ0.
The state of an open quantum system (e.g., a system which is coupled to a bath
of vibrations), is appropriately described by the density matrix operator ρˆ. We will
make use of it in the following Sections, while extensively reviewing its properties
in Part II, Section 2.1.
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4.1 Förster energy transport
Within the Förster Resonant Energy Transfer (FRET) theory, the Hamiltonian is
written as follows:
Hˆ0 =
∑
i
i |i〉 〈i|︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hel
+
N∑
i
Mi∑
mi
1
2
(
Pˆ 2mi + ω
2
mi
Qˆ2mi
)
1ˆ︸ ︷︷ ︸
HB
+
N∑
i
Mi∑
mi
cmiQˆmi |i〉 〈i|︸ ︷︷ ︸
HSB
Hˆ ′ =
∑
i 6=j
Vij |i〉 〈j|︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hcoul
(4.1)
In the context of time-dependent perturbation theory, the Fermi Golden Rule
gives the probability of the system to migrate from an initial to a final states (given
respectively by donor excited with the acceptor in the ground state, and acceptor
excited while the donor is in the ground state) via the perturbation Hˆ ′.[16]
This leads to the well known Förster rate matrix, which reads:
Kn,m =
|Vmn|2
2pi
∫ +∞
−∞
dωFm(ω)An(ω) (4.2)
The rate between the donor m and the acceptor n is given by the square of
the coupling (a dominant characteristic of FRET) times the so-called overlap in-
tegral. The overlap integral is related to the optical spectral overlap between the
normalized absorption spectrum An(ω) of the acceptor and the normalized fluores-
cence spectrum Fm(ω) of the donor. Since the donor-acceptor coupling is assumed
to be very small, the spectrum of the donor-acceptor couple is identical to that of
the individual non-interacting constituents in the same environment, which is what
makes this theory so attractive: the excitation energy transfer (EET) rate is given
in terms of easily accessible experimental observables rather than in terms of com-
puted quantities1. For molecules sufficiently distant, the coupling can be expressed
as a transition-dipole transition-dipole interaction, which results in Förster’s famous
R−6 dependence of FRET rates.[36]
Förster theory can be extended by considering weakly coupled domains of delo-
calized states (i.e. excitons describing groups of strongly interacting chromophores).
This is the so-called Generalized Förster theory.
1Overlap integrals can nonetheless be computed, as so-called Frank Condon Weighted density
of states, see e.g. [16]
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4.2 Redfield energy transport
Within the Redfield theory of transport, the Hamiltonian can be written as
Hˆ0 =
∑
i
i |i〉 〈i|︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hel
+
∑
i 6=j
Vij |i〉 〈j|︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hcoul
+
N∑
i
Mi∑
mi
1
2
(
Pˆ 2mi + ω
2
mi
Qˆ2mi
)
1ˆ︸ ︷︷ ︸
HB
Hˆ ′ =
N∑
i
Mi∑
mi
cmiQˆmi |i〉 〈i|︸ ︷︷ ︸
HSB
(4.3)
It is convenient to rewrite all terms in the exciton basis (|α〉 = ∑iAαi |i〉), as in
Eqs. (3.7), so that
Hˆ ′ =
∑
αβ
δαβ (Q)︷ ︸︸ ︷
A∗αiAβi
[
N∑
i
Mi∑
m
cmiQˆmi
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
δi (Qi)
|α〉 〈β| (4.4)
As previously noted, the excitonic mixing of localized states give rise to off-
diagonal elements in the electron-phonon coupling HSB (Eq. 4.4), which cause
relaxation between exciton states.
Using second order cumulant expansion (see next Part of the Thesis), the two-
point quantum correlation function between energy gap Hamiltonians in exciton
basis is found, and it is linked to the two-point correlation of site energy gap Hamil-
tonians:
Cαβγδ(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
〈δαβ(t)δγδ(0)〉
=
∑
i
A∗αiAβiA
∗
γiAδi Ci(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
〈δi (t)δi(0)〉
(4.5)
Ci(t) was previously introduced in Eq. (3.21), and its connection to the site
spectral density established. We can similarly connect Cαβγδ(t) to different spectral
densities. As an example, for an exciton state α, we have that
Cαααα(t) =
∑
i
|Aαi|4Ci(t) (4.6)
so that
Jα(ω) =
∑
i
|Aαi|4 Ji(ω) (4.7)
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The electronic part of density matrix is also rewritten in the exciton basis as
ρexc = A†ρsiteA (4.8)
and the Redfield equation is obtained:[37, 16]
∂
∂t
ρexcab (t) = −iωabρexcab (t) +
∑
cd
Rab,cdρ
exc
cd (t) (4.9)
Eq. (4.9) is valid when HSB is a perturbation and we further assume that the so-
called Redfield tensor Rab,cd is time independent, which is true in the Markovian
limit. The first term of the equation describes the coherent evolution of the excitons
according to H0, while the second term describes the relaxation dynamics induced
by the coupling with bath fluctuations HSB.
The Redfield tensor can be expressed (by Fourier transform) in terms of the
spectral densities computed from Eq. (4.5), and different relaxation processes can
be distinguished[16]:
• Population relaxation (Raa,aa);
• Population transfer (Raa,bb, a 6= b);
• Coherence dephasing (Rab,ab, a 6= b);
• Coherence mixing (Rab,cd, a 6= b 6= c 6= d);
• Population conversion into coherence (Rab,bb, a 6= b);
• Coherence conversion into population (Raa,bc, a 6= b 6= c);
In the so-called secular approximation to Redfield theory, one retains only terms
resonant with ωab, so that, of the previous list, only population terms Raa,bb (in-
cluding a = b) and coherence dephasing terms Rab,ab survive. This implies that, in
the secular approximation, the evolution of populations terms of the density matrix
(ρaa) is decoupled from that of coherences (ρab), and also that different coherences
evolve independently.
An extension to the Redfield theory is the so-called modified Redfield[38, 39], for
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which one has the following repartition of the Hamiltonian:
Hˆ0 =
∑
α
α |α〉 〈α|︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hexc
+
∑
α
δαβ(Q) |α〉 〈α|︸ ︷︷ ︸
HSB diag
+
N∑
i
Mi∑
mi
1
2
(
Pˆ 2mi + ω
2
mi
Qˆ2mi
)
1ˆ︸ ︷︷ ︸
HB
Hˆ ′ =
∑
α 6=β
δαβ(Q) |α〉 〈β|︸ ︷︷ ︸
HSB off−diag
(4.10)
The diagonal part of the electron-phonon Hamiltonian is included in the non-
perturbative Hamiltonian Hˆ0: this allows the treatment of the off-diagonal part of
the electron-phonon Hamiltonian as a perturbation even when the electron-phonon
coupling is not small, providing the spatial overlap of the two exciton wave-functions
(A∗αjAβj) to be small2.
Modified Redfield introduces the possibility that multiple energy quanta are
exchanged between the electronic and vibrational degrees of freedom, and in specific
limits it has been shown to behave as Redfield and Förster theories, in the respective
regimes of validity of the two methods.[40]
4.3 PLDM dynamics
We briefly outline here the principal ideas behind the Partial Linearized Density
Matrix (PLDM) method, developed by P. Huo and D. F. Coker[41]. PLDM provides
a systematically improvable, accurate, and flexible numerical propagation scheme
for treating EET dynamics and simulating, as presented in the next Part of the
Thesis, spectroscopy experiments. Among the features, it is nonperturbative, non-
Markovian, and does not require any particular form for the system bath interaction.
The method is designed to describe the time evolution of the expectation value
of a generic operator, given by
〈Ψ|Oˆ(t)|Ψ〉 = 〈Ψ|e−i/~HˆtOˆ(0)ei/~Hˆt|Ψ〉 (4.11)
where Hˆ is a general system-bath Hamiltonian (e.g. of the form Eqs. (3.2-3.4)) and
the system and bath are prepared in some initial state |Ψ〉. The forward (e−i/~Hˆt)
and backward (ei/~Hˆt) propagators can be accurately described using a semiclassical
path integral formalism.[42] The central approximation of the method resides in the
assumption that for short times, forward and backward nuclear paths should remain
2This is generally true when the distribution of site energy is large.
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close to each other.
In the following Sections we focus on the evolution of the density matrix operator,
but the formalism is completely general, and allows to treat generic operators exactly
in the same way.
4.3.1 Mapping Representation
Let us consider a density matrix operator which describes a system of nuclei with
position R (representing e.g. the protein scaffold, the solvent, and the chromophore
vibrations), coupled to a manifold of electronic states, labeled by the quantum num-
ber n (usually the diabatic site states of a Frenkel Exciton model).
The time evolution of the density matrix in terms of |Rt, nt〉 states is given by:
〈Rt, nt|ρˆ(t)|R′t, n′t〉 = 〈Rt, nt|e−(i/~)Hˆtρˆ(0)e(i/~)Hˆt|R′t, n′t〉 = (4.12)
=
∑
n0n′0
∫
dR0dR
′
0 〈Rt, nt|e−(i/~)Hˆt|R0, n0〉 〈R0, n0|ρˆ(0)|R′0, n′0〉 〈R′0, n′0|e(i/~)Hˆt|R′t, n′t〉
The total Hamiltonian Hˆ can be written as the sum of the nuclear kinetic energy
term plus a general electronic Hamiltonian in the diabatic representation, as:
Hˆ =
Pˆ 2
2M
+
∑
nn′
|n〉 〈n|hˆel(Rˆ)|n′〉 〈n′| (4.13)
hˆel(Rˆ) contains the potential energy surfaces for the various states |n〉 and the
coupling between them, and depends on the nuclear configuration R.
To deduce the continuous path integral expression for both the nuclear and
electronic degrees of freedom, the Meyer-Miller mapping model is employed: the
discrete quantum states of the system (i.e. the electronic DOFs) are exactly mapped
onto a set of fictitious harmonic oscillator raising and lowering operators (|n〉 → aˆ†n =
(rˆn − ipˆn)/
√
2) and the Hamiltonian of Eq. (4.13) takes the form[43, 44]
Hˆ =
Pˆ 2
2M
+
1
2
∑
n
hnn(Rˆ)
(
rˆ2n + pˆ
2
n − ~
)
+
1
2
∑
n′ 6=n
hnn′(Rˆ) (rˆnrˆn′ + pˆnpˆn′) (4.14)
where (rˆn, pˆn) and (Pˆ , Rˆ) represent the complete sets of system and bath mapping
phase-space DOFs, respectively.
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4.3.2 Propagators in the path-integral formalism
The forward propagator of Eq. (4.12) is then written in a discrete phase space path
integral form, as
〈Rtnt|e−(i/~)Hˆt|R0, n0〉 =
∫ N−1∏
k=1
dRk
dPk
2pi~
dPN
2pi~
e(i/~)S0T[nt,n0] (4.15)
where
S0 = 
N∑
k=1
[
Pk
(Rk −Rk−1)

− P
2
k
2M
]
(4.16)
is the nuclear kinetic action,  is the nuclear time step, and
T[nt,n0] = 〈nt|e−(i/~)hˆel(RN−1) . . . e−(i/~)hˆel(R0)|n0〉 (4.17)
is the quantum transition amplitude associated to the evolution of the electronic
(mapping) Hamiltonian of Eq. (4.14) along the discrete path of nuclear configu-
rations R0 . . . RN−1. The Herman-Kluk [45, 46] (or coherent state) semiclassical
propagator, with a coherent state width parameter γ = 1/2, is employed for the
system DOFs to rewrite T[nt,n0], which then gives
T[nt,n0] =
∫
dr0dp0
1
2
(rnt + ipnt)(rn0 − ipn0)e(i/~)S1(t)
e−(i/2~)
∑
α(rαtpαt−rα0pα0 )e−(1/2~)
∑
α(r
2
α0
+r2α0 )
(4.18)
S1(t) is the action of the system mapping variables, expressed by
S1(t) =
∫ t
0
dτ
[∑
α
pαr˙α − hcl(R)
]
(4.19)
where hcl(R) = 1
2
∑
α hαα(R) (r
2
α + p
2
α) +
1
2
∑
β 6=α hαβ(R) (rαrβ + pαpβ) is the clas-
sical equivalent (in the path-integral system variables) of the quantum mapping
Hamiltonian of Eq. (4.14).3
A similar expression holds for the backward propagator 〈R′0, n′0|ei/~Hˆt|R′t, n′t〉,
3While results are independent of the specific choice of the coherent state width parameter, γ,
choosing it as γ = 12 has the useful consequence that the coherent state version of the semiclassical
van Vleck determinant exactly cancels the troublesome −~2
∑
n hnn(R) term in Eq. (4.14) [47].
This mitigates the issue of the bath DOFs propagating on an inverted potential energy surface
(PES) when the mapping variables sample regions of phase space in which rˆ2α + pˆ2α < 1.
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with correspondent terms S ′0 and T[n′0,n′t]. Eq. (4.12) is then rewritten as:
∑
n0n′0
∫
dR0dR
′
0
∫ N−1∏
k=1
dRk
dPk
2pi~
dPN
2pi~
∫ N−1∏
k′=1
dR′k′
dP ′k′
2pi~
dP ′N
2pi~
e(i/~)(S0−S
′
0)T[nt,n0]T[n′0,n′t]
(4.20)
The phases of the path integral expressions for full forward and backward propa-
gators are combined (e−(i/~)(S0−S′0)e−(i/~)(S1−S′1)) and the bath phase space DOFs are
transformed to mean and difference path variables, defined as R¯ = (R +R′) /2 and
Z = R − R′, respectively, with similar definitions for the corresponding momenta,
P¯ and Y .
4.3.3 (Partial) Linearization
Until now, we have just rewritten the expression for the density matrix evolution of
Eq. (4.12) in a path integral form, and it is still exact. The central approximation of
the partial linearized approach comes through a truncation of the functional Taylor
series expansion about the mean bath phase space path, (R¯(t), P¯ (t)), to linear order
in the difference path variables, Z(t) and Y (t). This approximation is based on the
assumption that forward and backward nuclear paths will remain close to each other
for short times.[41]
The difference of forward and backward nuclear and electronic amplitudes, S0−S ′0
and S1 − S ′1, then read[41]
(S0 − S ′0) = P¯NZN − P¯1Z0 −
N−1∑
k=1
(P¯k+1 + P¯k)Zk −
N∑
k=1
[
P¯k
M
− (R¯k − R¯k−1)

]
Yk
(4.21)
and
(S1 − S ′1) =
∫ t
0
dτ
1
2
d
dτ
∑
α
(
rατpατ − r′ατp′ατ
)
+∫ t
0
dτ
[
1
2
∇R
(
hcl(R¯τ , rτ , pτ ) + h
cl(R¯τ , r
′
τ , p
′
τ )
)
Zτ +O(Z2τ )
] (4.22)
where we have expanded and truncated the S1−S ′1 difference at linear order in Zτ and
used the approximation
∑
α pαq˙α−hcl(R¯, p, r) ∼
∑
α pαq˙α−hcl(R, p, r)=12 ddτ (
∑
α pαqα).
Note that the first term of Eq. (4.22) cancels the boundary terms in both T[nt,n0]
and T[n′0,n′t].
Upon functional integration of this partial linearized approximate result over
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bath difference path variables (i.e. Z0 . . . ZN−1 and Y1 . . . YN)4, the final expression
for the evolution of a generic element of the density matrix operator ρˆ is given by
[41]
〈
nt, R¯N +
ZN
2
∣∣∣∣ρˆ(t)∣∣∣∣n′t, R¯N − ZN2
〉
=
∑
n0,n′0
∫
dR¯0dr0dp0dr
′
0dp
′
0 G0G
′
0
× 1
2
(rnt + ipnt)(rn0 − ipn0)
1
2
(r′n′t − ip′n′t)(r′n′0 + ip
′
n′0
)
(
N−1∏
k=1
∫
dR¯k
dP¯k
2pi
)∫
dP¯N
2pi
× ρn0n′0W (R¯0, P¯1) e(i/~)P¯NZN
N−1∏
k=1
δ
(
P¯k+1 − P¯k

− Fk
) N∏
k=1
δ
(
R¯k − R¯k−1

− P¯k
M
)
(4.23)
This equation, which gives the time evolution of a generic expectation value of
the density matrix, has the following interpretation:
• Initial (mean) nuclear DOFs are sampled from the probability distribution
obtained from the partial Wigner transform of ρˆ(0) with respect to the bath
variables, as
ρ
n0n′0
W (R¯0, P¯1) =
∫
dZ0〈n0, R¯0 + Z0
2
|ρˆ|n′0, R¯0 −
Z0
2
〉e−(i/~)P¯1Z0 (4.24)
labeled by initial system states n0 and n′0;
• Initial system DOFs (mapping variables) are sampled from the Gaussian func-
tions G0 = exp
[− 1
2~
∑
α (r
2
α0 + p
2
α0)
]
and G′0 = exp
[− 1
2~
∑
α (r
′2
α0 + p
′2
α0)
]
;
• The system (mapping) DOFs are evaluated along classical-like trajectories
ruled by hcl:
r˙nt =
∂hcl(R¯t)
∂pnt
, p˙nt = −
∂hcl(R¯t)
∂rnt
(4.25)
• The nuclear trajectories are evolved as prescribed by the products of δ-functions,
by the effective force
Fk = −1
2
∇R¯k
(
hcl(R¯, r, p) + hcl(R¯, r′, p′)
)
(4.26)
4The functional integration transforms the e−(i/~)Z and e−(i/~)Y terms in the δ functions which
appear in the final expression, Eq. (4.23).
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Figure 4.1: Pictorial representation of the central equation of PLDM dynamics, Eq. (4.23).
It shows in particular how the coupled bath (nuclear) and system (electronic)
dynamics mixes the initially sampled density matrix elements so that they may
contribute to the same density matrix element at time t.
which depend on both forward and backward system DOFs ((r, p) and (r′, p′),
respectively);
• The propagated trajectories, provide a dynamical ensemble over which quanti-
ties can be averaged thus performing the following integrals
∑
n0,n′0
∫
dR¯0dr0dp0dr
′
0dp
′
0,
yielding the desired time evolved density matrix elements.5
We note that the necessity of averaging the (often oscillatory) complex phase
factors associated with the product of polynomial terms in the mapping variables in
Eq. (4.23) can be problematic: it can in fact result in considerable noise in computed
averages at longer times, requiring larger ensembles of trajectories to obtain desired
convergence. Alternatively, it is possible to treat this algorithm as a short-time
propagator, where the linearization approximation is valid, by concatenating many
short-time propagations: an accurate evolution of the density matrix for longer times
is then obtained. This is the so called Iterative PLDM approach[48]. In the limit of
infinite time slices, this iterative approach converges to exact quantum mechanical
results [48].
5It should be pointed out that, although the Herman-Kluk propagator is semiclassical, the
Meyer-Miller Hamiltonian is at most quadratic in the system mapping variables. Therefore, this
semiclassical propagator provides an exact quantum mechanical treatment of the system dynamics
for fixed bath variables.
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This framework offers a robust and systematically improvable means of comput-
ing the time evolution of quantum mechanical operators, which has been demon-
strated to provide accurate description of EET dynamics in a wide variety of pho-
tosynthetic light harvesting systems.[41, 49]
CHAPTER 5
Appendix
5.1 Off-diagonal entries of the Excitonic Hamilto-
nian
GS-1st excitation manifold
Here we consider the states 〈0A| ≡ 〈0102 . . . 0A . . .| and |aA〉 ≡ |0102 . . . aA . . .〉.
Then
∑
I
∑
J 6=I
〈0A|VˆIJ |aA〉 6= 0 ⇐⇒
I = A =⇒
∑
J 6=A 〈0A|VˆAJ |aA〉
J = A =⇒∑I 6=A 〈0A|VˆIA|aA〉 (5.1)
and since VIJ = VJI the two terms are equal. Moreover we can express the previous
result in term of densities and transition densities (Eq. (1.27)), as∫
drρA0a
∑
I 6=A
∫
dr′
ρI00(r
′)
|r − r′| +
∑
i∈I
Zi
|r −R′i|
(5.2)
Therefore, the terms which appear in the GS-1st excitation manifold sector of the
Hamiltonian are interaction terms between transition densities of the kind 0A → aA
and the densities of all the other molecules in their GS.
GS-2nd excitation manifold
Here we consider the states 〈0A0B| and |aAbB〉, defined similarly as above (i.e.
the chromophores which are not explicitly specified are in the GS). Then
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∑
I
∑
J 6=I
〈0A0B|VˆIJ |aAbB〉 6= 0 ⇐⇒
I = A, J = B =⇒ 〈0A0B|VˆAB|aAbB〉J = A, I = B =⇒ similar terms (5.3)
Therefore, in terms of densities, these elements are computed as:∫
dr
∫
dr′
ρA0a(r)ρ
B
0b(r
′)
|r − r′| (5.4)
i.e. this interaction term reduces to the computation of a single TRD-TRD coupling.
1st-2nd
The general interaction term of this manifold is
∑
I
∑
J 6=I 〈aA|VˆIJ |bBcC〉. If A 6=
B 6= C this term is zero. We consider two cases for which this term is not zero:
A = B 6= C, with states 〈aA| and |aAcC〉 or |a′AcC〉, and the symmetric case given
by A = C 6= B. Due to the similarity between the two cases we will just consider
the first one, i.e.
∑
I
∑
J 6=I
〈aA|VˆIJ |a′AbB〉 6= 0 ⇐⇒

I = A, J = B, a = a′ =⇒ 〈aA|VˆAB|aAbB〉
I = A, J = B, a 6= a′ =⇒ 〈aA|VˆAB|a′AbB〉
J = A, I = B =⇒ sim. terms
I = B, J 6= A 6= B, a = a′ =⇒∑J 〈0B|VˆBJ |bB〉
J = B, I 6= A 6= B, a = a′ =⇒ sim. terms
(5.5)
with terms already discussed before.
2nd-2nd
The general interaction term of this manifold is of the form
∑
I
∑
J 6=I 〈aAbB|VˆIJ |cCdD〉.
Again there are several possible combinations of chromophores and states that make
it different from zero. We will study the A = C case, because all the considerations
hold also for the symmetric A = D. The matrix element of interest is therefore
〈aAbB|VˆIJ |a′AdD〉.
• First case: A = C,B = D, a = a′, b = b′ is a diagonal element, already
considered above.
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• Second case: A = C,B = D, a = a′, b 6= b′
∑
I
∑
J 6=I
〈aAbB|VˆIJ |aAb′B〉 6= 0 ⇐⇒

I = A, J = B =⇒ 〈aAbB|VˆAB|aAb′B〉
J = A, I = B =⇒ similar terms
I = B, J = C 6= A 6= B =⇒∑C 〈bB0C |VˆAB|b′B0C〉
I = B, J = C =⇒ similar terms
(5.6)
• Third case: A = C,B = D, a 6= a′, b 6= b′
∑
I
∑
J 6=I
〈aAbB|VˆIJ |a′Ab′B〉 6= 0 ⇐⇒
I = A, J = B =⇒ 〈aAbB|VˆAB|a′Ab′B〉J = A, I = B =⇒ similar terms
(5.7)
• Forth case: A = C,B 6= D, a = a′
∑
I
∑
J 6=I
〈aAbB|VˆIJ |aAdD〉 6= 0 ⇐⇒
I = B, J = D =⇒ 〈bB0D|VˆBD|b′BdD〉J = B, I = D =⇒ similar terms
(5.8)
5.2 Transition density matrix
Consider a Molecular system with N electrons, described by 2K (spin) molecular
orbitals (and thus only K different spatial wavefunctions ϕ(r)) given by:
|χ1〉 , . . . |χa〉 , |χb〉 , . . . |χN〉 , |χN+1〉 , . . . |χr〉 , |χs〉 , . . . |χ2K〉 (5.9)
Slater determinants can be written (in a more compact notation with respect to
Eq. (2.4)) as
|χ¯〉 =
∑
P
sign(P ) |χP1(1)〉 . . . |χPa(a)〉 |χPb(b)〉 . . . |χPN (N)〉 (5.10)
where
∑
P is a sum over all possible permutations of the state indexes 1, . . . a, . . . b, . . . N ,
described by the vector P = (P1, . . . Pa, . . . Pb, . . . PN). The function sign(P ) is
equal to +1 for even permutations, and −1 for odd permutations. In the simple
case of two orbitals, labeled as 1 and 2, P can be either (1, 2) or (2, 1), and thus the
sum of Eq. (5.10) is just made of the two terms |χ1(1)〉 |χ2(2)〉 − |χ2(1)〉 |χ1(2)〉.
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Following the expression of Eq. 2.8, a generic state |ψm〉 can be written in terms
of Slater determinants of the molecular orbitals of Eq. (5.9), so that:
|ψm〉 = c0
∑
P
sign(P ) |χP1 (1)〉 . . . |χPa (a)〉 |χPb (b)〉 . . . |χPN (N)〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
|χ¯0〉
+ (5.11)
+
∑
r,a
cra
∑
P
sign(P ) |χP1 (1)〉 . . . |χPr (a)〉 |χPb (b)〉 . . . |χPN (N)〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
|χ¯ra〉
+
+
∑
rs,ab
crsab
∑
P
sign(P ) |χP1 (1)〉 . . . |χPr (a)〉 |χPs (b)〉 . . . |χPN (N)〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
|χ¯rsab〉
+ . . .
where the normalization normalization factor 1/N ! has been absorbed within the
coefficients c here). Note that in the second term, the (occupied) molecular orbital
|χa〉 has been removed and substituted by the (virtual) molecular orbital |χr〉.
Let us consider, term by term, the various pieces of Eq. (2.15). The first term
reads
〈χ¯0| δ (r1 − r) |χ¯0〉 = (5.12)
=
∑
Q
sign(Q)
∑
P
sign(P ) 〈χQ1 (1)| . . . 〈χQa (a)| 〈χQb (b)| . . . 〈χQN (N)| δ (r1 − r)
|χP1 (1)〉 . . . |χPa (a)〉 |χPb (b)〉 . . . |χPN (N)〉 =
=
∑
Q
sign(Q)
∑
P
sign(P ) 〈χQ1 (1)| δ (r1 − r) |χP1 (1)〉 . . .
. . . 〈χQa (a)| χPa (a)〉 〈χQb (b)| χPb (b)〉 . . . 〈χQN (N)| χPN (N)〉 =
=
∑
Q
sign(Q)
∑
P
sign(P ) 〈ϕQ1 (r1)| δ (r1 − r) |ϕP1 (r1)〉 . . . δQaPaδQbPb . . . δQNPN
= N
N∑
i=1
∫
dr1ϕ
∗
i (r1)ϕi (r1) δ (r1 − r)
= N
N∑
i=1
|ϕi (r)|2
where we have integrated over the spin variables, as the operator δ (r1 − r) affect
only the spatial variable, and we have made use of the orthogonality condition for
spatial orbitals, obtaining the sequence of Kronecker deltas δQaPaδQbPb . . . δQNPN .
These impose that also P1 = Q1. N is a normalization factor (in this case is equal
to (N − 1)!)). In our computations, where one of the two states is the GS and the
other is an ES, we assume the pre-factor of this contribution (h∗0c0) to be very small,
and we will neglect this first term.
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The second term of Eq. (2.15) reads
〈χ¯0| δ (r1 − r) |χ¯ra〉 = (5.13)
=
∑
Q
sign(Q)
∑
P
sign(P ) 〈χQ1 (1)| . . . 〈χQa (a)| 〈χQb (b)| . . . 〈χQN (N)| δ (r1 − r)
|χP1 (1)〉 . . . |χPr (a)〉 |χPb (b)〉 . . . |χPN (N)〉 =
=
∑
Q
sign(Q)
∑
P
sign(P ) 〈χQ1 (1)| δ (r1 − r) |χP1 (1)〉 . . .
. . . 〈χQa (a)| χPr (a)〉 〈χQb (b)| χPb (b)〉 . . . 〈χQN (N)| χPN (N)〉 =
= 〈χa (1)| δ (r1 − r) |χr (1)〉
∑
Q
sign(Q)
∑
P
sign(P ) . . . δQbPb . . . δQNPN =
= N
∫
dr1ϕ
∗
a (r1)ϕr (r1) δ (r1 − r) =
= Nϕ∗a (r)ϕr (r)
The third term Eq. (2.15) reads
〈χ¯0| δ (r1 − r) |χ¯rsab〉 = (5.14)
=
∑
Q
sign(Q)
∑
P
sign(P ) 〈χQ1 (1)| . . . 〈χQa (a)| 〈χQb (b)| . . . 〈χQN (N)| δ (r1 − r) |χP1 (1)〉
. . . |χPr (a)〉 |χPs (b)〉 . . . |χPN (N)〉 =
=
∑
Q
sign(Q)
∑
P
sign(P ) 〈χQ1 (1)| δ (r1 − r) |χP1 (1)〉 . . .
. . . 〈χQa (a)| χPr (a)〉 〈χQb (b)| χPs (b)〉 . . . 〈χQN (N)| χPN (N)〉 =
= 〈χa (1)| δ (r1 − r) |χr (1)〉 〈χb (a)| χs (a)〉+ similar terms =
= 0
because one of the products 〈χb (a)| χs (a)〉 is always between different states (be-
longing to the occupied and the virtual orbital subspaces).
The forth term, 〈χ¯ra| δ (r1 − r) |χ¯0〉 turns out to be the complex conjugate of
〈χ¯0| δ (r1 − r) |χ¯ra〉, thus it is equal to Nϕ∗r (r)ϕa (r).
The fifth term reads
〈χ¯r′a′ |δ (r1 − r) |χ¯ra〉 = (5.15)
=
∑
Q
sign(Q)
∑
P
sign(P ) 〈χQ1 (1)| . . .
〈
χQr′ (a)
∣∣ 〈χQb (b)| . . . 〈χQN (N)| δ (r1 − r)
|χP1 (1)〉 . . . |χPr (a)〉 |χPb (b)〉 . . . |χPN (N)〉 =
= 〈χr′ (1)| δ (r1 − r) |χr (1)〉N =
= Nϕ∗r′ (r)ϕr (r)
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The sixth term reads
〈χ¯r′a′ |δ (r1 − r) |χ¯rsab〉 = (5.16)
=
∑
Q
(−)Q
∑
P
(−)P 〈χQ1 (1)| . . .
〈
χQr′ (a)
∣∣ 〈χQs′ (b)∣∣ . . . 〈χQN (N)| δ (r1 − r)
|χP1 (1)〉 . . . |χPr (a)〉 |χPs (b)〉 . . . |χPN (N)〉 =
= . . .
= 〈χr′ (1)| δ (r1 − r) |χr (1)〉 〈χb (a)| χs (a)〉+ similar terms +
+ 〈χb (1)| δ (r1 − r) |χr (1)〉 〈χr′ (a)| χs (a)〉 =
= Nϕ∗b (r)ϕr (r) δr′s +Nϕ∗b (r)ϕs (r) δr′r
At this point, it is apparent that all the remaining terms of Eq. (2.15) can also
be written as products of active orbitals. Therefore, the single particle transition
density matrix can be entirely re-written as a linear combination of products of
spatial molecular orbitals of the Active space, i.e.
ρmn (r) =
∑
a,b
Cabϕ
∗
a (r)ϕb (r) (5.17)
Note that the integral over r of a density/transition density so expressed, is
equivalent to the trace of the transition density matrix Cab.
〈ψm|ψn〉 =
∫
ρmn (r) dr =
∫ ∑
a,b
Cabϕ
∗
a (r)ϕb (r) dr = (5.18)
=
∑
a,b
Cab
∫
ϕ∗a (r)ϕb (r) dr =
=
∑
a,b
Cabδab =
∑
a
Caa
5.3 Transition densities: how to obtain them in Mol-
cas
The transition density matrix CKLab of Eq. (2.16) is routinely produced by quantum
chemistry codes (e.g. for the computation of transition dipole moments), and one
extracts it through the keyword TRD1 in the module RASSI[26]. The MOs belong-
ing to the active space are usually produced through the Molcas module GRID_IT
in the grid format (an internal format of Molcas), and are interpreted by the script
for the visualization of the orbitals (gv.exe). This module allows to define the level
of accuracy (density of points) with which these orbitals are printed to file. As an
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example, the use of SPARSE keyword produces a poorly resolved density, with 1
grid point per a.u., while the DENSE keyword produces grids with 10 grid points
per a.u. (paying the price of very large output files). The default density of points
is set to 3 grid points per a.u., which is the best compromise between accuracy and
file dimension. Other parameters that can be chosen are e.g. the grid dimension and
grid’s axes orientation. As we need to combine these orbitals in the expression given
by Eq. (2.16), the more convenient (and more used) cube format for the orbitals
should be used. The transformation from grid to cube formats can be performed
using the grid2cube.py script provided in the Tool folder of Molcas.
The algorithm we designed to obtain the transition densities of interest is here
summarized:
1. Perform a SA-CASSCF (SA-RASSCF) computation, including in the SA pro-
cedure (at least) all the states of interest.
2. Include in the RASSI section the keyword TRD1, which enables to save into a
file the transition density matrices for every coupled of states included in the
SA procedure.
3. Produce the grid files containing the active orbitals through the GRID_IT
module, choosing the desired grid density (and grid dimension).
4. The orbitals can be transformed in cube format with the grid2cube.py script.
5. Finally, the so produced active orbitals and transition density matrices can be
combined according to Eq. (2.16) to obtain the desired transition densities.
5.4 Spectral Density and higher lying states
In this Section we improve the DHO model of Section 3.1.2, by including possible
higher lying states. Indeed, this is important for the description of e.g. 2DES
spectroscopy, in which a molecule prepared in an excited state e by the first two
interactions with the laser field, can be further excited to an higher lying state by
the last field interaction.
First of all we note that the displacement de with respect to the reference position
dg = 0 can assume both positive or negative values (Figure 5.1). This changes the
sign of the coupling c, but does not affect the value of neither the reorganization
energy (Eq. (3.11)), nor the spectral density (Eq. (3.17)): the displacement de
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Q0 de
 
✏e
✏g
✏e +  
✏Veg
Ve(Q)
Vg(Q)
 
 de Q
E
Figure 5.1: Pictorial representation of the DHO model, highlighting the possibility of both
positive and negative displacements de.
enters in these expressions as a square, which makes them insensitive to its sign.1
Let us add another excited state f , with a displacement df with respect to the
reference dg = 0. This state can for example be reached from e by a light induced
transition. The definition of the energy gap between the GS g and the ES e of Eq.
(3.10), can be extended to describe the energy gap between the states e and f , as
δfe(Q) = Vf (Q)− Ve (Q) (5.19)
This equation can be further developed, by taking Vg as a reference, so that
δfe(Q) = (Vf (Q)− Vg (Q))− (Ve (Q)− Vg (Q)) =
= δfg(Q)− δeg(Q)
(5.20)
Following the definitions of Section 3.1.3, we compute the energy fluctuation
1In the next part of the Thesis, we will connect the spectral density to the linear absorption
spectrum of a molecular system. The fact that the spectral density is insensitive to the sign of the
ES displacements results in identical linear spectra for both ±|de|.
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auto-correlation function between states e and f as
Cfefe(t) = 〈δfe(0)δfe(t)〉 =
= 〈δfg(0)δfg(t)〉+ 〈δeg(0)δeg(t)〉 − 〈δfg(0)δeg(t)〉 − 〈δeg(0)δfg(t)〉 =
= Cff (t) + Cee(t)− Cfe(t)− Cef (t)
(5.21)
where the subscript g has been removed from all the expressions, being the common
reference to all the obtained results. The first two terms are of the same form of Eq.
(3.21), and they still depend on the squares d2f and d2e, respectively. At variance, we
note a substantial difference in the last two terms, as Cfe(t) and Cef (t), which depend
on the product dedf . This make them sensitive to the sign of the displacements.
In the azobenzene study (see Part III, Chapter 3), we will take care of the sign
of the displacements of excited states wells in the parametrization of the spectral
densities of the transitions of interest.
Part II
Spectroscopy: experiments vs.
modeling
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Introduction
The quantum mechanical properties of single molecules and aggregates of interacting
molecules have beed discussed in detail in the previous Part of the Thesis. How
can we test if any of the obtained information has something to do with the real
world? This fundamental question (how can we access the microscopic properties of
nature) is common to many research areas, from chemistry to high energy physics.
Each of these areas has developed its appropriate tools to enhance the microscopic
world to a macroscopic -accessible- scale. The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) in
Genève, is an example of such an attempt to probe the invisible world of sub-nuclear
physics, achieved through collisions of high-energy particles. The LISA and VIRGO
light interferometers, are very large instruments design to capture incredibly small
deformations of space(-time) caused by gravitational waves, and reveal where and
what has produced them. X-ray radiation allows to determine the atomic positions of
crystallized molecules by the diffraction patterns produced upon illumination of the
sample. In the field of photochemistry and photophysics, properties of molecules
and of aggregates of molecules are probed by studying their response to external
light-induced disturbances, in a spectral window which typically range from the
ultraviolet (UV), through the visible (VIS) to the infra-red (IR).
The term “spectroscopy” summarizes the conspicuous body of techniques that
use radiation to obtain information on the structure and properties of matter.
Spectroscopy allows to study the ability of the primary photoactive molecular
entities of light-harvesting (LH) pigment-protein complexes (present in photosyn-
thetic organisms), to absorb light at different wavelengths. The absorbed light is
then temporarily harvested in molecular exciton states, which produce energetic fun-
nels from the absorbing molecules to the central powerhouse behind photosynthesis,
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the so-called reaction center, where this energy is eventually used for function. Ad-
vances in non-linear electronic spectroscopy with femtosecond time resolution, such
as the two dimensional electronic spectroscopy (2DES), have provided new insight
in such energy transfer processes [33, 35, 50, 51]. The possibility of probing the sys-
tem at selected wave-lengths and time intervals from the primary absorption event,
combined with some pre-knowledge of the molecular network, allows to obtain high
density of information about system’s excitation properties, relaxation pathways,
and corresponding photoinduced dynamics (e.g. EET processes).
While experimental results can, in principle, provide important details about the
studied system, the complexity of recorded spectra makes a deep understanding of
the origin of particular signals a very difficult task: experiments always need to be
interpreted. If experimentalists should infer microscopic properties by looking at
macroscopic spectral features, theoretical modeling allows to proceed in the oppo-
site direction: microscopic quantum mechanical properties of the system are input
parameters for the simulation of spectroscopy, and the matching between simulated
and measured spectra confirms the accuracy of the micro-world’s description, and
allows to precisely identify the microscopic origin of observed signals. As an ex-
ample, the ability to selectively suppress individual degrees of freedom (DOFs) in
computational models of these complex systems, allows for the assignment of mea-
sured features, e.g. in congested non-linear maps.[52] The concerted and synergetic
theoretical and experimental investigation of nature is the only feasible way to ob-
tain robust understanding of microscopic processes, to foresee new phenomena and
to design and control materials having properties of interest.
The outline of this chapter is as follows: first we review some of the most used
experimental spectroscopic techniques in photobiology, which include steady-state
ground state-absorption and excited-state emission, as well as transient non-linear
techniques, like pump-probe and 2DES. Second we outline the key concepts be-
hind the theoretical modeling of these spectroscopic techniques, starting from the
field-matter interaction Hamiltonian and developing the system response to external
electromagnetic fields, incorporated in the so-called system’s response function. A
large part of the foundational work of this field has been developed by Prof. Shaul
Mukamel, and we extensively refer to his book, Principles of Non-linear optical
spectroscopy.[30] We present the main approximations involved in the perturbative
approaches commonly employed for the simulation of non-linear spectroscopy, and
we introduce a recently developed semiclassical method (the PLDM-spectroscopy
approach) that overcomes many of the issues of these approaches.[53]
The PLDM-spectroscopy approach was implemented in collaboration with the
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research group of Prof. David Coker (Boston University, Boston, MA, USA), and of-
fers an exciting starting point from which to explore the development of accurate, yet
computationally cheap, methods for computing nonlinear electronic spectroscopy.
CHAPTER 1
Overview of experimental techniques
Optical (absorption and emission) spectroscopy relies on the creation of excited
states through the absorption of light. We hereafter briefly review the main ideas
behind linear (single interaction between the system and the laser) and non-linear
(multiple light-matter interactions) techniques. All these techniques involve the
presence of a source of electromagnetic radiation, which illuminates a sample con-
taining the system of interest (e.g. some LH complex), and a detector which collects
the outgoing radiation. Very generally, the incident light will be absorbed by the
molecules of the sample if at least the following two conditions are satisfied:
(a) The photon energy of the incoming radiation matches some (electronic) transi-
tions of the molecular system;
(b) The transitions for which we have such an energy matching condition are al-
lowed, i.e. the transition dipole moment matrix element between the starting
state and ending state is different from zero.
Spectroscopic techniques can be classified according to the characteristic of the
radiation source: in particular we distinguish between steady-state and time-resolved
techniques. In steady-state spectroscopy, a sample is continuously irradiated, and
excited states are created and eliminated until a steady-state is reached and their
concentration remain constant. This provides a high sensitivity, and delivers infor-
mation about the energetic positions and probabilities of the observed transitions.
At variance, time-resolved spectroscopy relies on the irradiation of the sample with
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Figure 1.1: Absorption and Emission spectra. (a) Scheme; (b) Spectra. The Stokes shift is
highlighted as the distance between absorption and emission maxima. In the
harmonic model presented in the previous Part of the Thesis, the Stokes shift
is equal to twice the reorganization energy λ (as highlighted in (a)).
a light source whose intensity is modulated as a function of time, and is able to pro-
vide kinetic information about the system: pulsed lasers emit flashes of light that
create a burst of excited states whose evolution is monitored with a second beam of
light as a function of time.
1.1 (Linear) Absorption & Emission techniques
Absorption techniques measure the fraction of light absorbed by a sample irradiated
with a continuous-wave beam of light. The absorbed light brings the photoactive
species temporarily to an upper excited state, providing information about the en-
ergy difference between their ground- and excited-states, and the probability for
light absorption to occur, encoded in the recorded absorption spectra (Figure 1.1).
Emission techniques measure the electromagnetic radiation emitted upon deacti-
vation of excited states, providing information about excited-state lifetimes and rate
constants. When the emitting excited states are created by the absorption of light,
the techniques are referred to as fluorescence and phosphorescence, depending on
the nature of the excited state. They are instead referred to as chemiluminescence
when the emitting state has been produced through chemical reactions.
The use of polarized light (either linearly or circularly polarized) allows to selec-
tively look at transitions along specific directions, and can give additional informa-
tion about the nature of the states observed in the spectra.
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1.2 Ultrafast time-resolved spectroscopy
The ultrafast photo-induced events which occur in photosynthetic complexes, such
as energy migration, electron and/or proton transfer, isomerization, internal con-
version, etc., require the use of time-resolved spectroscopy to be studied. In what
follows we will focus in the description of pump-probe (PP) and two dimensional
Fourier transform (2DFT) techniques.1
1.2.1 Pump-Probe spectroscopy
Pump-probe (PP) spectroscopy is the simplest experimental technique employed to
study ultrafast electronic dynamics. In a PP experiment, a fraction of the molecules
is promoted by a first (strong) pulse, called pump pulse, to an electronic excited
state. After a time delay τ , a weaker probe pulse is sent to the sample to monitor
the pump-induced changes in sample absorption. A difference absorption spectrum
(∆A) is then obtained by subtracting the absorption spectrum of the sample in the
ground state from the absorption spectrum of the excited sample. This ∆A spectrum
is recorded for a certain number of time delays τ between the two pulses, and the
obtained signals are organized along the measured wavelength λ at the given time
τ , in ∆A(λ, τ) maps. The information contained in ∆A(λ, τ) comes from different
processes[54]:
1. Ground State Bleaching (GSB) contributions. The fraction of molecules which
are in the GS after the first pulse interaction is smaller than the total number
of molecules: some of them have in fact been excited by the pump pulse. As
a consequence, the ground-state absorption of the excited sample is less than
that of the non-excited sample, and a negative signal in the ∆A spectrum is
observed in the wavelength region of ground-state absorption.
2. Stimulated Emission (SE) contributions. The physical process of stimulated
emission is activated when a laser photon induces emission of another pho-
ton from an excited molecule, which returns to its ground state. In PP, the
molecules that have been excited by the pump pulse can undergo stimulated
emission to the ground state when the probe pulse passes through the excited
volume. Stimulated emission occurs only for optically allowed transitions and
produces a spectral profile that resembles the fluorescence spectrum of the
excited chromophore. These signals result in an increase of light intensity at
1When applied to electronic transitions (VIS, near-IR window), we refer to 2DFT as two-
dimensional electronic spectroscopy (2DES).
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Figure 1.2: (a) Energy level scheme and (b) spectrum of a PP experiment, in which a
molecule 1 undergoes energy transfer to a molecule 2. GSB, SE and ESA
contributions of both molecules are highlighted in the spectrum as peaks having
green, red and blue colors, respectively. The total spectrum is represented by
the dashed line.
the detector, corresponding to a negative contribution in ∆A, which sum con-
structively with the GSB signals. In many chromophores the Stokes shift may
be so small that SE and GSB bands merges into one single band.
3. Excited State Absorption (ESA) contributions. The molecule’s excited states
populated by the pump pulse can be themselves excited to optically allowed
higher-lying states by the probe pulse. A positive signal in the ∆A spectrum
is then observed.
4. Product Absorption contributions. These signals appear when the excited
molecular states evolve, populating new transient or long-lived (product) molec-
ular states. The probe induced absorption of states which were not present
when the pump pulse illuminated the sample, appears as a positive signal in
the ∆A spectrum.
The ∆A spectrum is measured in the following way[54]: for every time delay
τ , signals of a “pumped” and an “unpumped” sample (Ipumped(λ) and Iunpumped(λ)
respectively) are recorded, averaging the result over multiple shots to reduce the
signal to noise ratio. From the average values of Ipumped(λ) and Iunpumped(λ), an
absorbance difference spectrum is constructed as
∆A(λ) = −log (Ipumped(λ)/Iunpumped(λ)) (1.1)
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Figure 1.3: Pictorial representation of the relation between PP and 2DES, related to the
same energy level scheme displayed in Figure 1.2. Note how the spectral feature
labeled as ESA′2, clearly visible in 2DES, is instead difficult to be discerned in
PP, as it overlaps with other signals.
This procedure is repeated for the wanted number of time delays τ , and the
entire ∆A(λ, τ) is collected.
As typical photophysical and photochemical reactions of photosynthetic pigment
protein complexes take place on timescales ranging from tens of femtoseconds to a
few nanoseconds, the control over the time delay τ between pump and probe pulses
and over the pulses duration is of the utmost importance. Experimentally, laser
pulses as short as 5 fs have been introduced in transient absorption spectroscopy[55,
56]. Having very short laser pulses allows to follow extremely fast phenomena, but
at the cost of a reduced spectral selectivity, as the time-bandwidth product relation
∆ν∆t = const prohibits the spectral bandwidth ∆ν to be arbitrarily small.
Finally, it is possible to control the polarization of the laser beams, which can
provide additional information about the exciton migration processes.
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1.2.2 Two dimensional Electronic Spectroscopy (2DES)
The two dimensional Fourier transform spectroscopy approach is an extension of the
previously presented PP technique: if in PP the evolution of the initially excited
sample is monitored over a frequency (detection energy) and a time axis (delay be-
tween pump and probe pulses), in 2D spectroscopy one resolves the same signal over
an additional coordinate, namely the excitation energy. This improvement reveals
connections between optical excitations at a given frequency and the signals they
create over a wide range of frequencies, untangling possible overlapping signals and
eventually giving a direct view of the (potentially) multiple molecular transitions
that contribute to a given detected signal.
How can this substantial improvement be obtained?
As we have seen before, the trade-off between time and frequency accuracy (the
shorter the pulse the larger the bandwidth) seems to forbid the identification of the
initially populated excited states, especially when a high time resolution is required.
For instance, a 10-fs gaussian-like pulse with a center wavelength of 800 nm, has a
spectral bandwidth of about 100 nm (in this wavelength region) at FWHM (full-
width at half maximum), which covers multiple transitions in, e.g., Light Harvesting
complexes 2 of several photosynthetic bacteria. This trade-off is circumvented in
2D spectroscopy by introducing an additional pump pulse, with a controlled time
delay with the other pump pulse, and reconstructing the signal using the Fourier
transform methodology.[57] The first pulse excites the molecules having resonant
transitions under its bandwidth. This sets in motion the electron charges of these
molecules, which then oscillate at their natural (Bohr) frequencies during the time
period t1. The second pulse interacts with the sample exactly after the time delay
t1, and depending on this time delay and the oscillation frequency, it enhances or
suppresses the oscillation set in motion by the first pulse (in the same way that a
second push of a swing can make it go higher or stop it altogether). This operation is
repeated for several pump interpulse delays, and the excitation axis is recovered by
Fourier transforming the oscillating signal along the t1 axis. This explains how the
result can have both high temporal and spectral resolution, being therefore limited
only by the signal-to-noise ratio.
The radiated signal, obtained as a result of the interaction with the three laser
pulses (Figure (1.4)), is a function of the three interpulse time delays, i.e. E(t1, t2, t3)2.
2Another commonly used notation for denoting these three time intervals is: τ ≡ t1, T ≡ t2,
t = t3.
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Figure 1.4: Pictorial representation of a third-order nonlinear spectroscopy experiment.
The signal is emitted in the direction of the sum of incoming wave vectors.
The geometry of the incident pulses can be arranged in different setups: fully
collinear (all the pulses are in the same direction), partially noncollinear (the
first two pulses are collinear) and fully noncollinear or BOXCARS setup (the
one represented here).
The excitation-detection frequency correlation map is calculated by applying, for
each time t2, the Fourier transform along t1 and t3, so thatE(t1, t2, t3) −→ E(ω1, t2, ω3)3.
In real experiments, only the ω1 is obtained by an explicit Fourier transform over the
scanned time delays t1, while the detection frequency axis is typically obtained via
a heterodyne-detected frequency-domain measurement of the signal, in which the
Fourier transform is effectively performed by the spectrometer. In the heterodyne
detection mode, the signal field interfere with a local oscillator field which amplifies
it and enable the extraction of the complex signal field[58], collecting both phase
and intensity information.4
Figure 1.4 shows also that the laser pulses approach the sample from (poten-
tially) different directions, as expressed by the fact that each electric field carries
a wave-vector (k1, k2 and k3 for, respectively, the first, the second and the third
pulses). The signal is therefore observed only in determined directions, the so-
called phase-matching directions specified by all possible combinations of incident
field wave-vectors, ±k1±k2±k3. Two different phase-matched signals are typically
recorded in 2DES spectroscopy, along the directions −k1+k2+k3 and +k1−k2+k3,
called the rephasing and nonrephasing signals, respectively. Double-quantum coher-
ence experiments look instead at the phase-matching direction +k1 + k2 − k3. By
adding rephasing and non-rephasing signals one obtains absorptive spectra, which
gives the maximum information from 2D experiments and facilitates the physical
3Excitation and detection frequencies are therefore specified by ω1 and ω3 axis respectively. We
will also use the notation ωexc and ωdet.
4At variance, in PP experiments it is possible to measure only the signal intensity, thus accessing
at a reduced information content of the signal.
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interpretation of the measured spectral features[57]. The possibility of looking at
different signals in specific phase-matching direction, not only allows to separate
them, but also to record signals in background-free conditions (at least in some of
the pulses geometries), considerably enhancing the signal-to-noise ratio.
The signals that are measured in 2DES experiments can be summarized in the
same categories listed above, i.e., GSB, SE and ESA5. The difference here is that
no physical switching (on and off) of the pump signal is performed, but rather it is
the sequence of the two pump pulses that brings some of the excited molecules back
to their ground states in GSB signals. We note that these two approaches are not
exactly equal, as possible dephasing and intra-molecular vibration can take place
during the time t1, inducing dynamical features in the 2DES measured GSB signals.
We also note that the convention of the signs of the various contributions in 2DES
is usually the opposite of that of Pump-Probe experiments: GSB and SE signals are
positive, ESA (and product absorption) are negative.
We note here that PP experiment can be obtained from 2DFT measurements
through the integration of the obtained signal along the ω1 coordinate (Figure 1.3).
This correspond to a situation in which the time delay t1 between the first two
interactions is set to zero. The projection-slice theorem of multidimensional Fourier
analysis[57] gives the needed mathematical expressions to extract 1D time-resolved
experiments (e.g., pump-probe) from 2DFT measurements.
1.2.3 2DES: information content
How should 2DES maps be interpreted?
For every given time t2 a two dimensional plot having excitation and detection
frequencies (or wavelengths) axes is examined, as shown in Figure (1.5). Two types
of peaks are distinguished: diagonal peaks at (ωexc = ωdet), that mirror the linear
absorption spectrum and thus highlight the transitions between the ground-state
and the states of the first excitation manifold; and cross-peaks (ωexc 6= ωdet), lying
outside the diagonal, which can have different origin and disclose different processes.
At t2 = 0, cross-peaks give valuable information about excitonic coupling be-
tween transitions, while they reveal energy transfer pathways when growing along
increasing waiting times (t2 > 0) (24). Negative peaks (on both diagonal or off-
diagonal positions) can demonstrate the presence of ESA signals, and the appearance
of new negative features at increasing waiting-time t2 can indicate the production
of new states through, e.g., energy transfer or internal conversion. Recorded oscil-
5Product absorption signals can be included in the ESA category.
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Figure 2
Schematic illustration of the information contained in absorptive two-dimensional Fourier transform spectra. The observed spectral
range shown in the unshaded region is determined by the excitation and detection laser bandwidths. (a) The T = 0 correlation
spectrum reveals homogeneous and inhomogeneous line widths, excitonic coupling, and excited state absorption features. (b) At T > 0,
the broadening of peaks in the antidiagonal direction reflects spectral diffusion. The growth of cross peaks indicates energy transfer.
The emergence of an entirely new peak at later waiting times, such as the B′D cross peak in panel b, represents the formation of a new
product species, populated upon excitation of B′, that absorbs at D. An example of such a process is the generation of a
charge-separated state in the photosystem II reaction center (data shown in Figure 4).
2D IR:
two-dimensional
Fourier transform
infrared
becomes, the more phase stability becomes a demanding instrumentation consideration. In the
most common 2D FT measurements, phase stability and precise timing are required only over
the time delays that will be Fourier transformed: typically the τ and t delay. During these time
intervals, the system is in a coherence between the ground and excited state, while it is in a popu-
lation during the waiting-time period. In some cases, the first two pulse interactions may produce
a coherence between vibrational, vibronic, or electronic excited or ground states, and Fourier
transforming over the T delay yields a 3D FT spectrum that reveals the waiting-time coherence
frequencies. These frequencies are typically orders of magnitude lower than optical frequencies
and do not require the high degree of phase stability that an optical frequency coherence requires.
For two-quantum (2Q) measurements, a fully phase-stable setup is desired because the system in
is a coherence between the ground and 2Q excited state during the T period, requiring a high
degree of phase stability over that time interval.
In typical 2D FT experiments, the τ delay is scanned in the time domain, and the excitation
frequency axis is obtained via Fourier transform. To convert time delays to accurate Fourier
transform frequencies, one requires an interferometric precision of ∼λ/100, corresponding to
timing errors of ∼0.017 fs at 500 nm (10). At long wavelengths, this requirement is considerably
easier to meet, and many two-dimensional Fourier transform infrared (2D IR) implementations
use conventional delay stages without any form of active or passive phase stabilization, although
scanning artifacts from imperfect translation stages have been shown to degrade the quality of
2D IR spectra (77). In a well-constructed interferometer, optical path-length fluctuations and
mechanical instabilities have been found to introduce root-mean-square timing errors of ∼0.1 fs
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Figure 1.5: Schematic illustration of the informatio contained in absorptive 2DES. The
shaded regions are outside the excitation and detection pulse bandwidth. (a)
Th t2 = 0 map reveals excitonic coupling, ESA features, tog ther with ho-
mogeneous and inhomogeneous line widths. (b) At t2 > 0, the progressive
broadening of peaks n th antidiagonal direction reflects spectral diffusion.
Growing of cross peaks indicates energy transfer, while the appearance of en-
tirely new peaks at later waiting times, such as the yellow cross-peak in panel b,
represents the formation of a new product species D, populated upon excitation
of B′. Figur taken from ref. 59.
lations of the diagonal and cross-peaks along t2 reflect electronic, vibrational and
vibronic coherences. The interpretation of the physical origin of such oscillations and
their possible importance for photosyn hetic energy and charge transfer is currently
subject of intense debate.[35, 60, 61]
The line-shapes of the measured transitions contain information about the in-
teraction of the electronic states with the surrounding environment: the ratio of the
diagonal to anti-diagonal widths is known to reflect the degree of inhom geneous
versus homogeneous broadening (see Appendix, Section 4.1).[62, 57] At longer t2
delays, the so-called spectral diffusion of i homogeneously broadened transitions
is observed, as the system-bath interaction erases the memory (correlation) of the
initial excitation frequency. The initially diagonal elongation of these peaks is grad-
ually lost, and the timescale of this memory loss provides microscopic understanding
of e.g. liquid dynamics and solvation[62, 63].
2DFT techniques can also be applied with polarized pulses, adding transition
selectivity and providing additional information. Among the possible refinements
and frontier pursuit by 2D spectroscopy we mention: its application in the UV
window, promising new structural probes of conformational dynamics, energy and
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charge transfer in biological systems[64]; the advent of chiral 2D, employing chiral
control of the pulses[65]; the development of mixed-frequency techniques that com-
bine pump and probe pulses at different windows of the electromagnetic radiation;
the development of single-molecule 2D spectroscopy.
Despite the high density of information contained in 2DES maps, the overlap of
spectral features originating from many different processes make their interpretation
highly non-trivial: the analysis requires some pre-knowledge of the system compo-
nents and relaxation dynamics, and this can lead to strongly biased understanding of
the observed data. It is therefore necessary to support experimental measurements
with theoretical modeling.
CHAPTER 2
Theoretical Methods for Spectroscopy
Theoretical methods are an effective tool to achieve a microscopic understanding of
the processes activated when light impinges on a system of light-sensitive molecules.
From a purely theoretical point of view, the problem is summarized within the
field-matter Hamiltonian
Hˆ = Hˆ0 + Hˆ
′(t) (2.1)
where Hˆ0 is the matter or molecular Hamiltonian, described in the previous Part of
this Thesis, and Hˆ ′ represent the interaction term between the external electromag-
netic field and the system of molecules. The semiclassical treatment of the molecular
coupling to the radiation field is usually employed, for which the quantum molecular
system interacts with a classical field:
Hˆ ′(t) = −µˆ ·E(r, t) (2.2)
In the previous equation µˆ is the dipole operator of the QM system, and E(r, t) is
the incoming field.
Solving the time-dependent Schrödinger driven by the Hamiltonian of Eq. (2.1)
would in principle return all the properties of the field-matter interaction problem.
The various types of spectroscopy experiments would then be obtained by computing
the macroscopic polarization induced in the sample by the external field, which is the
source of the radiated signal. This brute-force approach is generally unaffordable.
Therefore, time-dependent perturbation theory is usually applied to tackle this
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problem, where the n-th order perturbative expansion in terms of H ′(t) represents
a situation in which the electromagnetic field E(t) has interacted n times with the
sample. Different orders of the perturbative expansion then give rise to different
kinds of signals, and we will focus on first- and third-order signals.
A density matrix approach is usually preferred to a wave-function based ap-
proach1 for the description of the system, since it is the natural formulation of open
quantum system problems. Indeed, in the density matrix formalism it is possible
to include the fluctuations and dissipations processes that occur due to the interac-
tion between the system and the environment. The needed microscopic inputs for a
minimal modeling of system spectroscopy are: the manifold of states and the tran-
sition dipole moments between them, together with a phenomenological description
of the bath induced perturbations. Again, this zero-th order picture can be refined
by considering intra- and inter-molecular vibrations (i.e. the system’s spectral den-
sity), which are responsible for the relaxation and transport processes observed in
the spectra.
2.1 Density matrix
Consider a dimer of strongly interacting molecules immersed in a fluctuating envi-
ronment. The system is excited, and a delocalized exciton is formed. With time,
the interaction between the molecules and the environment tends to destroy the
coherent relation between the two, and to localize the excitation on either one or
the other chromophore. This final state of the system, in which the excitation can
be on either sites with a certain probability, cannot be described by a wave function,
and therefore calls for a more advanced description, a density matrix description.
For an isolated quantum system, a pure state containing all the information
about it can be defined, e.g. through a wave-function |ψ〉. An equivalent way of
describing it, is through its density matrix, defined as
ρˆ(t) = |ψ(t)〉 〈ψ(t)| =
∑
ab
c∗b(t)ca(t) |a〉 〈b| (2.3)
where the set of |a〉 states represents an arbitrary basis on which the wave-function
|ψ(t)〉 is expanded.
For statistical ensembles of states, or non-isolated systems, it is impossible to
define a pure state, i.e. a state that completely incorporates all the knowledge
about the system, but rather one deals with a set of states |ψk〉 with probability pk
1For a wave-function treatment of the field-matter interaction, see e.g. ref. 66.
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(
∑
k pk = 1) to be observed. The density operator of this mixture of states reads
ρˆ(t) =
∑
k
pk |ψk(t)〉 〈ψk(t)| (2.4)
which in the basis set {|a〉} can be written
ρˆ =
∑
ab
ρab |a〉 〈b| (2.5)
Diagonal elements ρaa are real quantities called populations, and give the prob-
ability of occupying a quantum state |a〉; off-diagonal elements ρab (a 6= b), called
coherences, are complex numbers and have a time dependent phase factor that de-
scribe the evolution of coherent superpositions of states.
The name density matrix, derives from the observation that it plays the role of
a probability density. Indeed, the expectation value of a given operator Aˆ can be
expressed in terms of the density matrix as
〈A〉 = Tr[ρˆAˆ] (2.6)
The density matrix operator satisfies the following properties:
• ρˆ† = ρˆ (hermiticity);
• ρˆaa ≥ 0 ∀n, as it describes the probability of being in the state |a〉;
• Tr[ρˆ] = 1 (normalization);
• Tr[ρˆ2] ≤ 1 (in general), and it is exactly equal to 1 only for pure states.
If the dynamical equation for the evolution of a wave-function is the Schrödinger
equation, the time evolution of density matrix operator is described by the Liouville-
von Neumann equation, given by
i~
dρˆ
dt
=
[
Hˆ, ρˆ
]
(2.7)
If Hˆ is time independent, the formal solution of this equation is given by
ρˆ(t) = e−
i
~ Hˆtρˆ(0)e
i
~ Hˆt (2.8)
and by expanding this solution in terms of the Hamiltonian’s eigenstates, one obtains
constant populations and coherences oscillating at the characteristic Bohr frequen-
cies ωab = (Ea − Eb)/~.
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The quantum state of an ensemble of optically driven molecular aggregates in
their environment, is conveniently defined by the density matrix of Eq. (2.5).
2.2 Field-Matter interaction
Consider the field-matter Hamiltonian of Eq. (2.1): assuming the interaction with
the external electromagnetic field to be much weaker than that of the internal fields
of the molecular system, one can treat the interaction term perturbatively.
The formal integration of the Liouville-von Neumann equation (Eq. (2.7)) leads
to2
ρ(t) = ρ(t0)− i~
∫ t
t0
dτ [H(τ), ρ(τ)] (2.9)
We can solve this equation iteratively, by plugging it into itself:
ρ(t) = ρ(t0) +
∞∑
n=1
(
− i
~
)n ∫ t
t0
dτn
∫ τn
t0
dτn−1· · ·
∫ τ2
t0
dτ1
[H(τn), [H(τn−1), . . . [H(τ1), ρ(t0)] . . . ]] (2.10)
Since H is not generally small, it is not possible to truncate the expansion and
all the order should be retained for the computation of ρ(t). What it is small is
actually the interaction term H ′(t), and we would like to be able to write a similar
expression as that of Eq. (2.10) in terms of H ′(t) only. To do that, we introduce
the interaction picture representation3 of the density matrix and of the perturbative
term of the Hamiltonian as
ρI(t) = e
i
~H0tρ(t)e−
i
~H0t = G∗(t)ρ(t) (2.11)
H ′I(t) = e
i
~H0tH ′(t)e−
i
~H0t = G∗(t)H ′(t) (2.12)
where the superoperator G(t) is defined as G(t) • = e− i~H0t • e i~H0t, and H0 is here
the non perturbative part of the field-matter Hamiltonian, i.e. the molecular Hamil-
tonian.
In terms of these newly defined operators, the dynamical Eq. (2.9) can be rewrit-
ten as
i~
dρI
dt
= [H ′I , ρI ] (2.13)
which is formally equivalent to original Liouville-von Neumann equation. Therefore,
2To simplify the notation, we will from now on discard the hat •ˆ on the top of operators.
3See e.g. ref. 66.
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the expansion presented in Eq. (2.10) holds also for ρ −→ ρI and H −→ HI , and it
reads
ρI(t) = ρI(t0) +
∞∑
n=1
(
− i
~
)n ∫ t
t0
dτn
∫ τn
t0
dτn−1· · ·
∫ τ2
t0
dτ1
[H ′I(τn), [H
′
I(τn−1), . . . [H
′
I(τ1), ρI(t0)] . . . ]] (2.14)
The density matrix at time t0, ρ(t0), is the equilibrium density matrix prior to
any field interaction, and we can safely assume that it does not evolve in time when
subject to the system Hamiltonian H0. By applying the superoperator G on both
sides of the equation, this expression is then rewritten as
ρ(t) = G(t)ρI(t0) +
∞∑
n=1
(
− i
~
)n ∫ t
t0
dτn
∫ τn
t0
dτn−1· · ·
∫ τ2
t0
dτ1 (2.15)
[G(t− τn)H ′(τn), [G(τn − τn−1)H ′(τn−1), . . . [G(τ1)H ′(τ1), ρ(t0)] . . . ]]
The Hamiltonian H ′(t) is a perturbation, and we can therefore truncate the
series of integrals, obtaining the perturbative order by order expansion of the density
matrix. The density matrix to the n-th order in the external field perturbation reads
ρ(t) = ρ(0)(t0) + ρ
(1)(t) + ρ(2)(t) + · · ·+ ρ(n)(t) (2.16)
and ρ(n)(t) is given by
ρ(n)(t) =
(
− i
~
)n ∫ t
t0
dτn
∫ τn
t0
dτn−1· · ·
∫ τ2
t0
dτ1 (2.17)
[G(t− τn)H ′(τn), [G(τn − τn−1)H ′(τn−1), . . . [G(τ1)H ′(τ1), ρ(t0)] . . . ]]
By sending t0 → −∞, Eq. (2.16) becomes
ρ(t) = ρ(0)(−∞) +
∞∑
n=0
ρ(n)(t) (2.18)
2.3 The (Mukamelian) Response Function Approach
When an external electromagnetic field impinges on a sample of light-sensitive
molecules, the charges of these molecules start to vibrate with characteristic (Bohr)
frequencies, i.e. the field produces a time-dependent polarization of the sample.
This time dependent polarization is the source of new field, which may interfere
with the incident field and give rise to the measured signal of spectroscopic experi-
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ments. The induced polarization of the considered ensemble of molecules is therefore
the quantity of interest for the simulation of spectroscopy. The n-th order polariza-
tion induced by the perturbing field is given by the expectation value of the dipole
operator, as
P (n)(t) = Tr
[
µρ(n)(t)
]
(2.19)
Combining Eq. (2.19) with Eq. (2.17) and specifying the form of the perturba-
tion as in Eq. (2.2), i.e. H ′ = −µ ·E(t), we obtain
P (n)(t) =
(
− i
~
)n ∫ ∞
0
dtn
∫ ∞
0
dtn−1· · ·
∫ ∞
0
dt1
E(t− tn)E(t− tn − tn−1) . . . E(t− tn − tn−1 − · · · − t1)
Tr
[
µˆG(tn)µ
×G(tn−1)µ× . . . µ×G(t1)µ×ρ0
] (2.20)
where ρ0 is the equilibrium density matrix, µ× • ≡ [µˆ, •] is the dipole super-operator,
and we have changed variables.4
2.3.1 Linear Polarization
The linear (first-oder) polarization is connected to the incident radiation field through
the linear relation
P (1)(r, t) =
∫ ∞
0
dt1R
(1)(t1)E(r, t− t1) (2.21)
R(1)(t1) is the so-called (first-oder) system response function and contains the infor-
mation of the first-order perturbed system. According to Eq. (2.19) and Eq. (2.21),
together with the definition of ρ(n) from Eq. (2.17), R(1)(t1) can be written as[30]
R(1)(t1) =
(
i
~
)
Tr
[
µˆG(t1)µ
×ρˆ0
]
(2.22)
where ρˆ0 is the equilibrium density matrix (i.e. the density matrix prior to any field
interaction). This equation reads in the following way:
1. Start from the the equilibrium density matrix ρ0;
2. Interact once with the laser via the dipole superoperator µ×;
4τ1 = 0, t1 = τ2 − τ1, t2 = τ3 − τ2, ..., tn = t − τn. We can choose τ1 = 0 since the time-zero
point is arbitrary.
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3. Evolve the perturbed density matrix5 according to the field-free molecular
hamiltonian H0 for a time t1;
4. With this perturbed and evolved density matrix, compute the first order
macroscopic polarization;
The expression for the linear polarization given in Eq. (2.21) will be connected
to the ground-state absorption spectroscopy in the following Sections.
2.3.2 Third-order Polarization
Similarly, the third-order polarization reads
P (3)(r, t) =
∫ ∞
0
dt3
∫ ∞
0
dt2
∫ ∞
0
dt1R
(3)(t3, t2, t1)×
E(r, t− t3)E(r, t− t3 − t2)E(r, t− t3 − t2 − t1) (2.23)
where the third-order response function, R(3)(t3, t2, t1), is given by[30]
R(3)(t3, t2, t1) =
(
i
~
)3
Tr
[
µˆG(t3)µ
×G(t2)µ×G(t1)µ×ρˆ0
]
(2.24)
The interpretation of Eq. (2.24) follows from that presented for R(1)(t1): three
interactions (denoted by µ×) with the incoming laser field, three field-free propaga-
tions by means of G(t), and the signal generation described by the last dipole µˆ. The
third-order induced polarization is obtained by combining the computed response
function with the incoming laser fields, specified by
E (r, t) =
∑
j
∑
uj=±1
Eujj (t− τ) exp [iuj (kjr − ωj (t− τ))] (2.25)
where Eujj (t− τ) is the complex envelope of the pulse, centered at time τ , and
the fields have carrier frequency ω and wavevectors k. The positive and negative
frequency components of the fields are specified by u = +1 and u = −1 respectively,
and
[
E−j
]
=
[
E+j
]∗.
Some sensible considerations allow to simplify Eq. (2.24), untangling many dif-
ferent contributions:
5In is important to notice that the dipole operated density matrix, i.e. [µˆ, ρˆ0] is no more a
density matrix, as it does not satisfy some of its fundamental properties, e.g. Tr[ρ] = 1. The
complete time-evolved density matrix (unperturbed plus first order perturbed) is actually given
by G(t1)ρˆ0 + G(t1)Vρˆ0 . Since Tr [µˆG(t1)ρˆ0]=0, the result obtained by including or excluding this
piece is the same, which implies that evolving the complete density matrix or only its first order
perturbation gives here the same result.
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• Time-ordering : we assume that the pulses are temporally well separated, i.e.
that they are shorter than the time delay between them, and they do not
overlap. This allows to reduce the number of terms that enter in the third-
order response, as the first interaction will occur due to the field with wave-
vector k1, followed by an interaction with the k2 field, and finally with the
field specified by k3;
• Semi-impulsive limit : it is often assumed that the laser pulses are short com-
pared to any time scale of the system, but long compared to the oscillation
period of the light field. The pulses envelopes can then be approximated by
delta functions in time6;
• Rotating Wave Approximation (RWA): molecular frequencies ωeg which appear
in the response function are combined with field frequencies±ωj. The rotating-
wave approximation retains only low-frequency terms, i.e. ωeg − ωj. The
high frequency contributions ωeg + ωj, which add very small corrections, are
neglected;
• Phase-matching : the wave vectors of the three incident fields combine, so
that the generated field propagates in the directions ±k1 ±k2 ±k3, and a
detector in the experiments can resolve the various contributions by recording
the signal in a chosen direction. There are four independent combinations of
the wave-vectors k, which represent four independent third-order techniques:
kI = −k1 + k2 + k3 (u1, u2, u3) = (−1, 1, 1)
kII = +k1 − k2 + k3 (u1, u2, u3) = (1,−1, 1)
kIII = +k1 + k2 − k3 (u1, u2, u3) = (1, 1,−1)
kIV = +k1 + k2 + k3 (u1, u2, u3) = (1, 1, 1)
6In Part III, Chapters 1 and 3, it is shown that it can be important to remove this approximation
when comparing simulated spectra to experiments performed using realistic (band-width limited)
pulses.
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Let us rewrite Eq. (2.24) by explicitly developing all the commutators, obtaining:
Tr
[
µˆG(t3)µ
×G(t2)µ×G(t1)µ×ρˆ0
]
=
+Tr [µˆG(t3)µˆG(t2)µˆG(t1)µˆρ0] ⇒ R4
−Tr [µˆG(t3)µˆG(t2)µˆG(t1)ρ0µˆ] ⇒ R∗1
−Tr [µˆG(t3)µˆG(t2)G(t1)µˆρ0µˆ] ⇒ R∗2
+Tr [µˆG(t3)µˆG(t2)G(t1)ρ0µˆµˆ] ⇒ R3
−Tr [µˆG(t3)G(t2)µˆG(t1)µˆρ0µˆ] ⇒ R∗3
+Tr [µˆG(t3)G(t2)µˆG(t1)ρ0µˆµˆ] ⇒ R2
+Tr [µˆG(t3)G(t2)G(t1)µˆρ0µˆµˆ] ⇒ R1
−Tr [µˆG(t3)G(t2)G(t1)ρ0µˆµˆµˆ] ⇒ R∗4 (2.26)
The terms R∗1, R∗2, R∗3, R∗4 are the complex conjugate of R1, R2, R3, R4. We can
further develop the various terms of Eq. (2.26) in a simple model in which H0 is
just the system part of a generic system-bath Hamiltonian (Part I, Eq. 3.1). We
assume the system to be described by a ground-state g, the first excitation manifold
of states labeled by e, and the second exciton manifold of states f (Part II, Figure
2.1). The manifolds are connected by the dipole operator µ, and we assume that
only transition between g → e and e → f can occur. Therefore, by considering
ρ0 = |g〉 〈g| and inserting the completeness relation 1 =
∑
a |a〉 〈a| (where a runs
over all the states of the system) in between the various operators, the term R4 of
Eq. (2.26), taken here as an example, can be rewritten as
Tr [µˆG(t3)µˆG(t2)µˆG(t1)µˆρ0] =
=
∑
abcd
〈d| µˆ |c〉 〈c| e−iHt3µˆ |b〉 〈b| e−iHt2µˆ |a〉 〈a| e−iHt1µˆ |g〉 〈g| e+iH(t1+t2+t3) |d〉 =
=
∑
abcd
µˆdce
−iHct3µˆcbe
−iHbt2µˆbae
−iHat1µˆage
+iHg(t1+t2+t3) 〈g|d〉 =
=
∑
ee′b
µge′µe′bµbeµege
−iωe′gt3e−iωbgt2e−iωegt1 (2.27)
where we have also made use of the fact that µgf = 0 (only transitions between
g → e and e→ f are allowed). Under the time-ordering hypothesis and by applying
the RWA, we obtain that
1. The only term of the summation over the index b which survives the RWA is
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Figure 2.1: Energy level scheme of a generic system, given by the ground state g, the first
excitation manifold of states e, e′ and the second excitation manifold of states
f . The transitions between g and f are forbidden.
b = g, and Eq. (2.27) becomes∑
ee′
µge′µe′gµgeµege
−iωe′gt3e−iωegt1 (2.28)
2. Only some components of the fields (Eq. (2.25)) will produce non null results,
and precisely that specified by wave-vectors +k1 and +k3. This implies that
this signal will be detected only in that specific phase-matching direction,
which in this particular case is the non-rephasing direction.
Similar derivations follows for all the terms of Eq. (2.26), and we can group
them (in the time-ordering hypothesis, under the RWA) in specific phase-matching
directions: the wave-vector dependent response function R(3)ks (t3, t2, t1) will contain
all the signals produced in the ks direction, with ks = u1k1 +u2k2 +u3k3 (the signal
wave-vector).
We focus hereafter on two of the four possible independent choices of uj, namely
the techniques specified by kI and kII , which correspond to rephasing and non-
rephasing signals. Similar considerations also apply for the double quantum tech-
nique kIII , while kIV signals vanishes within the RWA.
2.3.3 Feynman Diagrams
When looking at the specific rephasing and non-rephasing phase-matching direc-
tions, one realizes that the RWA acts as a filter for the eight terms of Eq. (2.26):
only three of the eight terms survives in both the techniques, and these represent
different physical processes (GSB, SE and ESA) that can occur when the sequence
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Figure 2.2: Feynman diagrams for rephasing (left) and nonrephasing (right) phase match-
ing directions. Ground-state bleaching (GSB), stimulated emission (SE) and
excited state absorption (ESA) diagrams are distinguished (applying the time-
ordering prescription and rotating wave approximations).
of laser pulses impinge on the system. These resonant terms of the third-order re-
sponse function are usually interpreted using Feynman diagrams, showed in Figure
2.2. Feynman diagrams are simple schematic representations of selected terms of
the third-order response function, and they manifest in a pictorial way the physical
processes which lie behind the equations.
Given a Feynman diagram, it is possible to built the corresponding response
function (e.g., RESAkI ) following the rules that translate diagrams into equations:[67]
1. The two vertical lines represent the time evolution of the ket (left) and bra
(right) of the density matrix. Time flows from the bottom to the top. The
system is assumed to start from the equilibrium density matrix, given by
ρˆ0 = |g〉 〈g|.
2. Interactions with the field are represented by arrows, acting either on the left
or on the right, which change the state of the corresponding density matrix
element (ket or bra, respectively).
3. An arrow pointing to the right represents the positive frequency field com-
ponent e−iωt+ikr, while an arrow pointing to the left represents the negative
frequency field component e+iωt−ikr. The emitted light (represented by the
last outgoing arrow), has frequency and wavevector determined by the sum of
the input frequencies and wavevectors (considering the appropriate signs).
4. Each diagram carries a sign (−1)n, where n is the number of interactions from
the right. This comes from the fact that each time an interaction occurs from
the right, the negative term of the commutator µ× is being considered. Since
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the last interaction is not part of the commutator, it is not counted in this
sign-rule. By following these rules, one realizes that GSB and SE diagrams
have a positive sign, while ESA diagram have a negative sign.
5. Arrows pointing towards the system represent a photon absorption, accompa-
nied by a molecular transition to a higher energy state of the corresponding
side of the density matrix; arrows pointing away represent a photon emission
and a transition to a lower-energy state. This rule follows from the employed
RWA. Since the last interaction corresponds to an emission of light, it always
points away from the system.
6. The last interaction must end in a population state (as the final trace operation
filters only diagonal terms).
During the intervals between the interactions (t1, t2 and t3), the density matrix
evolves freely, i.e. according to the molecular Hamiltonian H0. During t1 and t3
the system is in a coherence state, while during t2 it is in a population state. In
absence of transport, the density matrix elements can only change by interacting
with the field. We will remove this restriction towards the end of the chapter,
by introducing response function terms (and correspondent Feynman diagrams) in
presence of exciton transport.
What was introduced in the experimental spectroscopy Chapter (Chapter 1), is
here understood in terms of the microscopic description of the interaction between
the incident field and the density matrix of the considered ensemble of optically
driven molecules.
2.3.4 R(1) & Spectroscopy: Phenomenological Dephasing
Here we connect the linear absorption spectrum with the first-order response func-
tion of Eq. (2.22). For simplicity we consider the molecular Hamiltonian Hˆ0 to
be given by only the system (electronic) part, while adding the effect of vibrations
phenomenologically, as a source of signal dephasing.7
R(1)(t1) can then be expanded in the eigenstate (exciton) basis, resulting in
R(1)(t1) =
(
i
~
)∑
e
µgeµege
−iωegt−γegt + c.c. (2.29)
7This phenomenological dephasing term can be introduced as a dissipative term in the Liouville
von Neumann equation (Eq. 2.7), which describes the decaying of signal coherence as an effect of
the interaction with the environment.
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Figure 2.3: (a) Response function R(1)(t1) and (b) absorption spectrum A(ω) in the case
of phenomenological dephasing. ωeg = 5000cm−1, γeg = 40cm−1. Note that
the Lorenzian shape of the peak in (b), symmetric with respect to ωeg.
where we assume the equilibrium density matrix ρˆ0 (the state of the system prior to
any field interaction) to be in the ground state population |g〉 〈g|, ωeg ≡ (e− g)/~,
and the exponential rate γeg to be the phenomenological dephasing constant.
In the ground-state absorption, the transmission of the incident laser beam is
measured. The detector reveals the net optical field, which is the result of the
interference between the incident field, E0, and the field produced by first order
polarization induced in the sample, E(1). The intensity of absorption is given, by
the attenuation of the incident field intensity I0 while traveling through a sample of
thickness L (the Beer-Lambert law), as
I = I0exp(−A(ω)L) (2.30)
We can rewrite the ratio I/I0 by exploiting the fact that the intensity of an
electromagnetic radiation is proportional to the square of the electric field, so that
I
I0
=
∣∣E0(ω) + E(1)(ω)∣∣2
|E0(ω)|2
' 1 + 2Re
(
E0(ω)E
(1)(ω)
)
|E0(ω)|2
(2.31)
where we have discarded the
∣∣E(1)(ω)∣∣2 term since it is much smaller than the in-
cident field E0. The absorption spectrum A(ω) is the logarithm of this expression
(Eq. (2.30)), which in the small signal limit gives8
A(ω) ∝ −2Re
(
E0(ω)E
(1)(ω)
)
|E0(ω)|2
∝ −2Re (E(1)(ω)) (2.32)
In the last step we have made use of the fact that the laser pulse is a δ-like func-
tion, whose Fourier transform is constant in frequency. Since E(1)(ω) = −iP (1)(ω)
8log(1 + x) ∼ x for small values of x.
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we obtain
A(ω) ∝ 2Im (P (1)(ω)) = ∑
e
∣∣µeg∣∣2 γeg(ω − ωeg)2 + γ2eg (2.33)
The absorption-spectrum is then a sum of transitions centered at ωeg, having Loren-
zian line-shapes whose widths are governed by the phenomenological dephasing co-
efficients γeg.
2.3.5 R(3) & Spectroscopy: Phenomenological Dephasing
Similarly, the third-order signals are obtained from the third-order induced polar-
ization. In the heterodyne detection mode, the field exciting the sample is mixed
with a local oscillator field, and the signal is thus obtained as:
S
(3)
ks
(t3, t2, t1) =
∫ +∞
−∞
dtPks (t)E
∗
s (t− τs) eiωs(t−τs) =
=
∫ +∞
−∞
dtPks (t+ τs)E
∗
s (t) e
iωst (2.34)
and it depends parametrically on the time intervals t3 = τs − τ3, t2 = τ3 − τ2 and
t1 = τ2−τ1. E∗s (t) is the local oscillator field envelope used for heterodyne detection.
Let us consider the signal produced by, e.g., the stimulated emission in the non-
rephasing direction. In the semi-impulsive limit S(3)ks (t3, t2, t1) = R
(3)
ks
(t3, t2, t1)
9, and
for the non-rephasing SE diagram we have:
SSEkII (t3, t2, t1) =
(
i
~
)3∑
ee′
µge′µegµe′gµge ×
exp (−iωegt1 − iωe′et2 − iωe′gt3 − γegt1 − γe′et2 − γe′gt3) (2.35)
Focusing for simplicity on t2 = 0, and on the pathway e = e′, we perform the
Fourier transform along t1 and t3. The FT along t1 (
∫∞
0
dt1e
iω1t1e−iωegt1e−γegt1) gives
SSEkII (t3, t2, ω1) ∝ i
[
γeg − i (ωeg − ω1)
γ2eg + (ωeg − ω1)2
]
e−ωegt3e−t3γeg (2.36)
9This result is obtained by using δ-functions pulse envelopes in Eq. (2.34) and Eq. (2.23).
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Figure 2.4: Rephasing (kI), Nonrephasing (kII) and Absorptive (kI +kII) maps at t2 = 0,
obtained as contour plots of the functions specified by Eq. (2.38) and Eq.
(2.39).
and that along t3 returns
SSEkII (ω3, t2, ω1) ∝ i
[
γeg − i (ωeg − ω1)
γ2eg + (ωeg − ω1)2
][
γeg − i (ωeg − ω3)
γ2eg + (ωeg − ω3)2
]
∝ i
[
γ2eg − (ωeg − ω1) (ωeg − ω3)[
γ2eg + (ωeg − ω1)2
] [
γ2eg + (ωeg − ω3)2
] + i . . .] (2.37)
The measured signal has both Re and Im parts (which is, as we have already
said, one of the strength of the 2D in heterodyne detection mode). Considering the
Im part of SSEkII (ω3, t2, ω1) we have
Im
[
SSEkII (ω3, t2, ω1)
] ∝ γ2eg − (ωeg − ω1) (ωeg − ω3)[
γ2eg + (ωeg − ω1)2
] [
γ2eg + (ωeg − ω3)2
] (2.38)
We note that this expression can be both positive or negative according to the
values (ω1, ω3) and the strength of the phenomenological dephasing parameter γeg,
as both absorptive and dispersive contributions are present.[67]
Something similar happens for the rephasing SE signal, whose imaginary part
then reads:
Im
[
SSEkI (ω3, t2, ω1)
] ∝ γ2eg + (ωeg + ω1) (ωeg − ω3)[
γ2eg + (ωeg + ω1)
2] [γ2eg + (ωeg − ω3)2] (2.39)
We note that the sign of ω1 is the opposite of that of the corresponding non-
rephasing signal, since the coherence during t1 is reversed. This contribution can
also assume both positive and negative values. The different sign of ω1 produces a
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different phase twist for S(3)kII and S
(3)
kI
, as shown in Figure 2.4.[67]
By summing rephasing and nonrephasing contributions, and inverting the sign of
the ω1-coordinate of the former, one obtains (quasi-)absorptive spectra through can-
celation of the dispersive components10, which gives the highest frequency resolution
and allows for a simpler physical understanding of the signals of 2D experiments.[67]
2.3.6 R(1) & Spectroscopy: Line-shape functions
The role of the environment in the simulation of spectroscopy has been introduced
in the previous Section as a source of signal dephasing, which causes an exponential
attenuation of the coherence over time. The microscopic model of the bath of vi-
brations coupled to the electronic states of the studied system have been introduced
in the previous Part of the Thesis (Part I, Eqs. (3.2-3.4)). In particular the spec-
tral density was presented as a key quantity for summarizing the properties of the
system-bath coupling. Here we develop the cumulant expansion of gaussian fluctu-
ations (CGF) as a mean to describe the effect of the environment on the transition
line-shapes, beyond the phenomenological treatment.
We first of all note that R(1)(t1) can be rewritten as
R(1)(t1) =
(
i
~
)
Tr
[
µˆG(t1)µ
×ρˆ0
]
=
(
i
~
)
Tr
[
µˆ exp
(
− i
~
Ht1
)
(µˆρˆ0 − ρˆ0µˆ) exp
(
i
~
Ht1
)]
=
(
i
~
)
Tr
[
exp
(
i
~
Ht1
)
µˆ exp
(
− i
~
Ht1
)
(µˆρˆ0 − ρˆ0µˆ)
]
=
(
i
~
)
Tr [µˆ(t)µˆ(0)ρˆ0 − µˆ(0)µˆ(t)ρˆ0]
=
(
i
~
)
[J(t1)− J∗(t1)] (2.40)
where µ(t) is the dipole operator in the interaction picture, J(t) = Tr [µˆ(t)µˆ(0)ρˆ0] =
〈µˆ(t)µˆ(0)〉 is the two-point dipole correlation function, and the symbol 〈•〉 indicates
the equilibrium statistical averaging over the bath11. Note also that J(−t) = J∗(t).
Let us consider the simple case of a single molecule with two electronic states,
namely the ground state |g〉 and the excited state |e〉 which are coupled to nuclear
coordinates Q. The (adiabatic) Hamiltonian of the complete system can be written
10Purely absorptive maps are obtained for uncoupled states, while for coupled systems only a
partial cancellation of the dispersive contribution is reached.
11In the derivation we have made use of the property Tr [ABC] = Tr [CAB] = Tr [BCA].
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as
Hˆ = Hg(Q) |g〉 〈g|+He(Q) |e〉 〈e| (2.41)
where Hg(Q) = Eg + Vg(Q) and He(Q) = Ee + Ve(Q). One can for simplicity
think of the previously introduced displaced harmonic oscillator model, but the
form of Vg(Q) and Ve(Q) is completely general. We assume here that the full
(nuclear and electronic) initial density matrix ρˆ0 can be factorized in system and
bath components, so that ρˆ0 = |g〉 ρg 〈g|. The electronic part of ρˆ0 is given by the
ground-state population |g〉 〈g|, while ρg is the nuclear density operator, which at
thermal equilibrium, reads:
ρg =
exp (−βVg)
TrBexp (−βVg) (2.42)
In the Condon approximation the dipole operator µˆ does not depend on the
coordinates Q, so that it can be factored out the averaging procedure. We can thus
rewrite J as:
J(t) = |µˆge|2 〈exp
(
i
~
Hgt
)
exp
(
− i
~
Het
)
ρg〉
= |µˆge|2 exp (−iωegt) 〈exp
(
i
~
Vgt
)
exp
(
− i
~
Vet
)
ρg〉
(2.43)
where ~ωeg = Ee−Eg, and the angular brackets represent the average over the bath
DOFs. The trace can be calculated by employing a complete set of GS vibrational
states (|v〉), obtaining
J(t) = |µˆeg|2 e−iωegt
∑
v
P(v)exp
(
i
~
vt
)
〈v|exp
(
− i
~
Vet
)
|v〉
= |µˆeg|2 e−iωegt
∑
v
P(v)exp
(
i
~
vt
)
〈v|v(t)〉 (2.44)
where P(v) is the Boltzmann probability for the bath to stay in state |v〉, v is the
(vibrational) energy of |v〉, and 〈v|v(t)〉 is the time dependent overlap between the
wave-packet 〈v| on the GS and the wave-paket |v(t)〉, moving on the ES surface, as
schematically depicted in Figure 2.5.
Instead of describing the time-dependent overlap of Eq. (2.44) in term of the ES
hamiltonian He, it is convenient to take the ground state PES as a energy reference,
and rewrite the state propagator exp
(− i~Vet) in terms of the energy gap fluctuations.
The connection with the spectral density will become apparent soon.
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Figure 2.5: Pictorial representation of the evolution of the wavepacket |v〉 on the ES PES.
Note that at t = 0, after the field interaction, the wavepacket |v(0)〉 has unitary
overlap with the wavepacket in the GS (the Condon approximation).
Let us define the energy gap between the two PES as
δe = Ve − Vg =⇒ Ve = δe + Vg (2.45)
Since we want to take Vg as a reference, we express the evolution of δe under the
ground state dynamics as
δe(t) = e
iVgtδee
−iVgt (2.46)
Making use of the time ordered exponential we have12
exp
(
− i
~
Vet
)
= exp
(
− i
~
Vgt
)
exp+
(
− i
~
∫ t
0
dt′δe (t′)
)
(2.47)
and J(t) becomes (in the Condon approximation)
J(t) = e−iwegt |µˆeg|2 〈exp+
[
− i
~
∫ t
0
dt′δe (t′)
]
〉
= e−iwegt |µˆeg|2D(t) (2.48)
12The time-ordered exponential of δe(t) is defined as
exp+
(
− i
~
∫ t
0
dt′δe (t′)
)
=
∞∑
n=0
(−i
~
)n ∫ t
0
dτn
∫ τn
0
dτn−1· · ·
∫ τ1
0
dτ1δe(τn)δe(τn−1) . . . δe(τ1)
The expression presented in Eq. (2.47) can be understood by noticing that: first, given two
operators Aˆ and Bˆ, the property exp(Aˆ+ Bˆ) = exp(Aˆ)exp(Bˆ) does not hold in general, but only
in the case [Aˆ, Bˆ] = 0. Second, Eq. (2.47) can be proven if one consider, order by order, the result
of applying the derivative d
n
dtn
∣∣
t=0
• both the left and right-hand side of the equation, making use
of the property ddtexp+
(
− i~
∫ t
0
dt′δe (t′)
)
= δe (t) exp+
(
− i~
∫ t
0
dt′δe (t′)
)
.
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Figure 2.6: (a) Comparison of absorption spectra obtained with: (red) lineshape functions
for an overdamped brownian oscillator model (Part I, Eq. 3.27), and (dashed
black) employing a phenomenological dephasing model (same parameters of
Figure 2.3). Note that the OBO model allows to describe asymmetric peak
shapes. (b) Vibronic spectra obtained within the lineshape function approach.
This allows to describe high frequency vibrations and strong system bath cou-
pling. Different curves refer to the same mode with frequency ωvib but different
coupling to the electronic transition (i.e. different Huang Ryes factor S): S = 0
is represented by the red curve, S < 1 by the green curve, and S > 1 by the
blue curve.
Now we make a step forward by expanding D(t) in orders of δe, performing the
so-called cumulant expansion.
D(t) ' exp
[
− i
~
∫ t
0
dτ1 〈δe(τ1)〉 − 1~2
∫ t
0
dτ1
∫ τ1
0
dτ2 〈δe(τ1)δe(τ2)〉 . . .
]
(2.49)
The first order term can be set to zero without loss of generality. The expansion is
usually truncated at the second order, which is an exact result for baths characterized
by gaussian fluctuations[30].
We define C(t) as
C(t) =
1
~2
〈δe(t)δe(0)〉 (2.50)
and g(t) as
g(t) =
∫ t
0
dτ2
∫ τ2
0
dτ1C(τ1) (2.51)
which is the second term of Eq. (2.49).
The connection between Eq. (2.50) and the spectral density defined in the pre-
vious Part of the Thesis is now apparent. We can finally rewrite J(t) as
J(t) = |µˆeg|2 e−iwegt−g(t) (2.52)
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which leads to a higher level description of the absorption spectrum (with respect
to that obtained by employing the phenomenological dephasing parameter γ, Eq.
(2.33)) given by:
A(ω) ∝ Re
∫ ∞
0
dtei(ω−ωeg)t−g(t) (2.53)
The function g(t) is called line-shape function and it takes into account the effects
of the bath on the system. The absorption spectrum obtained employing the phe-
nomenological dephasing (with its characteristic Lorenzian shape of the transitions)
can be recovered here in the limit g(t) = γt.13
The line-shape function here introduced for a simple two-level system, can be
generalized for an arbitrary system of interacting molecules. The derivation follows
the one presented above, but two important differences should be underlined
1. The system is conveniently described by exciton states. This implies that
quantity previously derived in term of site basis (e.g. the correlation function
of Eq. (2.50)) should be rewritten in the exciton basis. As an example, the
energy fluctuation of an exciton |α〉 = ∑iAαi |i〉, is connected to the site
energy fluctuations as
Cα(t) =
1
~2
〈δα(t)δα(0)〉 =
1
~2
∑
i
|cαi|4 〈δi(t)δi(0)〉 (2.54)
which connects exciton (diagonal) fluctuations with site fluctuations.
2. The system-bath coupling part of the Hamiltonian in the exciton basis is non
diagonal, which implies that not only the diagonal (energy fluctuations) terms
of Eq. (2.54) should be considered, but also the additional off-diagonal terms.
These terms are responsible for the bath induced transport between excitons,
and we will describe their effect in the next Sections.
2.3.7 R(3) & Spectroscopy: Line-shape functions
We can similarly introduce line shape functions for the third-order responses. First
of all, the four-point dipole correlation function is introduced as[68]
F (τ4, τ3, τ2, τ1) = 〈µˆ(τ4)µˆ(τ3)µˆ(τ2)µˆ(τ1)〉 (2.55)
13For bath with gaussian statistics this expression for J(t) is exact.
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Expansion in the exciton eigenstates of F leads to
F (τ4, τ3, τ2, τ1) =
∑
abcd
ρaµadµdcµcbµbaexp [−i(ωdaτ43 + ωcaτ32 + ωbaτ21) + φdcba(τ4, τ3, τ2, τ1)]
(2.56)
where τij = τi − τj and ρa is the equilibrium population of state a. The function
φdcba(τ4, τ3, τ2, τ1) is a four-point line-shape function, which takes into account the
effects of inter- and intra-molecular nuclear dynamics. By employing the previously
introduced cumulant expansion, and in the case of harmonic bath models, the ex-
pression of φ can be further developed in terms of the lineshape functions gab(t),
yielding[68]
φcbag(τ4, τ3, τ2, τ1) = −gcc(τ43)− gbb(τ32)− gaa(τ21)
−gcb(τ42) + gcb(τ43) + gcb(τ32) (2.57)
−gca(τ41) + gca(τ42) + gca(τ31)
−gca(τ32)− gba(τ31) + gba(τ32) + gba(τ31)
The third-order response can be recast by using the four-point dipole correlation
function F as
R(3)(t3, t2, t1) =
(
i
~
)3
[F (t1, t1 + t2, t1 + t2 + t3, 0)+
+ F (0, t1 + t2, t1 + t2 + t3, t1) +
+ F (0, t1, t1 + t2 + t3, t1 + t2) +
+ F (t1 + t2 + t3, t1 + t2, t1, 0)] + c.c. (2.58)
and for each given Feynman-diagram it is therefore possible to specify the appro-
priate combination of line-shape functions. For example, the non-rephasing GSB is
given by:
R
(GSB)
kII
(t3, t2, t1) =
(
i
~
)3∑
ee′
µge′µe′gµgeµeg × (2.59)
exp [−iωe′gt3 − iωegt1 + φe′geg(t1 + t2 + t3, t1 + t2, t1, 0)]
Finally, we note that the terms gab(t) (with a 6= b) of Eq. (2.57), involve products
of displacements dadb. This means that, as pointed out in Part I, Section 5.4, the
sign of the displacements has to be considered for the proper description of the
lineshape of simulated spectra (see e.g., the azobenzene study, Part III, Chapter 3).
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2.3.8 Summary
From the computational point of view, the necessary ingredients to simulate spec-
troscopic experiments at the level of the theory here presented, are:
• The energies of the system manifold of states;
• The transition dipoles between the states14;
• The spectral density associated to the various transitions.
The major approximations made to develop the line-shape function treatment of
system’s fluctuations through the spectral density are:
• The factorization of the initial density matrix in system and bath components.
• The truncation at the second-order cumulant in the expansion of energy gap
fluctuations. This is not an approximation when considering bath with gaus-
sian statistics.
• The Condon approximation, for which we assume that the dipole operator µ
is not affected by the nuclear coordinates.
• The description of diagonal (energy) bath-induced fluctuations only, neglecting
bath-assisted transport processes caused by off-diagonal fluctuations.
In the next Section we discuss some approximate methods to include transport
between exciton states as an effect of intra- and inter-molecular vibrations.
2.4 Transport
Population relaxation has been so far neglected. It can be reintroduced approxi-
mately at various level of sophistication. The zero-order approach assumes bath
fluctuation timescale to be faster than that of all the other processes (bath cor-
relation time τc → 0), and the Markovian approximation is then applied. More
advanced approaches allow fluctuations to occur in a broad range of timescales.
14At least between those resonant within the observed spectral window.
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2.4.1 Fast-timescale bath fluctuations
The simplest approach to include transport is that of secular Redfield theory, which
consider the bath fluctuations to be faster than both transport and coherence-
dephasing time. The Markovian approximation is applied to the bath fluctuations
for all the time intervals t1, t2 and t3, and the secular approximation disentangles
the evolution of populations from that of coherences. The time evolution of density
matrix elements is described by
• A Pauli rate equation for populations, which reads
dρee(t)
dt
= −
∑
e′
Kee,e′e′ρe′e′(t) (2.60)
whose formal solution is given by
ρe′e′(t) =
∑
e
GNe′e′,ee(t)ρee(0) (2.61)
Kee,e′e′ is the population transfer rate from state e′ into e, and G
(N)
e′e′,ee ≡
[exp (−Kt)]e′e′,ee is the population Green’s function, which describes the prob-
ability of a bath assisted transition e→ e′ during time t.
• An exponential suppression of coherences governed by the lifetime of the states,
given by
dρe′e(t)
dt
= [−iωe′e − Γe′e] ρe′e(t), e 6= e′ (2.62)
with solutions
ρe′e(t) = exp (−iωe′et− Γe′et) (2.63)
where Γe′e = 12 (Kee,ee +Ke′e′,e′e′) + γe′e. The first two terms represent popula-
tion relaxation, while the last term represent the pure dephasing rate, which
accounts for all the bath-induced dephasing mechanisms beside the transport.
We note that the secular approximation also implies that coherences evolve
separately, never mixing with each other.
The tensor Kee,e′e′ satisfies the following properties, that ensure thermal equilib-
rium is reached at long times:
• Kee,ee > 0;
• Kee,e′e′ < 0 when e 6= e′;
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•
∑
eKee,e′e′ = 0 (probability conservation);
• Ke2e2,e1e1/Ke1e1,e2e2 = exp (−~ωe2e1/(kBT)) (detailed balance)
New Feynman diagrams are introduced for describing exciton relaxation pro-
cesses, shown in Figure (2.7). Dashed lines indicate that during t2, density matrix
populations are allowed to mix with each other according to Eq. (2.60).
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Figure 2.7: Feynman diagrams for rephasing (left) and nonrephasing (right) phase match-
ing directions, that extend the corresponding diagrams of Figure 2.2 by includ-
ing population transport (highlighted as dashed line along time t2).
From Eq. (2.63) one can see that the finite state life-time provides an additional
suppression of coherences, i.e., contributing to the homogeneous broadening of the
signals in the spectra. In the context of secular Redfield theory, closed expressions
are given for both relaxation rates and pure dephasing terms γee′ .[68] We note that
in this model, dephasing and energy-transfer processes enter as simple exponential
decays, so that the computed spectra have Lorenzian line-shape.
2.4.2 Intermediate-timescale bath fluctuations
Here we make a step forward: considering processes for which t1, t3  t2, the
bath fluctuations are assumed to be fast compared to the transport, but slow (or
comparable) with respect to the coherence-dephasing time. We still apply the secular
approximation, so that transport can occur only between populations (i.e. during
t2 in kI and kII), and dephasing occurs during the delay times t1 and t3.
The response function is factorized in the doorway-window form, given by[68]
R(3)(t3, t2, t1) =
(
i
~
)3
Tr [W(t3)G(t2)D(t1)] (2.64)
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where D(t1) ≡ VG(t1)Vρ0 is the doorway exciton wavepacket, prepared by the first
two pulses, G(t2) describe the propagation along t2 and W(t3) ≡ µˆG(t3)V, is the
window wavepacket, which represents the detection.
R(3) is further partitioned (secular approximation) in two terms:
R(3)(t3, t2, t1) = R
(3)
(C)(t3, t2, t1) +R
(3)
(P )(t3, t2, t1) (2.65)
where R(3)(C)(t3, t2, t1) collects all the terms that are always described by coherences
(also during t2), and R
(3)
(P )(t3, t2, t1) collects all the terms that during t2 are in a
population. Population response functions (for both SE and ESA) are weighted by
the solutions of the Pauli master equation Eq. (2.60), which prescribes the pathways
and the rates with which an exciton migrates through the various exciton states.
Since the timescale of coherence-dephasing is faster than that of bath correlation,
diagonal fluctuations are treated exactly for the R(3)(C)(t3, t2, t1) pathways, and off-
diagonal contributions are included (in the Markovian approximation, i.e. according
to Eqs. (2.60-2.62)) only to compute the life-time broadening of these signals. These
diagrams maintain the correlated bath dynamics over all the time intervals t1, t2 and
t3. Pathways containing populations during t2, i.e. R
(3)
(P )(t3, t2, t1), ignore bath fluctu-
ation correlations between the different propagation intervals: diagonal fluctuations
are treated exactly during t1 and t3 (via cumulant expansion), and life-time broad-
ening is added as provided by Eq. (2.62). During t2, the memory is erased, and
second order Markovian perturbation theory is performed for the coupling with all
the bath coordinates (leading to Eq. (2.60)). This implies that line-shape functions
for (P) diagrams do not explicitly contain the time t2, and that correlation between
times t1 and t3 is neglected for these pathways.[68]
This model allows the consideration of finite bath timescale and arbitrary line
shapes (as opposed to the Lorenzian line shape of the zero-order approach of the
previous Section). However, the complete factorization into the doorway and window
functions produces the loss of memory during the t2 time interval, so that correlations
between fluctuations during intervals t1 and t3 are neglected in population diagrams.
2.4.3 Slow diagonal fluctuations
Baths with both fast and slow modes (along all the three time intervals t1, t2 and
t3) can be approximately treated[69]. The Markovian approximation is applied only
to the fast modes (denoted by a generic bath coordinate Q(F )): during t1 and t3,
these cause homogeneous line broadening (diagonal bath fluctuations), while during
t2 they induce population relaxation (off-diagonal bath fluctuations) described by
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the Pauli master equation Eq. (2.60). The slow bath modes (denoted by a generic
bath coordinate Q(S)) are instead responsible for spectral diffusion during t1, t2, and
t3, causing correlations during all the three time intervals.
The response function is again recast as in Eq. (2.65), and the various contribu-
tions (GSB, SE and ESA) are split in Population and Coherence contributions.
The population contributions then read:
R
(ESA)
(P ) (t3, t2, t1) = i
∑
ee′
∑
f
µ2fe′µ
2
geG
(N)
e′e′ee(t2)
×
[
δee′F (C)∗efe (t1, t1 + t2, t1 + t2 + t3, 0)
+ ζee′F (I)∗fe′e′e(t3, t2, t1)
]
(2.66)
R
(SE)
(P ) (t3, t2, t1) = −i
∑
ee′
µ2geµ
2
ge′G
(N)
e′e′ee(t2)
× [δee′F (C)ege (0, t1 + t2, t1 + t2 + t3, t1)
+ ζee′F (I)∗e′ge′e(t3, t2, t1)
]
(2.67)
R
(GSB)
(P ) (t3, t2, t1) = −i
∑
ee′
µ2geµ
2
ge′G
(N)
e′e′ee(t2)
× F (C)ege′(0, t1, t1 + t2 + t3, t1 + t2) (2.68)
The Coherence contributions read:
R
(ESA)
(C) (t3, t2, t1) = i
∑
e6=e′
∑
f
µfe′µfeµge′µge
× F (C)∗e′fe (t1, t1 + t2, t1 + t2 + t3, 0) (2.69)
R
(SE)
(C) (t3, t2, t1) = −i
∑
e6=e′
µ2geµ
2
ge′
× F (C)ege′(0, t1 + t2, t1 + t2 + t3, t1) (2.70)
where R(GSB)(C) (t3, t2, t1) = 0, ζab = 1−δab. The population contributions (P ), contain
two terms: a coherent, population-conserving term F (C), when populations during
t2 do not change (e = e′), weighted by the probability of remaining in the same state
during t2 (G
(N)
eeee(t2)) and the population-transfer term, F (I), where populations hop
from state e into e′.
F (C) contains line-shape functions obtained by cumulant expansion over all the
modes, specified by Eq. (2.57). F (I) is developed by including the diagonal fluc-
tuations of slow bath modes Q(S) also along t2.[69] New line-shape functions are
obtained for F (I), and differently to the doorway-window approach, they depend on
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all three time intervals.[69] This level of theory can reproduce some signatures of
population transport during t2, such as time-dependent Stokes shift.[68, 69]
From the computational point of view, spectral densities are again the key quan-
tities: on one side they are used to describe the diagonal (energy) fluctuations
through the computation of line-shape functions; on the other side they are input
quantities for the transport theories that provides the elements of the rate matrix
K.
We note that we have not removed the secular approximation, which decouples
populations from coherences. In the next Section we will present a different approach
which overcomes many of the employed approximations, by introducing our recently
developed model for describing 2DES spectroscopy through the accurate quantum
dissipative PLDM dynamics.
2.5 Summary
In the previous Sections we have developed the response function formalism for the
computation of linear and non-linear spectroscopy: we summarize here the main
information obtained and the approximations made throughout the derivation.
• We started from the field-matter Hamiltonian given by Hˆ = Hˆ0 + Hˆ ′(t), and
described the system in terms of its density matrix, which is the natural for-
mulation in the context of open quantum system.
• The interacting term, H ′(t), of the field-matter Hamiltonian is treated pertur-
batively, and an order-by-order expansion of the density matrix is obtained.
• The n-th order induced polarizability is the quantity of interest in spectroscopy,
being the source of the measured signal. In particular we focused on linear and
third-order polarizabilities, connected, e.g., to ground-state absorption and
2DES techniques, respectively. These are conveniently written by separating
the response of the system and the incident electromagnetic field as:
R(1)(t1) =
(
i
~
)
Tr
[
µˆG(t1)µ
×ρˆ0
]
(2.71)
and
R(3)(t3, t2, t1) =
(
i
~
)3
Tr
[
µˆG(t3)µ
×G(t2)µ×G(t1)µ×ρˆ0
]
(2.72)
The functions R(1) and R(3) contain all the information about the system
dynamics which follows the interaction with light.
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• For third-order response, we partitioned the response function according to
the different physical processes taking place when multiple laser pulses interact
with the sample: GSB, SE and ESA. Feynman diagrams were introduced, and
the connection between diagrams, equations and underlying physical processes
established.
• The role of the environment was unraveled by connecting the microscopic sys-
tem fluctuations to line-shape functions for both linear and non-linear tech-
niques. The spectral density plays a central role. This model is exact providing
the absence of transport between excitons.
• Approximate strategies for introducing transport were presented.
All the concepts introduced in this Chapter have been extensively used for the
simulation of spectroscopies in Part III of this Thesis: linear and non-linear spectra
are computed by means of Eq. (2.71) and Eq. (2.72), respectively. Lineshape
functions (Eq. (2.57)), obtained through computed spectral densities, are employed
to describe the effect of both inter- and intra- molecular vibrations on the spectra.
Exciton transport is also considered, as described in the advanced model of Section
2.4.3, always relying on the secular approximation.
CHAPTER 3
PLDM approach to Spectroscopy
The method outlined in this Chapter has been developed in collaboration
with the research group of Prof. David F. Coker (Boston University,
Boston, MA, USA) and a related paper has been published in the Journal
of Chemical Theory and Computation, ref. 53.
The reliability of the simulation of spectroscopic experiments is significantly
affected not only by the microscopic input of the Frenkel Exciton model, but also
by the quantum dissipative dynamics employed to describe the system evolution.
PLDM dynamics proved to be an effective method for computing the evolution
of the density matrix of a quantum system coupled to a fluctuating environment,
through a non-perturbative, non-Markovian, non-secular semiclassical path integral
approach, that explicitly treats all DOFs [41, 48].
We have recently developed a method to exploit the accuracy of PLDM in the
simulation of spectroscopy.
At the core of the method there is a simple generalization of PLDM to the evo-
lution of generic operators (and not just of the density matrix). Eq. (2.22) and
(2.24) furnish the recipe to be followed to compute the response function: interact
with the external laser, propagate the system, interact, propagate, etc. This ap-
proach inherits from PLDM the absence of many of the standard approximations
of the existing methods used to simulate spectroscopy: no perturbative treatment
of system-bath coupling, no dynamical approximations about time scales of differ-
ent processes (e.g., no Markovian limit), no secular approximation (all the density
matrix elements can in principle mix with each other). No assumptions are made
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about the nature of intra-system couplings or the form of the spectral density. The
PLDM approach to spectroscopy therefore provides a way of accurately treating the
coupled electronic, vibrational and vibronic dynamics at the heart of the nonlinear
optical response. Moreover it is based on propagating classical-like trajectories that
include effects such as quantum transitions and the decay of an initially prepared
coherent superposition of system quantum states in the presence of coupling to the
environment. The independent trajectory nature of the approach makes for a highly
efficient implementation for computing nonlinear responses, even if it is more expen-
sive than standard perturbative approaches, and as such it is in general applicable
to smaller system.
In what follows we show how the PLDM framework has been utilized to compute
linear and non-linear response functions, and hence simulate linear and non-linear
spectroscopy.
Both R(1)(t1) and R(3)(t3, t2, t1) can be written in terms of multi-point dipole
correlation functions as1:
R(1)(t1) =
(
i
~
)
〈µˆ(t1) µˆ×(0)〉 (3.1)
and
R(3)(t3, t2, t1) =
(
i
~
)3
〈µˆ(t3 + t2 + t1) µˆ×(t2 + t1) µˆ×(t1) µˆ×(0)〉 (3.2)
The PLDM framework has been shown to be capable of accurately reproduc-
ing quantum autocorrelation functions [70, 71] and we employ it here to compute
the third-order optical spectroscopy response function according to the following
expression (~ = 1):
1This is nothing but a simple reorganization of the terms of equations Eq. (2.22) and Eq.
(2.24): there we employed a Schrödinger like representations, here instead we rewrite the terms in
the Interaction representation.
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R(3)(t3, t2, t1) = (i)
3
∑
nt3
(
N3+N2+N1∏
k=N2+N1+1
∫
dR¯k
dP¯k
2pi
) ∑
nt2 ,n
′
t2
∫
dR¯N2+N1
dP¯N2+N1
2pi
dxt2dpt2dx
′
t2dp
′
t2 Gt2G
′
t2
×
(
µρ(3)
)
nt3nt3
N3+N2+N1−1∏
k=N2+N1+1
δ
(
P¯k+1 − P¯k

− Fk
) N3+N2+N1∏
k=N2+N1+1
δ
(
R¯k − R¯k−1

− P¯k
M
)
δ
(
P¯N2+N1+1 − P¯N2+N1
)
× δ
(
R¯N2+N1 − R¯N2+N1−1

− P¯N2+N1
M
)(N2+N1−1∏
k=N1+1
∫
dR¯k
dP¯k
2pi
) ∑
nt1 ,n
′
t1
∫
dR¯N1
dP¯N1
2pi
dxt1dpt1dx
′
t1dp
′
t1 Gt1G
′
t1
×
(
µ×ρ(2)
)
nt2n
′
t2
N2+N1−1∏
k=N1+1
δ
(
P¯k+1 − P¯k

− Fk
) N2+N1∏
k=N1+1
δ
(
R¯k − R¯k−1

− P¯k
M
)
δ
(
P¯N1+1 − P¯N1
)
× δ
(
R¯N1 − R¯N1−1

− P¯N1
M
)(N1−1∏
k=1
∫
dR¯k
dP¯k
2pi
) ∑
n0,n′0
∫
dR¯0dx0dp0dx
′
0dp
′
0 Gt0G
′
t0
×
(
µ×ρ(1)
)
nt1n
′
t1
N1−1∏
k=1
δ
(
P¯k+1 − P¯k

− Fk
) N1∏
k=1
δ
(
R¯k − R¯k−1

− P¯k
M
)(
µ×ρ(0)
)n0n′0
W
(R¯0, P¯1)
(3.3)
Eq. (3.3) follows from the central equation of PLDM dynamics (Part I, Eq.
4.23), applied here for describing the evolution of the operator (µˆ×ρˆ). The third-
order response function is obtained by repeatedly nesting this time evolution as
described in Eq. (3.2), and tracing the result over all the DOFs. The derivation of
this equation is reported in the Appendix (Section 4.2).
Here (µˆρˆ(j))ntjn′tj are the matrix elements of the product of the transition dipole
operator and the evolved density operator after the jth field interaction. From Eq.
(4.23) of Part I, the elements of ρˆ(j) are computed from the time evolved mapping
variables as ρˆ(j)ktj ltj =
1
2
(xktj +ipktj )(xntj−1−ipntj−1 )12(x′ltj−ip′ltj )(x′n′tj−1 +ip
′
n′tj−1
). The
initial distribution of mapping variables for the (j + 1)th time interval is provided
by the functions Gtj = exp[−12
∑
α(x
2
αtj
+ p2αtj )] and G
′
tj
.2
Due to the state-collapsing nature of the dipole operator, each time it is ap-
plied it projects the evolving operator onto a different subspace of the global Hilbert
space (see Figure 3.1). Therefore, after a dipole interaction, each matrix element
can potentially give rise to a large number of new matrix elements that need to be
propagated. From Eq. (3.3) the sums over the starting state indices at each of the
interaction times have the potential to dramatically increase the number of terms
that must be evolved, and each, in principle, require propagating many indepen-
dently sampled trajectories. This suggests that the complete treatment of realistic
systems will be very computationally demanding with a brute-force implementation.
2Note: The k indices labeling the terms in the products in Eq.(3.3) apply only to the quantities
immediately to the right of the product.
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Figure 3.1: Pictorial representation of the effect of the subsequent dipole interactions on
the evolving operator, represented as a matrix in which filled grey sectors
correspond to non-zero elements of selected subspaces of the global Hilbert
space. The arrows indicate time propagation.
To mitigate this problem, a Monte-Carlo importance sampling procedure is em-
ployed to treat the intermediate state sums for the interactions at t1 and t2 by
selecting the “most important” matrix element as the sole initially-occupied state
for subsequent propagation. Also, the intermediate mapping variable integrals are
evaluated using a “steepest descent" approximation. This method, termed “focus-
ing” (the basic ingredients of which have already been presented in the literature
[72]), drastically reduces the computational effort needed to compute multi-point
correlation functions in the PLDM framework.3
3.1 Implementation
This algorithm can be summarized for a general n-state system as follows:
1. At t=0, the dipole commutator prepares the system in a coherence between the
ground and single exciton manifold (e.g., |e〉〈g|) and initial system mapping
variables are sampled from Gaussian distributions as indicated in Eq. (3.3).
Assuming the bath DOFs are unaffected by the electronic dipole operator (the
Condon approximation), these variables are sampled from their equilibrium
distribution on the ground electronic state. An ensemble of trajectories, orig-
inating from these system and bath initial conditions is then initiated.
2. The system DOFs are propagated for a time t1 using classical trajectories that
satisfy Hamilton’s equations obtained from the mapping Hamiltonian in Part
I, Eq. (4.14). The bath DOFs are propagated simultaneously according to the
effective forces which depend on (both forward and backward) system mapping
variables, as outlined in Part I, Eq. (4.26).
3When evaluating linear response functions this focusing procedure is unnecessary because there
is only a single time interval.
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3. At t = t1, the dipole commutator is applied again and the system is projected
into a new set of states, while the bath DOFs remain continuous through the
operation of the dipole. For each state of the projected subspace, mapping
variables are re-sampled from gaussian distributions.
· If “focusing” is applied then the “most important” matrix element is
selected as the new initial condition for subsequent propagation, according to
the following steps:
a) The elements of the dipole operated density matrix are written, in
polar coordinates, as:
(µρ(1))nt1n′t1
→ rnt1rn′t1e
i(θnt1
−θn′t1
)
(3.4)
and a normalized probability density function, mnt1n′t1 , is constructed
according to:
mnt1n′t1
=
rnt1rn′t1
Nt1
; Nt1 =
∑
nt1n
′
t1
rnt1rn′t1
(3.5)
b) A uniform random number ξ ∈ (0, 1] is extracted, and the probabil-
ity density mnt1n′t1 uniformly sampled (Appendix, Section 4.3), selecting the
“most important” matrix element (not1 , n
′o
t1
) as the new (occupied) initial system
density matrix element for the next time interval propagation
c) A trajectory dependent weight Ωt1 = Nt1e
i(θnot1
−θn′ot1
)
is saved.
d) The “steepest descent” approximation is used to evaluate the integrals
over the mapping variables resulting in the following:
(nt1 , n
′
t1
) = (δnt1 ,not1 , δn
′
t1
,n′ot1
) (3.6)
where δab is the Kronecker delta function.
4. For each given t1, steps 2-3 are repeated for a desired number of t2 values (i.e.
replacing t1 by t2 in these steps).
5. For each combination of t1, t2 the system and bath are propagated for a time
delay t3, after which the expectation value of the third-order polarization is
computed by averaging over all trajectories.
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Figure 3.2: (a) Double-sided Feynman diagrams that represent nonrephasing interaction
schemes. For conciseness, only diagrams that survive the rotating wave approx-
imation are shown. The vertical lines represent time evolution, with dashed
lines indicating time periods where the corresponding wave function can mix
into a linear combination of eigenstates. Note that, in this methodology, mix-
ing is also allowed when the system is in a coherence, not just when it is in
a population. (b) Pictorial representation of the excitation manifolds involved
in the Feynman diagrams depicted in (a).
· If “focusing” is used, the appropriate Monte-Carlo weights are accumu-
lated and applied when computing the contribution of each trajectory to the
final response.
By applying the RWA one can produce Feynman diagrams which look very sim-
ilar to those introduced previously. The difference here is that, by avoiding the use
of the secular approximation and the assumption that energy transfer occurs only
when the system is in a population state, there are more time intervals in which
the density matrix elements are allowed to mix. These are identified as dashed
lines in Figure 3.2. Furthermore, dephasing of coherences and energy transfer are
here described beyond the simple exponential picture of the previously presented
approximated techniques.
We demonstrate the accuracy of the proposed approach in the limit of slow
bath relaxation times, for which standard implementations of the theory employing
assumptions on the bath timescales proved to fail.
3.2 Example I
In our first test of the methodology, the 2DES of a coupled dimer is computed.
In this model we assume a pair of coupled sites, each of which has two levels, i.e.
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each site has a significant gap between its first, and all the other excited states. The
manifold of coupled dimer states probed during a third-order nonlinear spectroscopy
experiment is completely described by the site basis states, |ij〉, so that a general
time dependent state has the form:
|ψ(t)〉 =
1∑
i,j=0
Cij(t)|ij〉 (3.7)
where i and j represent the electronic state of each site. The Hamiltonian in this
representation becomes
Hˆ =
1∑
i,j=0
ij |ij〉〈ij|+
∑
ij∈01,10
Jij,ji |ij〉〈ji|
+
∑
ij∈01,10,11
M∑
m=1
cmij Qˆm |ij〉〈ij|+
M∑
m=1
1
2
(
Pˆ 2m + ω
2
mQˆ
2
m
)
1ˆ
(3.8)
where c is the strength of the linear system-bath coupling, with c11 = c10 + c01,
and 11 = 10 + 01. The spectral density that determines the bath mode frequen-
cies and the frequency dependent system-bath coupling constants is the overdamped
brownian oscillator form, J(ω) = 2λ ω/γc
(1+(ω/γc)2)
(Part I, Eq. (3.27)). In the calcula-
tions carried out here, each site was coupled to its own independent identical set of
M = 100 bath oscillators sampled from this distribution.[73]
To demonstrate the applicability of the PLDM 2DES approach in parameter
regimes where perturbation theory-based methods can become inaccurate, we con-
sidered a dimer system coupled to a bath with a slow relaxation time (γ−1c = 300 fs).
In the limit of slow bath relaxation, the Markovian approximation can become un-
physical. In Figure 3.3 the 2DES results computed with the PLDM approach are
seen to reproduce those obtained from numerically exact hierarchical equations of
motion (HEOM) calculations with surprising accuracy, even when the results are
averaged over a limited number of trajectories. The “SPEC” results reported in
Figure 3.3 were computed using the SPECTRON software package [68], employing
line-shape functions obtained from the spectral density to account for all dephasing
mechanisms in the absence of transport, and then using secular Redfield theory to
describe transport. It is well known that Redfield theory can provide inaccurate
transport dynamics in certain model parameter regimes, and we have already no-
ticed that the use of the secular approximation not only decouples populations from
coherences, but also prohibits the mixing between coherences. This means that a
density matrix element initiated in |e〉〈g| will evolve according to its own equation
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of HEOM, PLDM, and SPECTRON 2DES at different t2 times
for a coupled dimer at 300 K with 10 − 01 = 100 cm−1, ∆01,10 = 100 cm−1,
and µ00,01/µ00,10 = −0.2. The bath has a cutoff frequency of γc = 18 cm−1
and a reorganization energy of λ = 50 cm−1. The PLDM calculation presented
here is averaged over only 60,000 trajectories initialized from each element of(
µ×ρ(0)
)
with nonzero amplitude. Note: The color range has been scaled to
highlight the midrange features as detailed in the Appendix, Section 4.4
of motion, without coupling with any other |e′〉〈g| term. These approximations lead
to qualitatively inaccurate results, even for t2 = 0 fs, where this approach predicts
inverted relative intensities of features corresponding to the two exciton states. In
recent work it was demonstrated that this coupled dimer model also exhibits the
complete breakdown of the second-order time-convolutionless master equation for
this range of parameters.[74].
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3.3 Example II
In many systems-of-interest, there can be higher frequency nuclear vibrational modes
that are strongly coupled to the electronic transitions [75]. In this case, the nuclear
vibration are preferentially treated as inherently quantum mechanical. In order to
track the dynamics of particular vibronic states, a repartitioning of the system-bath
Hamiltonian is required. For illustrative purposes, we consider a simple vibronic
monomer including one discrete harmonic vibrational mode and a single electronic
excited state interacting with a continuum of Mc more weakly coupled bath modes
described by a Hamiltonian of the following form:
Hˆ =
∞∑
nu=0
(nu)g |gnu〉〈gnu|+
∞∑
ns=0
(ns)e |ens〉〈ens|+
∞∑
ns=0
Mc∑
m=1
cmQˆm |ens〉〈ens|
+
Mc∑
m=1
1
2
(
Pˆ 2m + ω
2
mQˆ
2
m
)
1ˆ
(3.9)
where |gnu〉 is the electronic ground state dressed with the state of the discrete
vibrational mode with frequency Ωd and in energy level nu centered in coordinate
space about the ground electronic state’s unshifted (“u”) equilibrium position, |ens〉
is the electronic excited state dressed with the discrete vibrational mode in energy
level ns centered in coordinate space about the excited electronic state’s shifted
(“s”) equilibrium position, and (nu)g = g +
(
nu +
1
2
)
Ωd are the energies of the
electronic ground state manifold. In a similar fashion, (ns)e = e − λd +
(
ns +
1
2
)
Ωd
is the excitation energy at the Franck-Condon point minus the reorganization energy,
λd =
c2d
2Ω2d
, dressed with the discrete mode (see Figure 3.4).
In the vibronic basis, elements of the electronic dipole matrix are modulated
by the overlap of shifted vibrational wavefunctions. The magnitude of the overlap
is dictated by Huang-Rhys factor, S = λd/Ωd, which indicates the relative shift
between ground and excited state PESs.
〈ens|µˆ|gmu〉 = µeg〈ns|mu〉
= µeg
∫
dx 〈n|x− c/Ω2d〉〈x|m〉
(3.10)
In the calculation presented here, only vibrational energy levels 0 and 1 of the
strongly coupled discrete mode were included due to the rapid fall-off of vibrational
overlap for transitions between |g0〉 → |ens〉 for increasing Huang-Rhys factors. [76]
Figure 3.4 presents 2DES results for the vibronic system at various values of t2.
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Figure 3.4: Summary of Vibronic Monomer study at 300 K. The electronic system-bath
coupling model spectral density is a OBO with λ = 50 cm−1 and γc = 200
cm−1.The additional discrete mode in the vibronic monomer model studied
here has a frequency of Ωd = 500 cm−1 and Huang-Rhys factor S = 0.45.
The |gn〉 to |en〉 energy gap is 5000 cm−1. In this study the initial system
density operator is a population on the total ground state |g0〉. Panel a) shows
the linear absorption spectrum as well as the corresponding 2DES spectra for
various values of t2. Panel b) presents a pictorial representation of the model
system Hamiltonian used in this study. Panel c) shows the evolution of the
off-diagonal peak located at (Ω1,Ω3) = (5000, 5500) cm−1 as a function of the
t2 delay time.
The evolution of the diagonal peaks and cross-peaks is modulated with a period of
66.7 fs, corresponding to the 500 cm−1 frequency of the discrete mode. These signal
modulations can be easily misinterpreted in experiments as a signature of electronic
coherence between different sites. For example, in Figure 3.4 it is shown that off-
diagonal features associated with pure vibrational coherence can exhibit oscillatory
modulation reminiscent of peaks associated with electronic coherence. The accuracy
of the dynamics method presented in this work allows us to reproduce, and correctly
interpret all kinds of signal oscillations.
3.4 Summary
To summarize this Chapter, we have presented a semiclassical path integral method
for computing nonlinear optical response functions in non-Markovian open quantum
systems. It combines a detailed description of the non-equilibrium dynamics respon-
sible for energy transfer after photo-excitation in molecular aggregates (through the
PLDM methodology) with response function theory of field-matter interactions, al-
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lowing for the direct connection between theory and experiment.
We have demonstrated that the method presented here is capable of producing
accurate results in parameter regimes where perturbation theory-based methods
breakdown significantly. [74] If perturbation theory-based methodologies remain
the only feasible way of treating system with a very large number of interacting
chromophores, while paying the price of using approximations which limit their
validity to certain parameters regimes, the methodology introduced here avoids this
drawback by making no assumption about the form or strength of intra-system or
system-bath couplings, even if it is generally more expensive. This method is not
restricted to harmonic baths, although its accuracy in computing nonlinear spectra
for anharmonic systems has yet to be studied. We also note that, being trajectory
based, it scales linearly in a parallel computation environment.
This semiclassical path integral method offers an exciting starting point from
which to explore the development of accurate, yet computationally economical,
methods for computing nonlinear electronic spectroscopy. It can be used to study
e.g. systems of coupled vibronic sites (to clarify the influence of coherent phenomena
in energy transfer) and to describe the effects of finite bandwidth pulse shapes in
the spectra.
CHAPTER 4
Appendix
4.1 Homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening
Experimental spectra have always a finite, non-null, line-width. There are various
phenomena that contribute to this broadening, and they are usually grouped in two
main sets: homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening.
• Homogeneous broadening: The absorption lineshape is dynamically broadened
by rapid variations in the energy gap ωeg (e.g. due to nuclear motion) and for
the finite state lifetime. This effects contribute to an exponential decay of
coherences.
• Inhomogeneous broadening: In this limit, the lineshape reflects a static distri-
bution of resonance frequencies, which arises from different local configurations
of the environment. The width of the line therefore represents the distribution
of frequencies.
If in ground-state absorption homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening are in
general both present and difficult to distinguish, in 2DES (as we have pointed out in
Section 1.2.3) these two contributions split, giving rise to, respectively, off-diagonal
and diagonal elongations of the peaks.
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4.2 PLDM expression for the third-order response
function
We here derive Eq. (3.3) for a single contribution to the overall third-order response,
given by
R
(3)
+ (t3, t2, t1) =
(
i
~
)3
〈µˆ(t3 + t2 + t1) µˆ(t2 + t1) µˆ(t1) µˆ(0)〉
=
(
i
~
)3
Tr
[
µˆe−iHt3µˆe−iHt2µˆe−iHt1µˆρˆ0eiH(t1+t2+t3)
] (4.1)
which is the contribution that includes only the positive terms of the commutators
µ×. Upon insertion of complete sets of states, Eq. (4.1) becomes
R
(3)
+ (t3, t2, t1) =
(
i
~
)3∑
nt3
∑
nt2 ,n
′
t2
∑
nt1 ,n
′
t1
∑
n0,n′0
∫
dRN3+N2+N1dRN2+N1dR
′
N2+N1dRN1dR
′
N1dR0dR
′
0
〈nt3 , RN3+N2+N1 |µˆe−iHt3 |nt2 , RN2+N1〉〈nt2 , RN2+N1 |µˆe−iHt2 |nt1 , RN1〉
〈nt1 , RN1 |µˆe−iHt1 |n0, R0〉〈n0, R0|µˆρˆ(0)|n′0, R′0〉〈n′0, R′0|eiHt1 |n′t1 , R′N1〉
〈n′t1 , R′N1 |eiHt2 |n′t2 , R′N2+N1〉〈n′t2 , R′N2+N1 |eiHt3 |nt3 , RN3+N2+N1〉
(4.2)
Within the Condon approximation this result can be further decomposed by insert-
ing system complete sets of states, leading to
R
(3)
+ (t3, t2, t1) =
(
i
~
)3∑
nt3
∑
nt2 ,n
′
t2
∑
nt1 ,n
′
t1
∑
n0,n′0
∑
mt1 ,mt2 ,mt3
∫
dRN3+N2+N1dRN2+N1dR
′
N2+N1dRN1dR
′
N1dR0dR
′
0
〈nt3 |µˆ|mt3〉〈mt3 , RN3+N2+N1 |e−iHt3 |nt2 , RN2+N1〉〈nt2 |µˆ|mt2〉〈mt2 , RN2+N1 |e−iHt2 |nt1 , RN1〉
〈nt1 |µˆ|mt1〉〈mt1 , RN1 |e−iHt1 |n0, R0〉〈n0, R0|µˆρˆ(0)|n′0, R′0〉〈n′0, R′0|eiHt1 |n′t1 , R′N1〉
〈n′t1 , R′N1 |eiHt2 |n′t2 , R′N2+N1〉〈n′t2 , R′N2+N1 |eiHt3 |nt3 , RN3+N2+N1〉
(4.3)
The connection with the PLDM algorithm is readily obtained, by recognizing
that the term∑
n0,n′0
∫
dR0dR
′
0〈mt1 , RN1|e−iHt1|n0, R0〉〈n0, R0|µˆρˆ(0)|n′0, R′0〉〈n′0, R′0|eiHt1|n′t1 , R′N1〉
(4.4)
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can be rewritten in the PLDM formalism as∑
n0,n′0
∫
dR¯0dr0dp0dr
′
0dp
′
0 G0G
′
0
1
2
(rmt1 + ipmt1 )(xn0 − ipn0)
1
2
(r′n′t1
− ip′n′t1 )(r
′
n′0
+ ip′n′0)
×
(
N1−1∏
k=1
∫
dR¯k
dP¯k
2pi
)∫
dP¯N1
2pi
(µρ)
n0n
′
0
W (R¯0, P¯1) e
iP¯N1ZN1
N1−1∏
k=1
δ
(
P¯k+1 − P¯k

− Fk
)
×
N1∏
k=1
δ
(
R¯k − R¯k−1

− P¯k
M
)
(4.5)
Upon summation over mt1 we have the necessary matrix elements that define the
initial conditions for subsequent propagation. The Condon approximation implies
that bath DOFs are unaffected by the application of the dipole operator, and there-
fore propagate continuously after the various dipole interactions. The initial mo-
mentum distribution for the subsequent propagation is provided by the integral over
ZN1 of O
nt1n
′
t1
W (R¯N1 , P¯N1+1) =
∫
dZN1〈nt1 , R¯N1 + ZN12 |Oˆ|n′t1 , R¯N1 −
ZN1
2
〉e−iP¯N1+1ZN1 ,
which gives δ(P¯N1+1− P¯N1). The integration over R¯N1 can be evaluated analytically
according to δ(P¯N1+1/M − (R¯N1+1 − R¯N1)/).
This scheme is continued until all propagations and dipole operations have been
performed, at which point the result is traced, leading to the expression in Eq. (3.3).
4.3 Focusing - uniform sampling
The intermediate sums in Eq. (3.3) are conveniently rewritten in a form that is
amenable to a uniform random sampling as:
∑
ntin
′
ti
rnti rn′ti
e
i(θnti
−θn′ti ) → Nti
∑
ntin
′
ti
mntin
′
ti
e
i(θnti
−θn′ti ) (4.6)
Where Nti =
∑
ntin
′
ti
rntirn′ti
and mntin′ti =
rnti
rn′ti
Nti
defines the normalized probability
density function that will be directly sampled using a uniform random number,
ξ ∈ (0, 1]. This sampling procedure selects (on average) the matrix element of
(µˆρˆ(i))ntin′ti
that has the largest instantaneous magnitude. The selected element is
assigned as the sole initially occupied “state”, (noti , n
′o
ti
), for subsequent propagation.
Figure 4.1 contains a pictorial representation of the importance sampling scheme.
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Figure 4.1: Pictorial representation of the Monte-Carlo importance sampling scheme.
4.4 Color range of Figure 3.3
In order to highlight the difference between mid-range features at longer times, the
color scale has been enhanced in this region. To achieve an adequate coloring scheme,
the maximum of the color range (white) was set as 0.85∗max{R˜} while the minimum
of the color range (black) was set as 0.425 ∗ min{R˜} where R˜ refers to the entire
Fourier transformed response function (i.e. R˜ = R˜(Ωmin3 : Ωmax3 , tmin2 : tmax2 ,Ωmin1 :
Ωmax1 )). Imposing these boundaries on the color range makes it so all R˜(Ω3, t2,Ω1) ≥
0.85 ∗max{R˜} are represented as white and all R˜(Ω3, t2,Ω1) ≤ 0.425 ∗min{R˜} are
represented as black.
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Introduction
Here we make use of the concepts previously introduced to study some real systems.
Three examples are proposed: the study of the Light Harvesting complex 2 (LH2) of
the photosynthetic bacterium rodopseudomonas acidophila, the study of the energy
transfer between carotenoid and retinal in the xanthorhodopsin protein, and the
photoisomerization of the azobenzene molecule. Comparison with experiments has
been carried out in all the three cases, and it is shown how an integration between
theory and measurements is mandatory to clarify the origin of the observed spectral
features and shed light on the EET mechanisms employed by nature.
In the first study, a first-principles approach is presented that combines accu-
rate quantum chemical descriptions with state-of-the-art models for the environment
through the use of atomistic and polarizable embeddings. Slow and fast bath dy-
namics, along with exciton transport between the pigments, are included. This
approach is applied to the 2DES spectroscopy of the Light-Harvesting 2 (LH2) com-
plex of purple bacteria. Simulations are extended, for the first time, over the entire
visible-near-infrared spectral region to cover both carotenoid and bacteriochloro-
phyll signals. Our results provide an accurate description of excitonic properties
and relaxation pathways, and give an unprecedented insight into the interpretation
of the spectral signatures of the measured 2D signals.
In the second example, by comparing two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy
(2DES) measurements on xanthorhodopsin (XR) and reduced-xanthorhodopsin (RXR)
complexes, the ultrafast carotenoid-to-retinal energy transfer pathway is directly re-
vealed by an excess of signal amplitude at the associated cross-peak. We show that
the remarkable velocity of this transfer, despite the non-negligible energy separation
between the two chromophores, points toward a crucial role of molecular vibra-
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tions in assisting the energy transfer process. The combination of measured 2DES
spectroscopic data with theoretical modeling, allows for a clear identification of the
main experimental signals and for a comprehensive interpretation of their origin and
dynamics.
Finally, in the third example, we combine sub-20-fs transient absorption spec-
troscopy in the UV range with state-of-the-art computational tools to study the
ultrafast photoinduced dynamics of trans-azobenzene (trans-AB). The 1DPP exper-
iment allows to resolve the evolution of the principal states involved, by exploiting
the presence of state-specific ESA signals: the lifetime of the pipi∗ state, the build-up
of the npi∗ population and the following coherent oscillatory dynamics. The sim-
ulations reproduce with remarkable accuracy the positions of all ESA bands and
reveal a non-reactive decay channel on the npi∗ state, accessible after excitation of
the pipi∗ state through a planar conical intersection, which allows the decay to the
ground state on a sub-ps timescale, and accounts for the violation of the Kasha rule
observed in AB.
CHAPTER 1
A Quantum Chemical Interpretation of Two-Dimensional
Electronic Spectroscopy of Light-Harvesting Complexes
The work presented in this chapter has been done in collaboration with
the Molecolab group of Prof. Benedetta Mennucci (Università di Pisa,
Pisa, IT), and published in F. Segatta et al., ref. 52.
1.1 Introduction
Advances in electronic spectroscopy with femtosecond time resolution, such as the
two dimensional electronic spectroscopy (2DES), have provided new insight into the
energy transfer processes in the light-harvesting (LH) pigment-protein complexes
present in photosynthetic organisms.[50, 51, 77, 78] The high complexity of these
systems, where multiple interacting pigments are embedded in a protein matrix,
leads to extremely intricate energy landscapes due to the interplay of excitonic,
vibronic and, eventually, charge-transfer states. By spreading signals along two fre-
quency axes and following the dynamics of excitation with very high time resolution,
the 2DES technique allows to disentangle the overlapping transient spectra. As a
result, a high density of information is obtained, but to objectively disentangle all
these features and reach a detailed and reliable map of the energy transfer network is
still a challenge. A possible strategy to solve the latter issue is to integrate the mea-
surements with theoretical models: this has been successfully done by combining cal-
culations, data extracted from experiments, and tunable parameters.[79, 80, 81, 82]
Attempts to apply more sophisticated quantum chemical approaches to the simula-
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tion of 2DES were conducted for the Fenna-Matthews-Olson complex,[83] however
these rely on semiempirical calculations of key quantities.
Here we present an accurate quantum-chemistry based multiscale approach to
simulate 2DES spectra of multichromophoric systems in complex environments for a
direct comparison with experiments. By combining two different levels of quantum
chemistry (Density Functional Theory and multireference perturbative RASSCF/
RASPT2) with two classical embedding schemes (electrostatic and polarizable) to
account for the environment, we calculate all quantities needed to build up the
exciton-phonon model with a unified theoretical framework able to incorporate slow
and fast bath dynamics, along with exciton transport between the pigments. Be-
cause of its ab initio character, our approach represents an unambiguous strategy
to achieve a clear interpretation of the spectra even when many different pigments
are involved and a large range of wavelengths has to be explored. By switching on
and off selected interactions among pigments, a detailed molecular-level analysis of
the intricate network of couplings between the multiple electronic processes and the
intra/intermolecular nuclear degrees of freedom can be achieved.
We demonstrate the potential of our approach by simulating the 2DES spec-
troscopy at low (77 K) and room temperature of one of the most challenging system,
namely the main LH complex of purple bacteria, the Light-Harvesting 2 (LH2) of
rps. acidophila. Since the determination of its high-resolution structural model re-
ported in 1995 by Cogdell and co-workers [84], LH2 has been extensively studied with
different experimental techniques (see ref. 85 for a recent exhaustive review). Many
theoretical studies have also been performed;[80, 82, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94]
however, the accurate interpretation of the excitonic properties of this highly sym-
metric system is still disputed, mostly owing to the different coupling regimes, which
are active at the same time.
The LH2 complex is characterized by a cylindrical C9 structure, containing 27
bacteriochlorophylls a (BChl) and 9 carotenoids (Car) as absorbing pigments.[95]
The BChls are organized in two rings, a closely packed ring (B850) containing 18
BChls whose molecular plane is perpendicular to the cylinder radius, and a more
loosely packed ring (B800) that contains 9 BChls, whose molecular plane is per-
pendicular to the C9 axis (see Figure 1.1). The backbone of the Car molecules
(Rhodopin Glucoside) encompasses the whole polypeptide chain and bridges the
two BChl rings.
Due to this unique structural arrangement, the bright Qy excitations of the
B850 BChls are strongly coupled, whereas those of the B800 BChls are more weakly
coupled; the coupling between the two rings is also not negligible. This is reflected
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Figure 1.1: Molecular structure of LH2. Pigments are highlighted using the following color
code: yellow for BChl B850α, red for B850β, green for B800, purple for the
Carotenoid.
in the near IR characteristic signal arising from delocalized Qy excitons. When we
move to the region where the Qx transition of the BChls and/or the bright state of
the carotenoids are excited, the couplings decrease significantly in both rings as well
as between the BChl rings and the connecting Cars.
For the first time, the present simulation is extended over the entire Car-Qx
plus Qy visible-near-infrared (VIS-NIR) region. Due to the very different cou-
pling regimes, the exciton model is combined with Redfield and Modified Redfield
theories[38, 39, 40, 96] to describe exciton relaxation within delocalized states of the
Qy region, and the Förster theory within the Car-Qx region.
Our results are compared with recently published experimental 2DES data,[97,
98] showing the importance of previously unaddressed aspects of the modeling and
revealing new aspects of the recorded signals.
Focusing on the Qy region, the good agreement between experimental and theo-
retical maps, obtained when the Coulomb interaction of the full transition densities
and the polarization effects of the environment are included, points to the impor-
tance of a proper evaluation of the intra and inter-ring couplings. Moreover, we
show that the simulations must include the excitation and detection pulse envelopes
in order to achieve a quantitative agreement of the simulated intensities of B800 and
B850 bands with experimentally recorded 2D maps.
Moving to the Car-Qx region of the 2D map, the calculations clearly identify the
signals due to the combined effect of the vibronic progression of the Car’s bright S2
state and BChl’s Qx transition, respectively. This is particularly important for those
off-diagonal peaks that were used to reveal the presence of a previously postulated
carotenoid dark state of the same symmetry of S2,[99] which lies in between S2 and
Qx states. The comparison between simulated and measured spectra reveals which
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Figure 1.2: (a) Experimental linear absorption of LH2 complex[100] and (b) Energy level
scheme of the states of interest for both Car and BChls. The different tran-
sitions are highlighted with different colors: blue for the S2 state of the
Carotenoid, green for the Qx state of the BChls, and orange for the Qy state
of the BChls.
signals are due to vibronic progression of BChl Qx, which can be labeled as pure
vibrational progressions of the bright Car S2 state, and which should indeed be
recognized as Car signatures coming from states other than S2.
1.2 Structure and Methods
We used the crystal structure of LH2 (PDB code: 1NKZ) resolved at 2.0 Å.[101] To
ensure a C9 symmetry, we considered a single monomer, which was replicated over
the symmetry axis. All the details regarding the structure preparation are reported
in Appendix, Section 1.5.1.
The multichromophoric system is described in terms of an exciton Hamiltonian
Hˆ =
∑
i
i |i〉 〈i|+
∑
ij
Vij |i〉 〈j| (1.1)
where i is the excited-state energy of the i-th chromophore, and Vij is the electronic
coupling between chromophores i and j. We considered separate Hamiltonians for
(i) the near-infrared region of the spectrum, which includes the Qy transitions of
BChls, and (ii) the visible region, which contains contributions from the bright (S2)
states of Cars and the Qx states of BChls.
The elements of the exciton Hamiltonian were computed using a hybrid QM/MM
model to account for the effect of the protein environment. In particular, we em-
ployed two levels of QM theory, i.e. Time-Dependent Density Functional The-
ory (TD-DFT) with the CAM-B3LYP functional,[102] and the RASSCF/RASPT2
methodology [8, 23], with different Active Spaces (AS) and State Average (SA) set-
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tings in the two different regions of the spectrum (Appendix, Section 1.5.5). The
TD-DFT based calculations were performed within both an electrostatic (MM) and
a polarizable embedding (MMPol). In the latter model, the environment is de-
scribed as a set of atomic point charges and isotropic atomic polarizabilities[103].
The RAS calculations were performed within the electrostatic embedding of fixed
point charges. Higashi et al. showed CAM-B3LYP to be inaccurate for the descrip-
tion of solvatochromic shifts when coupled with an electrostatic embedding, and
proposed to tune the range-separation parameter.[104, 105] However, the exciton
structure obtained in ref. 93 with CAM-B3LYP/MMPol well reproduced the exci-
ton splitting of the B850 ring, therefore CAM-B3LYP is appropriate for describing
excitation with a polarizable embedding. Further details on the quantum chemical
calculations are reported in Appendix, Section 1.5.2.
The electronic couplings in the TD-DFT/MMPol scheme were computed as the
Coulomb interaction between the transition densities of the interacting moieties.[106]
Note that the polarizable environment adds an explicit screening term to the Coulomb
coupling.[103] In the RASSCF/RASPT2/MM approach, the Coulomb couplings
were computed with the transition density cube (TDC) method[27], where no ex-
plicit screening is included. It has been shown, both theoretically[93] and experimen-
tally, [107] that the nearest-neighbor Qy couplings in the B850 ring are reduced with
increasing temperature; for this reason, in order to reproduce the room-temperature
properties, we used the exciton Hamiltonian calculated along a classical molecular
dynamics (MD) trajectory.[93]
The full set of excitonic parameters (site energies and couplings) used is reported
in Appendix, Sections 1.5.7 and 1.5.9.
In order to describe exciton-phonon couplings, the spectral densities (SD) of the
different transitions were modeled as a sum of one overdamped Brownian oscillator
(Part I, Eq. (3.27)) andM discrete contributions. The discrete part of the SD, which
accounts for the intramolecular vibrations of the various molecules, was determined
using the vertical gradient approach (Part I, Section 3.1.4), from a normal mode
analysis of the pigments in the crystal structure, and typical values[80] were adapted
for the continuous part. Different spectral densities were explicitly used for the Qy
transitions of B850 α, B850 β and B800 molecules, but we used an average spectral
density for all Qx transitions. All details and parameters are reported in Appendix,
Section 1.5.4.
To describe spectra and dynamics within the Qy region, we employed the disor-
dered exciton model with both standard Redfield (sR) and modified Redfield (mR)
theories.[38, 96] This choice is natural if one considers the strongly coupled B850
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pigments; moreover, mR theory has shown to compare well against nonperturbative
hierarchical equations for the simulation of the linear spectra of the B800 ring.[89]
Spectra and dynamics within the Car-Qx region were described by Förster theory.
This is justified by the large reorganization energy of the Cars and by the consid-
erable energy gap between Cars and Qx states. Static disorder in the transition
energies of the various pigments (chosen to reproduce the broadening of the linear
absorption peaks, as detailed in Appendix, Section 1.5.4) was taken into account by
averaging the optical properties on a Gaussian distribution of site energies. Further
details about the choice of the exciton dynamics theory are reported in Appendix,
Section 1.5.3.
2DES pump-probe (rephasing plus non-rephasing) spectra were simulated within
the approach outlined in Part II, Chapter 2, as implemented in the Spectron 2.7
code[68] using site energies, couplings and transition dipole moments either from
TD-DFT or RAS based computations, and accounting for different experimental
set-ups in the different spectral regions investigated. We adopted a spectral line
shape model that incorporates slow and fast bath dynamics, together with exciton
transport between the chromophores, as described in Part II, Section 2.4.3.[68, 69]
Unless otherwise specified, the 2DES maps are calculated at t2 = 0 fs. We considered
only those double excitations that are associated with combinations of electronic
states in the single-exciton manifold, while all the higher lying states of a single
chromophores were not included in the simulation. We further refined the spectra
by including proper pulse envelopes and polarizations (Appendix, Sections 1.5.3 and
1.5.8).
All TD-DFT and RAS calculations as well as all spectra simulations have been
performed using an in-house modified version of Gaussian G09[108], MOLCAS
8.1[10] and Spectron 2.7[68], respectively.
1.3 Results and Discussion
For clarity, the presentation of the results is divided into two Sections, one referring
to the Qy region, for which standard and modified Redfield theories were used,
and the other focused on the the Car-Qx region, for which the Förster theory was
employed.
1.3.1 The Qy Region
The exciton Hamiltonians for the Qy region calculated with alternative strategies
(namely RASSCF/RASPT2/MM, TD-DFT/MM, and TD-DFT/MMPol) are de-
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tailed in Appendix, Table 1.5. The values of the site energies obtained for the
crystal structure with the two different QM levels (RASSCF/RASPT2 and TD-
DFT) are generally quite similar (within 600 cm−1) when the same electrostatic
embedding model is used (MM). The introduction of a more refined polarizable em-
bedding (MMPol) leads to a significant red-shift, due to the inductive effects of the
protein residues surrounding the pigments.[109] Some differences between the QM
levels are instead found in the relative ordering of the site energies for the different
BChls: in particular, TD-DFT models give B800 as the most blue-shifted, while
in the RASSCF/RASPT2 calculations B800 is found between B850 α and β. This
different behavior, which is not due to the embedding model, as both TD-DFT/MM
and TD-DFT/MMPol give the same trend, is related to the different electronic de-
scription by the two QM levels at slightly different internal geometries of the BChls.
The specific embedding model has a significant effect on the couplings: for ex-
ample, the inverted behavior and the different magnitude of the V 1αβ and the V 2αβ
coupling values (Appendix, Table 1.5) in the two different levels of QM theory can
safely be attributed to the screening effect,[93] included only in the TD-DFT/MMPol
calculations through the polarizable embedding. As expected, this screening plays
a significant role in determining the coupling between BChls within the B850 ring
where the BChls are closely packed.
By using the three different Hamiltonians, the linear spectra generated as de-
scribed in Methods Section are reported in Figure 1.3. Due to differences in the
site energies in the different QM methods, the computed spectra were shifted indi-
vidually by a different amount, in order to compare with experiment. As expected,
RASSCF/RASPT2 level of QM description gives a more accurate estimation of the
site energies, and the corresponding spectrum requires only a small (120 cm−1) shift
to the blue to match the experimental B800 peak. A much larger blue-shift is nec-
essary at the TD-DFT level. However, in spite of the larger offset in the absolute
energies, the TD-DFT/MMPol approach better reproduces the band splitting be-
tween the two peaks at 800 and 850 nm, due to a more balanced description of
site energy differences and couplings. The latter, in fact, correctly accounts for the
possible screening effects as a polarizable embedding (MMPol) has been used. For
this reason, we employed TD-DFT/MMPol data to model the 2DES maps.1
In Figure 1.4 we report the simulated 2DES maps at zero population time and
temperatures 77 K (d) and 300 K (e), along with the experimental map (f ) of the
bacterium Rps. palustris [98] in the same spectral region, acquired at zero population
1We note, however, that RASSCF/RASPT2/MM data produce 2DES spectra which fully pre-
serve all the features discussed here for the TD-DFT/MMPol spectra.
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Figure 1.3: Comparison of linear absorption spectra of the Qy region computed at 77 K,
using modified Redfield theory, at different levels of QM theory and/or embed-
ding models. The experimental spectrum is also reported (dashed line).[100]
(a) Spectra as obtained from the computations; (b) Spectra shifted to match
the experimental peak at 800 nm. The TD-DFT/MMPol, TD-DFT/MM and
RASSCF/RASPT2/MM spectra have been shifted by 1280, 550, and 120 cm−1,
respectively.
time and 300 K. The 77 K 2DES map was computed using the TD-DFT/MMPol
Hamiltonian calculated on the crystal structure, whereas for the 300 K map we
employed the MD Hamiltonian from ref. 93. The pulse shapes were designed in
order to resemble the experimental pulse envelopes (approximately the same overlap
with the various bands as it appears in the experimental spectrum).
The simulated maps at the two temperatures show a similar positioning of peaks
and cross-peaks, but, as expected, the 77 K map is dominated by the site energy
static disorder (peaks extended along the diagonal), while the 300 K map shows
much broader peaks. We observe a considerable similarity between simulated and
experimental maps at 300 K especially in the relative position, shape and intensity of
the positive and negative B850 signals. In this regard, it has been shown by Fleming
et al.[110] that the positioning of these positive and negative B850 related features
can be used as a coarse-grained probe for structural insights on the studied system.
Symmetrically, when the structure is already known (such as for the LH2 of Rps.
acidophila), the correct reproduction of positioning, shapes and relative intensities
of these features supplies an indirect proof of the accuracy of both the underlying
quantum chemical method and the spectra simulation protocols used. With regard
to B800 signals, strong excited state absorption (ESA) signals on both sides of the
main diagonal are present in the experiment, whereas the same signals appear to be
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Figure 1.4: Comparison of 2DES pump-probe maps at zero population time. Simulated
maps at 77 K (d) were computed for the TD-DFT/MMPol Hamiltonian. Sim-
ulated maps at 300 K (e) were computed for the MD Hamiltonian.[93] In
both cases the modified Redfield theory of transport was employed. All sim-
ulated maps were shifted to match the experimental peak at 800 nm. The
experimental map at 300 K (f ) refers to the LH2 of Rps. palustris.[98] The
corresponding linear absorptions (blue) and pulse shapes (red), along with the
relative experimental linear spectra (dashed line),[100] are reported in (a), (b)
and (c), respectively. Simulated maps are normalized between their minimum
and maximum values. By convention, bleach and stimulated emission contri-
butions appear as positive (red) signals, excited state absorption appears as
negative (blue) peaks. The experimental map has been adapted from ref. 98.
weaker in the computed maps. We note that our simulated ESA signals only arise
from combinations of electronic states in the single-exciton manifold; thus, we did
not include ESA signals related to the excitation of the higher lying Soret bands
from the Qy transition. As the frequency of such excitations is compatible with
these negative ESA signals on both sides of the positive bleaching, it is possible
that Qy → Soret excitations contribute to the negative signals around the diagonal
B800 peak. Furthermore, it should also be noted that calculations and experiments
refer to different bacteria even if they present a high similarity in both the linear
absorption and circular dichroism spectra.[100]
A good agreement between experimental and theoretical maps can be found also
in the off-diagonal regions, with similar positive and negative features in both sides
of the maps. The presence of these off-diagonal signals in the spectra reflects the
weak but still non-negligible coupling between the excitons of the two rings, which
is accurately taken into account in our model. In fact, these off-diagonal signals are
present also in the rephasing maps measured by Harel and Engel for the LH2 of Rb.
Sphaeroides.[111] We reported the simulated rephasing 2DES map for the LH2 of
the Rps. acidophila in Appendix, Figure 1.19: the calculated map clearly shows two
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Modified Redfield (mR) Redfield (sR)
77 K 300 K 77 K 300 K
B800 → B800 321 (81) 196 (60) 317 (100) 168 (64)
B800 → B850 1045 (85) 630 (79) 1032 (79) 670 (65)
B850 → B850 244 (36) 137 (25) 244 (26) 142 (19)
Table 1.1: Average transfer times (in fs) of the LH2 ring, computed over 10 000 realizations
of site energy static disorder. Numbers in parentheses refer to the average of
maximum rates taken within every realization. Different columns refer to differ-
ent temperatures. The 300 K rates were computed on the MD Hamiltonian.[93]
Only downhill rates have been considered in this analysis.
off-diagonal signals, which originate from both ground state bleaching and excited
state absorption pathways and reveal the exciton coupling between the B800 and
B850 rings.
Interestingly, even if all the relevant excited states are properly included in the
2DES simulations, one should also take into account the proper shape of excitation
and detection pulses, as implemented here. This refinement is mandatory if, for
example, one is interested in comparing the intensities of B800 and B850 bands in
simulated and experimentally recorded 2D maps (Appendix, Figure 2.7).
The downhill relaxation rates among the Qy excitons were analyzed for over
10 000 realizations of static disorder of the site energy (gaussian) distributions,
at 77 K and room temperature. For each realization of the disorder, the exciton
states were assigned to the B800(B850) ring on the basis of the participation of
the B800(B850) pigments to the exciton state. The average relaxation times over
10 000 system realizations of all the rates in each of the three channels (B800 →
B800, B800 → B850, and B850 → B850) as well as those obtained averaging just
the maximal rate of each channel, are shown in Table 1.1.
Calculated B800→ B850 transfer times are around 0.6–1 ps, in line with several
experimental findings.[112, 113, 114, 85, 95] The calculated rates depend on tem-
perature, with the mR 300 K rates being 66% faster than the 77 K rates. This is in
agreement with the temperature dependence of the B800 → B850 energy transfer
in Rps. acidophila determined by pump-probe spectroscopy, where the 300 K rate
is ∼60% faster than the 77 K rate.[112] Similar measurements on the LH2 of Rb.
spheroides show the same behavior for the inter-ring transfer times.[115] The good
reproduction of the temperature dependence of the rates shows the importance of
a detailed calculation of the excitonic Hamiltonian for the complex under different
conditions.
The intra-B800 relaxation rates are much harder to determine experimentally;
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Figure 1.5: Two-dimensional histogram plots of exciton relaxation rates versus exciton en-
ergies (modified Redfield theory using the TD-DFT/MMPol exciton Hamilto-
nian at 77 K). The histograms show the distribution of energy and relaxation
rates over 10 000 realizations of the site energy static disorder. The color range
indicates the number of occurrences. The contribution of the B800 states is
highlighted with a circle. Left: complete Hamiltonian with coupled rings; right:
Hamiltonian with the B800 ring decoupled from the B850 ring.
anisotropy decay spectroscopy at different temperatures on Rps. acidophila shows
that the intra-B800 transfer occurs on a 400–800 fs time scale at room temperature,[112]
also in agreement with three-pulse photon echo studies.[116] Our intra-B800 300 K
transfer rates are faster, indicating the limits of modified Redfield theory in describ-
ing the intra-B800 dynamics. Conversely, at 77 K, the calculated rates are much
closer to the experiment (240 fs),[112] suggesting that the energy transfer mechanism
is different at low and room temperature.
The results also show a weak dependence of the transfer rates on the excitation
transfer theory adopted. The main difference between sR and mR theories is that
in mR multiple quanta of energy can be exchanged between excitons and phonons,
even though sR exciton transfer rates can be larger than mR rates.[40] Modified
Redfield reduces to standard Redfield when the site energies approach degeneracy.
[40, 96] Our results point to a small influence of multiphonon relaxation, for the
average relaxation pathways, within our combination of exciton Hamiltonian and
energetic fluctuations.
Further insight into the rate analysis can be obtained by investigating the en-
ergy dependence of the relaxation rates. In Figure 1.5 we report two-dimensional
histogram plots of the exciton relaxation rate vs. exciton energy at 77 K. No-
tably, the exciton relaxation rates strongly depend on the exciton energy. In the
low-energy B850 region (< 12400 cm−1) the exciton relaxation rate rises with the
energy; a region with slow relaxation rates can be found around 12500 cm−1, due to
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the low-energy end of the B800 band. At the blue edge of the B850 band we notice
excitons with a very fast relaxation rate (tens of femtoseconds). We also compared
the relaxation rates of the full Qy sector of the LH2 system with a Hamiltonian
where the B800 ring is decoupled from the B850 ring. The comparison with the
artificially decoupled system shows that coupling to the B850 states shortens the
lifetime (enhances the relaxation rate) of the B800 states. Finally, as the B850 states
in this energy region are optically dark, their lifetime can only be measured if these
states are mixed with the B800 states. In the B800 region the exciton lifetime gen-
erally decreases at higher energies. This is in agreement with polarized pump-probe
measurements and rate calculations on the LH2 of Rs. molischianum at 77 K.[117]
Although our computed exciton lifetimes are shorter than the measured polarization
relaxation times, it is important to notice that exciton relaxation rates also include
processes that may not change the polarization of the transition.[118]
A detailed statistics of delocalization length, dipole strength, and transfer rates
in the three lowest exciton states of LH2, which belong to the B850 ring, is reported
in Appendix, Figure 1.18.
1.3.2 The Carotenoid-Qx Region
The Car-Qx linear spectra at both 77 K and 300 K were simulated as described in the
Methods Section using the site energies and couplings reported in Appendix, Table
1.7. Due to the multiexcitation nature of the Car states, only the RASSCF/RASPT2/
MM level has been used for the excitonic Hamiltonian in this spectral region, relying
on the less expensive TD-DFT computations for the description of the chromophores
vibrations (within the spectral densities). The results at both temperatures, together
with the experimental spectra, are reported in Figure 1.6.
The computed spectra, at both 77 K and room temperature, compare well with
experiment, showing a similar shape, position and intensity of the absorption bands.
Nonetheless, the slight offset in the relative intensities of the Car vibronic peak
seems to point to a possible underestimation of the Huang-Rhys factors for the S2
state, which leads to a general overestimation of the 0-0 transition intensity. A
non-negligible blu-shift of the Car vibronic peaks is also observed, possibly related
to the level at which the Car structure was optimized (B3LYP/6-31G(d)).
Differently from the Qy region, available experimental 2D maps in the Car-
Qx region refer exactly to the same photosynthetic organism, namely the Rps.
acidophila.[97]
In Figure 1.7, we interpret the origin of experimental signals by artificially dis-
entangling the Car- and BChl-related regions. For such an analysis, we refer to
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Figure 1.6: Linear absorption spectra for the Car-Qx region computed at 77 K (a) and
300 K (b) using Förster transport, at the RASSCF/RASPT2/MM level of
theory. The experimental spectra are also reported (dashed line), taken from
ref. 100. All the spectra have been normalized with respect to the maximum
peak. Calculated spectra have not been shifted.
the extrapolated map (corresponding to t2 → 0) obtained by Ostroumov et al.[97]
through a global target analysis of the measured 2D data.
From the (experimental) target analysis, the three main diagonal contributions
were assigned to ground state bleaching (and stimulated emission) signals from Car
S2 state (full triangle of Figure 1.7b), BChl Qx state (empty triangle), and an addi-
tional X state of Car (empty circle), located in between the S2 and Qx transitions.
The positive off-diagonal peaks were interpreted as additional signatures suggesting
the presence of this elusive Car X state: the strong below-diagonal cross-peak (full
diamond) was attributed to an ultrafast S2 → X energy transfer, whereas for the
above-diagonal cross-peak (empty square) the origin was associated with a ground
state bleaching arising from mixed excitation of coupled Qx and Car X states.
We compare these experimental data with our simulated maps consisting, re-
spectively, of purely Car S2 state signals (Figure 1.7a), and purely BChl Qx state
contributions (Figure 1.7c). On the diagonal of the two simulated maps, we ob-
serve the bleaching signals of the Car S2 (full triangle in (a)) and BChl Qx (empty
triangle in (c)) states. We also note that the broad Car S2 signal has significant
contributions along the diagonal towards larger wavelengths, and that an additional
diagonal peak around 550 nm (open circle in (c)) is present in the BChl Qx map.
This peak has to be attributed to the direct excitation of the first vibrational state
of the 1300-1400 cm−1 sequence of modes of the Qx state, especially the very intense
one at 1300 cm−1 (see the spectral density reported in Appendix, Figure 1.10(a)),
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Figure 1.7: Calculated 2DES pump-probe maps at t2 = 0 obtained by separately com-
puting Car (a) and BChl (c) contributions. (b) Short t2 component of the 2D
evolutionary-associated spectra obtained through a global target analysis of the
experimental 2D data.[97] The effect of the pulse shape has been taken into
account in the simulated maps. Simulated maps are normalized to their max-
imum. By convention bleach and stimulated emission contributions appear as
positive (red) signals, excited state absorption appear as negative (blue) peaks.
Full (referring to Cars) and empty (referring to BChls) geometric symbols are
used to indicate correlations between calculated and measured signals.
whose intensity is enhanced by the pulse shape envelopes. A quantification of the
effect of this mode on the 2DES map is reported in Appendix, Figure 1.21. Our
calculations therefore reveal a significant contribution on the diagonal, at the X po-
sition, deriving from both the broad S2 bleaching and the Qx vibronic state, which
can in principle explain the observed positive peak.
Moreover, we observe off-diagonal features that can be correlated to experimental
signatures, but providing a different interpretation for their origin: the sequence of
off-diagonal peaks that appear pumping the Car and probing at larger wavelengths
has to be assigned to the S2 stimulated emission (the full diamond and circle in (a)),
and the positive elongations of the experimental Qx transition, at smaller excitation
and detection wavelengths with respect to the bleaching, originate from the vibronic
progression of the Qx (the empty square and diamond in (c)).
The calculated spectra explain the main features of the extrapolated map in
terms of the Car bright (S2) state combined with the Qx vibronic progression of
BChls. We must note, however, that the present theoretical analysis is limited to
early t2 population times without exploiting all the wealth of additional information
present at later times to definitely check the validity of the suggested interpretation.
Nonetheless, our analysis suggests that it is necessary to review the interpretation
of some of the observed signals, clearly indicating the importance of previously
unaddressed features, such as the Car S2 stimulated emission signals and the BChl
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Qx vibronic signatures. The signals on and below the diagonal at the 560 nm
excitation wavelength cannot be unambiguously assigned to Car or BChl due to
overlaps of the S2 and Qx related signatures, indicating the difficulties present in
using these peaks for a definitive proof of the Car X state. Instead, the peak above
the diagonal (indicated with the empty square in Figure 1.7b) is not significantly
affected by any S2-related signal. The oscillations of this off-diagonal peak have been
recently investigated using a global target analysis of the absorptive 2D signals.[119]
The resulting vibration-associated spectra (2DVAS) have been compared to those
of the isolated Car and the observed similarity has been used to confirm the Car
origin of the signal.
To unify all these theoretical and experimental findings it seems to be neces-
sary to invoke the presence of a Car dark state, either an additional electronic
state (the X state) or a very hot vibrational level of the low-lying S1 state. The
RASSCF/RASPT2 calculations give an electronic state with the same symmetry as
S2 but lying well above S2; however, previous multireference DFT calculations[120]
have shown that the relative position of the electronic states in Cars strongly depend
on the geometry through variations in the bond length alternation. It is thus pos-
sible that geometrical fluctuations and/or distortions can bring the X state down
below the bright one.
Having analyzed the contributions of the two pigments separately, in Figure
1.8 we report a comparison between the computed Car-Qx coupled map and the
experimental spectrum at early t2 time (t2 = 22 fs).
At this short time, the Car region is expected to be dominated by the S2 state
and higher-energy states reached from it. However, some features due to the dark
S1 state cannot be excluded, as assuming an internal conversion process 100-150 fs
long, S1 can still be populated from S2. Indeed, we note that the negative signals at
the red side of the S2 bleaching, absent in the t2 → 0 extrapolated map, and rapidly
increasing at larger t2 times, are likely due to the ESA from both S2 and S1. As in
our calculations the internal conversion to S1 is not allowed and both S1→n and S2→n
ESA signals are not included, these negative signals are completely absent. Because
these negative signals lower the intensity and modify the shape of the positive S2
SE, a much more intense and less red-shifted signal is present in the calculated map
(see Figure 1.8). We also observe that the negative signal at increasing excitation
wavelengths also contains pure S2 contributions, since a similar feature also appears
in the Car-only simulated map (Figure 1.7a).
As previously commented for the linear spectra, the relative intensity of the Qx
band with respect to the Car S2 is weaker in the computed maps compared to the
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Figure 1.8: Comparison of simulated (d,e) and experimental[97] (f ) 2DES pump-probe
maps of Rps. acidophila at 300 K and waiting time t2 = 22 fs. The cor-
responding linear absorptions (blue) and pulse shapes (red), along with the
relative experimental linear spectra (dashed line),[97] are reported in (a), (b)
and (c), respectively. In the calculated maps the pulse shape was adapted to
have the same overlap between pulses and absorption bands as the one reported
in the experiments. Panel (e) refers to a calculated map where Car S2 site en-
ergies and Qx transition dipoles have been scaled to match the position and the
intensities measured in the linear spectrum. Simulated maps are normalized to
their maximum. By convention, bleach and stimulated emission contributions
appear as positive (red) signals, excited state absorption appears as negative
(blue) peaks. The geometric symbols represent the same peaks as in Figure
1.7.
experiment. This difference is even more pronounced in the 2D (Figure 1.8d) due
to the multiple interactions between light and the transition dipole moments of the
molecules, which characterize this technique. Moreover, the calculated gap between
S2 and Qx states is slightly too large, leading to a too small spectral overlap between
these two signals. To check the effects of these deviations, we have recalculated the
2D map by introducing two corrections: (i) we have introduced a scaling of the Qx
transition dipoles so to match the relative absorption intensities of the experimental
linear spectrum and (ii) we have separately red-shifted the Car S2 and the BChl Qx
site energies so to match the corresponding measured peaks in the linear spectrum
(see the linear spectra reported in Figure 1.8).
The comparison between the corrected (Figure 1.8e) and the original calculated
2D maps shows that the main features are fully preserved, telling us that the method
used provides a robust description. This is further confirmed by the analysis of
the calculated rates of S2 → Qx energy transfer, obtained applying the Förster
theory. These transfers can be separated into three channels, that is, from Car to
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B800, B850α, and B850β, respectively. The fastest energy transfer occurs to the Qx
state of BChl B850α, which is the most strongly coupled to S2 (175 cm−1 from our
calculations).[27] Its EET rate is predicted to be around 140 fs−1 (or 110 fs−1 if we
use the corrected energies). We predict slower EET rates to B800 and B850β, around
1 ps−1. The resulting S2 depopulation time for EET to Qx states is ∼120 fs (or 90
fs with the corrected energies). Assuming that the S2 → S1 internal conversion rate
of the Car is 130 fs−1,[121, 122] we estimate a 59% efficiency of energy transfer from
the Car to the Qx states, and a 48% efficiency of EET to B850α alone. These results
are in good agreement with several experiments,[121, 123] and in particular with the
rates estimated from fluorescence upconversion and coupling calculations.[124] Our
calculations predict that the Qx state of B850α is the main energy acceptor from
S2.
1.4 Conclusions
Numerous quantum chemical approaches have been employed to describe LH com-
plexes through excitonic models (for a recent review see ref. 125). However, the
majority of these theoretical investigations concerned linear absorption spectra with
very rare extensions to 2DES spectra.[83, 82] Furthermore, due to the large size of the
multichromophoric aggregate of LH complexes, and the very heterogeneous compo-
sition of the embedding, rather approximate QM methods (mostly of semiempirical
nature) and/or simplified descriptions of the environment have been generally used.
Indeed, the application of ab initio methods have been mostly limited to benchmark
studies on the electronic properties of single pigments.[91]
Here, for the first time, the simulation of linear and 2DES spectra of LH2 over the
entire Car-Qx plus Qy VIS-NIR region has been presented by integrating quantum-
chemistry and electron-phonon exciton models. Single and multireference QM meth-
ods have been combined with electrostatic and polarizable classical embeddings to
properly account for the effect of the protein in all the steps of the simulation. On
the one hand, TD-DFT/MMPol computations have been proved to achieve a refined
description of the effect of the environment in the Qy region via a precise reproduc-
tion of the B800-B850 bands splitting. On the other hand, the multiconfigurational
multireference RASSCF/RASPT2/MM approach provides an accurate description
of the Car-Qx region. All these data were used as input parameters for the con-
struction of exciton Hamiltonians able to describe the manifold of states of the LH2
complex.
In particular, we have shown that, in addition to the molecular components and
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the accurate description of the environment effects, the modeling of 2D maps must
include the pulse envelopes in order to achieve a reliable and complete comparison
with experiment. Most importantly, the possibility of artificially switching on and
off interactions among the different components of the multichromophoric systems,
provides a unique tool for interpreting the origin of the different signals which overlap
in the highly congested experimental spectrum. This analysis is especially effective
in the Car-Qx region, where we have given a possible interpretation of the main
features of the very-short time 2DES spectrum in terms of the bright S2 and Qx
vibronic progression of Car and BChl, respectively. By combining these results with
those obtained from a global target analysis applied to 2DES data,[119] we have
reviewed several observed signals and reinforced the hypothesis that a contribution
coming from a dark state of the carotenoid lying in between the S2 and the Qx is
likely to be present; if this is an additional electronic state (the previously suggested
X state) or a high-energy vibrational level of the S1 is still an open question that
calls for further investigation.
We have further shown that the integration of multiscale models and experiments
is crucial: only by combining the “independent” results from accurate quantum chem-
ical based methods and detailed 2DES experiments, the complex network of energy
transfer routes in LH2 (and in other LH systems) can be definitely revealed. To
do that, however, two important improvements are still needed in the theoretical
strategy. The ESA signals of Cars, in particular those from S1, which become in-
creasingly important for longer waiting time, have to be explicitly included to follow
the system evolution and simulate time resolved 2D maps. Moreover, a detailed
account of possible geometrical distortions of the pigments (especially the Cars) due
to temperature-dependent fluctuations of the protein is necessary, as this mechanism
could affect the relative energy and the nature of the excited states involved in the
excitons and in the energy transfer processes.
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1.5 Appendix - LH2
1.5.1 Structure preparation
For all calculations, we employed the crystal structure of LH2 (PDB code: 1NKZ)
resolved at 2.0 Å[101]. This structure only contains a third of the whole complex,
and the three monomeric units explicitly contained in the PDB file are not identical.
To ensure a C9 symmetry, we considered only one monomer, which was replicated
over the symmetry axis.
Hydrogen atoms were added by using the LeAP module of AmberTools,[126]
considering all the titrable residues in their standard protonation state. All Histidine
residues were kept in the  configuration except the ones axially coordinated with
the B850 BChls. The positions of the hydrogen atoms were then relaxed at MM
level using Amber14.[126] In all calculations, the phytyl tail of the BChl molecule
was truncated at the CAA–CBA bond, and assigned to the classical part. The
crystal structure of the Car molecule was refined optimizing the bond lengths at the
B3LYP/6-31G(d) level.
1.5.2 Exciton Model
The multichomophoric system is described in terms of an exciton Hamiltonian, as
described in the main text. The approximation made by separating the LH2 Hamil-
tonian into two blocks for the Qy region and the carotenoid/Qx region is justified
by the large energy difference between the two excited state manifolds.
We used the following charges for QM/MM calculations: the Amber ff99SB[127]
force field for the protein, literature parameters for BChls,[128] and for the Cars
an approach recently developed in our group using a TD-DFT based strategy [129].
For the QM/MMPol calculations, isotropic polarizabilities and charges of the pro-
tein were taken from the literature.[130] For the pigments, atomic MMPol charges
were fitted self consistently with the atomic polarizabilities according to the dipole
interaction model adopted.[131] A cutoff of 12 Å from the atoms of the QM pigment
was used to define the polarizable MM region.
Site energies and couplings were computed in the environment of GS charges
(and also polarizabilities in QM/MMPol calculations) of both the protein and the
other molecules. The use of GS charges for all the terms of the exciton hamiltonian
is here justified as the GS and ES permanent dipoles of the states of interest have
been found to be very similar.
As stated in the main text, we also made use of the exciton Hamiltonian obtained
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along a molecular dynamics trajectory in order to calculate the spectra at 300 K
temperature. We have previously shown[93] that the exciton Hamiltonian of LH2
depends on temperature, in particular as regards the nearest-neighbor B850 exciton
couplings, in agreement with excitation anisotropy data.[107]
1.5.3 Linear and non-linear spectra
The two spectral regions investigated in this work contain contributions from transi-
tions of different nature. The near-IR characteristic signal arises from the excitonic
nature of Qy states. It is well established that the B850 BChls are strongly cou-
pled, whereas the B800 BChls are more weakly coupled. There is a non negligible
interaction between the two rings.
We employed the disordered exciton model with both sR and mR theories to
describe exciton relaxation within the Qy band. The applicability of second-order
transport theories to light-harvesting antennae has been questioned. The state-of-
the-art hierarchical equations of motion (HEOM) method should properly describe
the exciton dynamics regardless of the relative strength of exciton coupling and
exciton-phonon coupling. However, for systems with large number of states, like the
LH2 manifold of 27 Qy states, the HEOM approach is too computationally expensive.
Redfield theory, which describes the strong exciton coupling limit, is suitable for the
strongly coupled excitations within the B850 ring, but the B800 ring calls for more
caution. A benchmark study of a disordered B800 ring (in C8 symmetry), conducted
by Novoderezhkin and Van Grondelle, showed that the modified Redfield results
agree with the numerically exact HEOM method,[89] at least in the description of
linear spectra. The disordered exciton method with modified Redfield (mR) theory
has also been successfully employed to describe spectra and dynamics of the B850
ring.[132, 133] More recently, the whole Qy sector of the LH2 system has been
studied with standard Redfield (sR) theory to describe the temperature dependence
of 2DES spectra at zero population time.[80] The short-time dynamics needed for
these maps justified the use of Redfield theory.
Static disorder was modeled by allowing random Gaussian uncorrelated fluctu-
ations of the site energies (See Table 1.2). Spectra were averaged over the static
disorder by increasing the number of samples N until convergence of the spectral fea-
tures. In particular N was set to 500(1000) for T=77 K Qy 2D maps(linear spectra),
250(1000) for room temperature Qy 2D maps(linear spectra). For each realization
of the disorder, the Exciton Hamiltonian of Eq (1.1) is diagonalized, obtaining ex-
citon energies En and exciton coefficients Cnj for every state |n〉. The intra and
inter-band downhill relaxation rates were analyzed along the disorder realizations
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by assigning the exciton states to either the B800 or the B850 ring on the basis of
the wavefunction amplitude |Cnj |2.
The Car-Qx manifold of states comprises the S2 bright states of 9 Car molecules,
plus the Qx states of the 27 BChls. An analysis of the energy scales in play in
this manifold shows that the excitations should be rather localized in this manifold:
in fact, Car-Car couplings (. 60 cm−1, see Table 1.7) are much smaller than the
Car’s reorganization energy (∼1700 cm−1, Table 1.2), and the Car/Qx site energy
difference (& 3000 cm−1) prevents the delocalization between Car and Qx states.
The dynamics within the Car-Qx region was described by Förster theory, taking
into account the presence of static disorder by averaging the optical properties over a
Gaussian distribution of site energies.[134] For every realization of the static disorder
(see Table 1.2) a different spectral overlap is obtained for every pair of pigments. We
stress the fact that a different relative positioning of the computed transitions (the
S2 for the Car and the Qx for the BChls), with respect to the experimental ones,
may result in a different magnitude of the computed and experimental rates. The
total relaxation rate for every pigment contributes to the homogeneous broadening
of linear and non-linear spectra. 2DES maps were computed at room temperature
from an average of 200 realizations (maps converge after 100 realizations).
Unless otherwise noted, we report the real (absorptive) part of 2DES simulated
maps; by convention, bleach and stimulated emission contributions appear as posi-
tive (red) signals, excited state absorptions appear as negative (blue) peaks.
For all simulations we used a non-chiral xxxx pulse polarization sequence. We
have accounted for the real shapes (finite frequency width and fixed center position)
of the laser pulses by weighting the calculated 2D maps with experimental-like laser
spectrum envelopes. These envelopes were reproduced with a skewed Gaussian func-
tion. The calculated third-order response in the frequency domain was multiplied
by the (real) laser pulse shape envelope E(ω) along the ω1 and ω3 axes in order to
simulate the detected signal, as
S
(3)
PS(ω3, t2, ω1) = S
(3)(ω3, t2, ω1)E(ω1)E(ω3) (1.2)
1.5.4 Spectral densities and static disorder
Spectral densities of the exciton-phonon coupling have usually been computed with
the vertical gradient approach of ref. 28 (Part I, Section 3.1.4), described in previous
parts of the Thesis.
The spectral densities (SD) of the different transitions were modeled as a sum
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of one overdamped Brownian oscillator[30] and M discrete contributions:
Cj(ω) = 2λc,j
ω/γc,j
(ω/γc,j)2 + 1
+
M∑
m=0
Sm,j ωm,j
ωγm,j
(ω − ωm,j)2 + γ2d
(1.3)
where j indicates the transition of interest (BChl B800, B850α, B850β, or Car),
m runs on the vibrational modes of the pigment, λc is the continuous contribution
to the reorganization energy, and γc is the damping parameter of the overdamped
Brownian oscillator. Finally, ωm,j and Sm,j are the frequency and Huang-Rhys factor
of mode m and transition j. γd is the damping parameter for discrete modes, which
was set to 5 cm−1. The total reorganization energy is then given by:
λj =
∫ ∞
0
Cj(ω)
piω
dω = λc,j +
M∑
m=0
Sm,j ωm,j (1.4)
T = 77 K T = 300 K
Pigment (Tr.) λd σ γc λc λtot σ γc λc λtot
B850α (Qy) 143 250 100 80 223 250 100 280 423
B850β (Qy) 165 250 100 80 245 250 100 280 445
B800 (Qy) 139 60 100 80 219 40 100 50 189
BChl (Qx) 331 150 100 120 451 50 100 120 451
RGT (S2) 1430 300 25 300 1730 220 25 300 1730
Table 1.2: Parameters of the static and dynamic disorder used in this work. Parameter
λd is the (calculated) discrete contribution to the reorganization energy (second
term of the rhs of Eq. 1.4), λtot is the total reorganization energy. The standard
deviation of the static disorder on site energies is denoted as σ. All values are
in cm−1.
The discrete part of the SD was determined from a normal mode analysis[28]
of the pigments in the crystal structure, employing the following procedure: the
geometry of every pigment was first relaxed to the ground state minimum using a
QM/MM ONIOM scheme[135] with frozen MM environment, followed by frequency
calculations. The Huang-Rhys factor Sm,j of each modem was computed by project-
ing the gradient of the excited state j on the ground-state normal mode m.[28] All
calculations were performed at the (TD)B3LYP/6-31G(d):AMBER level of theory.
The reorganization energies for the discrete and continuous parts of the spectral
densities are reported in Table 1.2. The spectral densities used in this work for all
chromophores are shown in Figure 1.9 and 1.10.
The width of static disorder for the Qy region was taken from ref. 80 and adapted
to the calculated exciton Hamiltonian, which is clearly different from that of ref. 80.
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Figure 1.9: Spectral densities of the BChl’s Qy transitions. Different colors refer to different
BChls. The solid lines refer to the spectral densities used for 77 K simulations,
whereas the dashed lines refer to the 300 K ones.
The parameters were adapted to reproduce the broadening of the linear absorption
peaks. These parameters are also similar to those used by Scholes and Fleming
within Generalized Förster theory.[136]
We note that the whole Hamiltonian is temperature-dependent,[93] and our dis-
order parameters should be differently tuned for the 77 K and 300 K spectra. The
continuous part of the spectral density is not constrained to be independent of tem-
perature, as this part represents the many anharmonic, low-frequency modes of the
protein and the solvent, which can depend on temperature. Indeed, this possi-
bility was previously invoked in order to model 2DES spectra of LH2 at different
temperatures.[80]
1.5.5 RASSCF/RASPT2 details
RASSCF calculations were performed within a State Average (SA) approach followed
by Single State (SS) or Multi State (MS) RASPT2 perturbative corrections. An
IPEA shift of 0.0 a.u.[137] and an imaginary shift of 0.2 a.u.[138] were used. The
environment was included as an electrostatic embedding of fixed point charges, as
outlined in the main text. All these quantum-mechanical calculations were carried
out with software package MOLCAS version 8.1.[10]. All calculations employed a
6-31G* basis set.
A similar multi-configurational multi-reference quantum chemical approach, which
make use of a SA-RASSCF/RASPT2 computational scheme, was recently proposed
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Figure 1.10: (a) Spectral density of the Qx transition of BChl B850α; (b) Spectral density
of the Car’s S2 transition.
by De Vico et al.[91] In the Qy region we used a SA-2 RASSCF(2, 11|4, 4|2, 9)/MS-
RASPT2 approach, with an AS composed by all the pi orbitals of the macrocycle
ring. We observed that MS-RASPT2 computations introduce negligible corrections
with respect to SS-RASPT2 for these two roots.
In the Car-Qx region we used a SA-15 RASSCF(2, 10|4, 4|2, 10)/SS-RASPT2
approach for the Car, and a SA-5 RASSCF(2, 11|4, 4|2, 9)/MS-RASPT2 approach
for the BChls. BChls RASSCF roots 3 and 4 appear heavily mixed (e.g., 29% of H
→ L+1 and 34% of 2H→ 2L for root 3 and 26% of H→ L+1 and 29% of 2H→ 2L
for root 4 in B850α). Therefore, a MS-RASPT2 procedure was used on these roots
to produce correct energy values and compute corresponding transition dipoles and
transition densities. Since BChls SA-5 RASSCF/SS-RASPT2 roots 1 and 2 returns
the same energy values we found for SA-2 (MS- and SS-RASPT2, see discussion
above for the Qy region) we did not include them in the MS-PT2 procedure.
The transition densities (needed for the computation of the couplings between
the chromophores) were computed combining the cubes of the Active Orbitals, ϕi(r),
with the transition density matrices of the RAS orbitals, Cij(r), and both quantities
were obtained using Molcas 8.1 as outlined in Part I of the Thesis.
Table 1.3 and Table 1.4 summarize the properties of low lying excited states in
BChls and CAR.
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Table 1.3: Qy Region: properties of BChls ground and first excited state (Qy) by the SA-2
RASSCF(2, 11|4, 4|2, 9)/MS-RASPT2 calculations in the chromophores electro-
static embedding. Only configurations with weight larger than 5% were in-
cluded.
Chromophore Root (State) ∆EaRASPT2 f b0−1 Configurationa Weighta
B850α Root 1 (GS) 0 - SCF-GS 65.7%
Root 2 (Qy) 12533 0.38 H → L 59.2%
H-1 → L+1 8.4%
B850β Root 1 (GS) 0 - SCF-GS 51.8%
H → L 23.6%
Root 2 (Qy) 12279 0.45 SCF-GS 22.9%
H → L 51.8%
B800 Root 1 (GS) 0 - SCF-GS 59.1%
H → L 13.2%
Root 2 (Qy) 12503 0.40 SCF-GS 12.6%
H → L 55.4%
H-1 → L+1 5.5%
a From MS-RASPT2 computations (energies are in cm−1);
b f0−1 oscillator strengths are obtained by use of RASPT2 energies;
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Table 1.4: Car-Qx Region: properties of the BChls and Cars lowest excited states
by, respectively, the SA-5 RASSCF(2, 11|4, 4|2, 9)/MS-RASPT2 and SA-15
RASSCF(2, 10|4, 4|2, 10)/SS-RASPT2 calculations in the chromophores elec-
trostatic embedding. Only configurations with weight larger than 5% were
included.
Chromophore Root (State) ∆EaRASPT2 f b0−n Configurationc Weightc
B850α Root 1 (GS) 0 - SCF-GS 68.3%
Root 2 (Qy) 12366 0.40 H → L 61.2%
H-1 → L+1 8.4%
Root 3 (Qx) 17300 0.12 H → L+1 11.8%
H-1 → L 53.3%
Root 4 20795 0.00 2H → 2L 59%
B850β Root 1 (GS) 0 - SCF-GS 52.4%
H → L 20.2%
Root 2 (Qy) 12577 0.39 SCF-GS 17.9%
H → L 51.1%
Root 3 (Qx) 16699 0.03 H → L+1 18.3%
H-1 → L 24.6%
2H → 2L 23.9%
Root 4 20967 0.09 H-1 → L 20%
2H → 2L 38%
B800 Root 1 (GS) 0 - SCF-GS 69.1%
Root 2 (Qy) 12104 0.41 H → L 61.3%
H-1 → L+1 6.7%
Root 3 (Qx) 17432 0.13 H → L+1 6.6%
H-1 → L 51.8%
H-1,H → L 11.3%
Root 4 19204 0.00 2H → 2L 59%
CAR Root 1 (GS) 0 - SCF-GS 65.3%
Root 2 (S1) 21112 0.00 H → L+1 13.8%
H-1 → L 17.6%
2H → 2L 29.1%
Root 3 (S2) 21039 2.77 H → L 65.4%
a ERASPT2 energies (in cm−1) are SS-RASPT2 for roots 1 and 2 and MS-RASPT2 for roots 3 and 4;
b f0−1 oscillator strengths are obtained by use of RASPT2 energies;
c Roots 1 and 2 from SS-RASPT2 computations, while roots 3 and 4 from MS-RASPT2.
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We hereafter report a plot of the orbitals included in the Active Space for the
SA-2 B850α and for the CAR. The B850β and B800 Active Space orbitals (both
with SA-2 and SA-5) are similar.
Figure 1.11: RAS1 of BChl α. Average occupancy is reported below each orbital.
Figure 1.12: RAS2 of BChl α. Average occupancy is reported below each orbital.
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Figure 1.13: RAS3 of BChl α. Average occupancy is reported below each orbital.
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Figure 1.14: RAS1 of Car. Average occupancy is reported below each orbital.
Figure 1.15: RAS2 of Car. Average occupancy is reported below each orbital.
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Figure 1.16: RAS3 of Car. Average occupancy is reported below each orbital.
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1.5.6 Definition of couplings
In Figure 1.17 we define the main couplings across the LH2 system.
Figure 1.17: Electronic coupling definition. BChls are highlighted using the following color
code: yellow for B850-α, red for B850-β, green for B800-γ. The Car is high-
lighted in purple. The superscript ranks proximity according to center–center
distance. Note that the system has a C9 symmetry and the labels for equiv-
alent coupling terms are reported only once. Couplings smaller than 5 cm−1
are not indicated. Left: couplings involving BChls only. Right: couplings
involving the Car.
1.5.7 Qy region
The exciton Hamiltonians for the Qy region calculated with the two alternative
strategies (namely RASSCF combined with an electrostatic embedding and TD-
DFT combined with a polarizable embedding) is detailed in Table 1.5. Here we only
show couplings larger than 5 cm−1, even though all couplings were considered in
spectra calculations. The couplings are defined in Figure 1.17.
Relaxation rates The downhill relaxation rates among the Qy region excitons
of LH2 were analyzed for over 10 000 realizations of static disorder site energy
distributions, for the full LH2 Qy Hamiltonian and for a Hamiltonian in which
the inter-ring couplings are all set to zero. For each realization of the disorder, the
exciton states were assigned to the B800(B850) ring on the basis of the participation
of the B800(B850) pigments to the exciton state. The average of 10 000 realizations
is shown in Table 1.6 as a relaxation time. We show the average of all B800 →
B800, B800→ B850, and B850→ B850 transfer rates, along with the average of the
maximal rates taken within every realization. Notably, assignment of states is exact
when the two rings are completely decoupled, but, in the general case, the excitons
could be partially delocalized over the two rings.
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Table 1.5: Site energies and couplings (in cm−1) for the Qy region computed at the three
different levels of theory, including the values computed on a MD trajectory at
room temperature. [93] The couplings are defined according to Figure 1.17.
TDDFT RASSCF/PT2 TDDFT TDDFT (MD,300K)
MMPol MM MM MMPol
Site energy
B850α 11163 12533 11963 12799
B850β 11030 12279 11900 12806
B800γ 11351 12503 12074 13021
Intra-B850
V 1αβ 409 474 288 317
V 2αβ 362 563 336 339
V 3αβ 25 26 24 20
V 4αβ 24 22 23 18
V 1αα -87 -83 -91 -66
V 2αα -14 -10 -11 -10
V 1ββ -59 -69 -63 -51
V 2ββ <5 8 8 <5
B850-B800
V 1αγ 59 46 44 42
V 2αγ -20 -22 -19 -16
V 1βγ -12 -9 -8 -10
V 2βγ -6 -11 -11 -3
Intra-B800 V 1γγ -50 -46 -47 -32
The calculated average transfer rates as obtained from the sR and mR models
are shown in Table 1.6.
Figure 1.18 shows the statistics of delocalization length, dipole strength, and
transfer rates in the three lowest exciton states of LH2, which belong to the B850
ring. The lowest exciton state has a dipole strength that is larger on average than
the isolated BChl, and becomes darker the more this state delocalizes over many
BChls. The delocalization length, ∼8 on average, has a very spread distribution, but
remains always larger than 2. The delocalization of the lowest state also gives rise
to a larger transfer rate from the second state. The second and third states, which
roughly correspond to the ±1 states of a perfect ring, are responsible for the 850
nm absorption peak, showing a dipole strength that is ∼6.5 times the single BChl.
The relaxation rate between these states is rather low, as expected from the low
wavefunction overlap,[132, 133] and lower than the relaxation rate from the fourth
state.
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Coupled Decoupled
77 K 300 K 77 K 300 K
Modified Redfield
B800 → B800 321 (81) 196 (60) 239 (65) 175 (53)
B850 → B850 244 (36) 137 (25) 220 (31) 123 (23)
B800 → B850 1045 (85) 630 (79) n.a. n.a.
Redfield
B800 → B800 317 (100) 168 (64) 227 (73) 142 (56)
B850 → B850 244 (26) 142 (19) 219 (23) 130 (18)
B800 → B850 1032 (79) 670 (65) n.a. n.a.
Table 1.6: Average transfer times (in fs) of the LH2 ring. Numbers in parentheses refer to
the average of maximum rates taken within every realization. Different columns
refer to different Hamiltonians, which can include (Coupled) or not (Decoupled)
the inter-ring couplings. The 300 K rates were computed on the Hamiltonian
taken from molecular dynamics simulations.[93] Only downhill rates have been
considered in this analysis.
Figure 1.18: Two-dimensional histogram plots of dipole strength and downhill relaxation
rate versus the delocalization length measured as inverse participation ratio
(IPR). The three lowest exciton states are considered; these states are delo-
calized across the B850 ring. The top panel depicts the relationship between
dipole strength of state k (relative to a single BChl) and the IPR of the same
state. The bottom panel depicts the relationship between the downhill trans-
fer rate between two successive states (Rk,k+1) and the IPR of the lower state
k. Results obtained at the TD-DFT level of theory.
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Rephasing 2DES Map We report in Figure 1.19 the calculated absolute value
of the rephasing 2DES map of the Qy region, for comparison with the one measured
for Rb. Sphaeroides.[111]
Figure 1.19: Absolute value of the Rephasing 2DES map of the Qy region, calculated at
300 K and t2 = 0. The color map is adapted for comparison to Ref. 111. The
calculated map accounts for the shape of the excitation pulse.[111]
1.5.8 Effect of the pulse shape
In Figure 2.7 we report a comparison between the same map obtained including or
not the proper pulse shape.
Figure 1.20: Comparison between the simulated 2DES pump-probe maps with (d) and
without (c) including the pulse shape. The maps are referred to the Qy
region and they are calculated at zero population time at 300 K using the
modified Redfield theory of transport. The corresponding linear absorptions
(blue) and pulse shapes (red) are also reported in panels (a) and (b). The
color map convention corresponds to the one reported in Figure 3.
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1.5.9 Carotenoid-Qx region
Excitonic Hamiltonian The site energies for the Car-Qx region, which are com-
puted at the RASSCF/RASPT2/MM level of theory, together with the relevant
(non-negligible) couplings, are detailed in 1.7.
Table 1.7: Site energies and couplings (in cm−1) for the Car-Qx region computed at
RASSCF/RASPT2/MM level of theory. The couplings are defined according
to Figure 1.17.
RASSCF/RASPT2/MM
Site energy
Car 21039
B850α 17300
B850β 16700
B800γ 17432
Intra-B850
V 1αβ 26
V 2αβ 90
V 1αα 14
B850-B800 V 1αγ 11
V 2αγ 7
Intra-B800 V 1γγ 7
CAR-BChl V 1Cα 175
V 2Cα -15
V 3Cα 10
V 1Cβ -24
V 2Cβ 54
V 1Cγ 63
V 2Cγ -42
V 3Cγ 15
CAR-CAR V 1CC 57
Analysis of the Qx 2DES map In Figure 1.21 we report the comparison of
2DES maps obtained for the Qx region, using the spectral density of Figure S2, and
a modified one, in which we have switched off the strong 1300 cm−1 mode. The
strong quenching of Qx vibronic signatures in the map, and complete disappearance
of the diagonal positive peak after the removal of this mode can be clearly seen.
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Figure 1.21: Comparison of the Qx 2DES map including and excluding the normal mode
around 1300 cm−1. (a) same map as Figure 6c. (b) 2DES map with modified
spectral density, where the intense mode around 1300 cm−1 is removed and
consequently the Qx vibronic contributions are suppressed.
CHAPTER 2
Two-dimensional Electronic Spectroscopy provides Direct
Evidence of Ultrafast Carotenoid to Retinal Energy Transfer in
Xanthorhodopsin
The work presented in this Chapter, performed in collaboration with
the experimental group of Prof. Giulio Cerullo (Politecnico di Milano,
Milano, IT), is in preparation for submission.
2.1 Introduction
Xanthorhodopsin (XR) of the extremely halophilic eubacterium salinibacter ru-
ber [139], is a light-driven transmembrane proton pump with two chromophores: an
all-trans-retinal (RET), which is responsible for the proton transport function, and a
C40 carotenoid (CAR) salinixanthin[140], which acts as a light harvesting antenna.
It represents one of the simplest photosynthetic protein complexes for the study of
excitation energy transfer: a perfect donor-acceptor pair, with the carotenoid bound
to the protein in a 1:1 ratio. The complex excited state structure of the salinixanthin
includes the bright S2 state, responsible for the strong absorption in the blue-green
spectral region, and a dark state, S1, lower in energy and populated via S2-to-S1
internal conversion (IC) on a sub-picosecond timescale. The existence of additional
dark states (e.g. the so-called S∗ state), located between the S1 and S2 states, has
also been proposed in previous studies.[141, 142] In the protein-bound retinal, the
reactive S1 state is known to undergo an ultrafast isomerization from all-trans to
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Top view Side view
CAR
RET
Figure 2.1: Crystal structure of XR (PDB code: 3DDL) resolved at 1.9 Å[144]. Pigments
are highlighted in red.
13-cis (see energy level scheme depicted in Figure 2.5a).[143]
The resolved XR crystal structure[144] (Figure 2.1) reveals a 46◦ angle between
the two chromophore molecular axes, and a center to center distance of 11.7 Å.
Steady-state spectroscopic studies [145] were performed on both XR system and
NaBH4-treated XR, so-called reduced-xanthorhodopsin (RXR). The NaBH4 treat-
ment blue-shifts the absorption energy of the RET, due to hydrogenation of the
retinal Schiff base double bond, and prevents energy transfer without perturbing
the CAR binding site. In both samples, well-resolved vibronic absorption bands of
salinixanthin bound to XR are observed[146] (see Figure 2.2). Action spectra1 for
proton transport[146, 147] as well as fluorescence excitation spectra of the retinal
chromophore[145] showed that light absorbed not only by the retinal but also by
the carotenoid is employed for function. Quantum yields of emissions and energetic
positioning of the chromophore states, indicate that the EET route should proceed
from the extremely short-lived CAR S2 state to the reactive retinal S1. The effi-
ciency of this process was estimated to be between 30% and 50%,[146, 147, 145]
suggesting an ultrafast EET process able to compete with the sub-picosecond CAR
S2 → S1 IC. Femtosecond transient absorption (1DPP) studies[148, 149] have been
employed to directly investigate the dynamics of CAR → RET EET and CAR
S2 → S1 IC in XR. These studies provide a further support to the postulated EET
pathway as well as an estimate of its rate ((192±30 fs)−1 [148], (165±25 fs)−1 [149],
1An action spectrum correlate the rate of a given process to the wavelength of light that have
produced it.
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to be compared with the IC rate of (66 fs)−1 [149]). However, overlapping signals
from the single chromophoric species (RET and CAR), that further superimpose
with the EET signals, lead to congested spectra whose interpretation is not always
straightforward.
By spreading the signals along two frequency axes, time resolved two-dimensional
electronic spectroscopy (2DES) is the elective technique to both decongest spectra
and follow the direct signal of an EET process. This will appear as a cross peak
between the two interacting chromophores, whose shape and evolution in time allows
to directly probe its dynamics. Support by theoretical modeling is also mandatory to
interpret the signals and disentangle the different components observed, specifically
when spectrally congested regions persist.
In the present study, we compare experimental two-dimensional electronic spec-
troscopy of XR and RXR system with simulated CAR maps, aimed at revealing
direct signatures of CAR → RET EET. We demonstrate that the clear increase of
the signal at early times at the CAR-RET cross-peak, is indeed a signature of the
EET route from the bright S2 state of the CAR to the S1 of the RET. By accounting
for all the signals observed, we unravel the different processes that take place after
excitation of the CAR moiety, and explain their dynamics. Eventually, and most
remarkably, we provide evidence for a vibrationally driven S2 → S1 EET process
whose efficiency is controlled and promoted by CAR ground-state vibrational modes.
2.2 Theoretical Modeling
The electronic structure parameters of the S2 state of the salinixanthin (CAR) moi-
ety in both XR and RXR, were tuned to fit the red side of the experimental RXR
absorption spectrum (less affected by the presence of the reduced retinal absorp-
tion). The main ingredients of the model include vertical excitation energy, transi-
tion dipole moment, and the strong intra-molecular C-C and C=C stretching modes
(centered at 1155cm−1 and 1520cm−1, respectively, in accordance with the Fourier
analysis of XR spectral modulations[148]), responsible for the pronounced vibronic
structure observed in the linear spectra (Figure 2.2). The lifetime of the Car S2
state was accounted for, and set to 120 fs in the RXR (matching the S2 → S1 inter-
nal conversion rate experimentally observed[149]) and to 60 fs in the XR (assuming
a 50% efficiency for both S2-to-S1 IC rate and carotenoid-to-retinal EET rate, as
suggested by recent pump-probe experiments[149]). Higher energy carotenoid ex-
cited states were also included in the model to reproduce the measured excited state
absorption (ESA) signals (S1 → S1n and S∗ → S∗n transitions), and their parameters
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Figure 2.2: Experimental absorption spectra of XR (black solid line) and RXR (dashed
line), together with their difference (gray filled curve), which reveals the RET
absorption. The theoretical RXR absorption (red solid line) does not contain
the reduced retinal contribution in the blue side of the window. The pulse
shape (measured upstream of the sample) is also reported (blue solid line).
The experimental spectra were adapted from ref. 145.
were fine-tuned to reproduce 2DES cuts at early times. All the model parameters
are summarized in Appendix, Tables 2.1 and 2.2. The coupling of all the transitions
to the continuum bath was modeled through a spectral density (adapted from ref.
150), and the static disorder of the S2 excitation energy was introduced. In the
simulation of 2DES maps, we have accounted for the finite time duration of the
pulses by convoluting the maps (along t2) with a gaussian function, whose width
was determined as the time-width of the pulses (Appendix, Section 2.4.3). A Stokes
shift of 240 cm−1 for the RXR-CAR and 270 cm−1 for the XR-CAR, was applied
to the simulated Stimulated Emission (SE) signals, to reproduce the 2DES cuts at
early times.
The comparison between experimental absorption spectra of XR and RXR and
the theoretical CAR (salinixanthin) curve are shown in Figure 2.2. As previously
reported[149, 145], the reduction of the retinal chromophore after treatment with
NaBH4, produces a quenching in the absorption from 450 nm to the red side of the
spectrum, accompanied by an increase of the absorption below 450 nm. The differ-
ence between the XR and the RXR curves (grey filled area of Figure 2.2) therefore
reveals, in this region of the spectrum, the retinal contribution to the overall XR
absorption. The theoretical RXR absorption spectrum matches the experimental
one in the red side of the considered window, while it is considerable less intense in
the blue side, where reduced retinal contributions (not accounted for in the model)
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Figure 2.3: Experimental 2DES XR maps (a-b), experimental 2DES RXR maps (c-d),
simulated RXR maps (e-f) and cuts of these maps (g-h) at different waiting
times. The experimental maps were normalized to a common maximum value
at every selected t2 time. Theoretical maps were also normalized to the max
at every t2. The 2D-cuts (experimental) were taken averaging the signal in the
pump rage 515-530 nm.
are present. Note also that the negligible shift of the CAR transitions in XR and
RXR indicates that CAR and RET are not forming delocalized exciton states, as
they maintain their individuality in both samples. Figure 2.2 also shows the experi-
mental pulse shape employed in the PP measurements, which overlaps only with the
tail of the CAR S2 transition: the impact on the spectra of the finite pulse shape
bandwidth is summarized in Appendix, Section 2.4.3.
In Figure 2.3, a sequence of experimental 2DES spectra at different waiting times
t2 for the XR and the RXR samples, together with simulated RXR spectra and 2D
cuts comparison of the various maps is presented. In the experiments, the XR and
RXR samples concentration was adjusted to have the same absorption at 490 nm.
At t2 = 20 fs (first row of Figure 2.3) the main detected signals in both samples are
the positive GSB (diagonal peak) and SE (sequence of peaks from the diagonal to
the red side of the spectrum) of the salinixanthin S2 state, as further confirmed by
the simulated map (which contains only CAR contributions); the XR sample shows
an excess of signal amplitude with respect to the RXR at the Car-Ret cross-peak,
directly revealing the presence of the underlying EET.
At t2 times around 100 − 200 fs (bottom row in Figure 2.3) we observe the
positive salinixanthin S2 GSB band, which becomes more symmetric, from the ini-
tially elongated form, due to spectral diffusion, and the negative salinixanthin S1
(and S∗) ESA signals, in the interval 550-750 nm, which dominate and cover the
carotenoid-retinal cross-peak. The comparison of the 2D cuts (Figure 2.3h) shows an
unexpected similarity of the ESA signals intensity in the two samples, even though
the RXR salinixanthin S1 (and S∗) state should have been populated more than
the salinixanthin S1 (and S∗) state in XR, being the IC the unique deactivation
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channel in the former system. The apparent contradiction can be explained if one
considers that, in XR, hot vibrational states of the salinixanthin GS are populated
in the EET process: the subsequent absorption from this vibrationally hot ground
state will result in a negative signal that appears red-shifted with respect to the
original cold salinixanthin ground state absorption (Figure 2.5). This signal su-
perimposes constructively with the negative S1 ESA, and explains the enhanced
intensity of XR features in that spectral region. This mechanism can also explain
why we do not observe a decreasing of the carotenoid GSB signal concurrent to
EET, which should happen when the original (cold) CAR GS is recovered. The
involvement of vibrationally excited GS in salinixanthin, reached from the S2 state
with shorter jumps in energy (and higher probability, due to an increased overlap
between nuclear wave-functions in the two PES), can explain the ultrafast nature
of the carotenoid-to-retinal EET route in terms of the improved resonant condition
between donor and acceptor molecules.[151] The EET mechanism here proposed is
a Förster-like transport between localized states. This can also be inferred by the
previously mentioned absence of any significant shift of the S2 bands (clearly shown
in Figure 4b of ref. 1452) between XR and RXR samples, which implies negligible
delocalization and electronic overlap between the two chromophores.
At longer times (t2 > 1ps, Figure 2.6, Appendix) we still observe the carotene
S2 GSB signal on the diagonal and the S1 (S∗) ESA cross peak, narrowed and blue-
shifted due to S1 vibrational cooling. In the XR complex we expect to see also the
(negative) absorption signals of the J (and early populated K) photoproduct state
of RET as previously suggested by Polivka et al.[149], which is indeed revealed by
the clear increase of signal in the XR cut.
In Figure 2.4, we present a comparison between experimental and theoretical
differences of XR and RXR 2D cuts (obtained by averaging the signals in the pump
wavelength interval 515-530 nm). We show that the prediction of a model which
excludes both direct and indirect retinal contributions at pump wavelength cor-
responding to salinixanthin S2 excitation (red dashed curve in Figure 2.4(c)), is
qualitatively different with respect to experimental measurements. On the contrary,
the addition of a retinal-like GSB/SE contribution (that is modeled via a gaussian
function centered around the retinal absorption maximum, the grey filled curve of
Figure 2.4(c)), turns out to reproduce the main features of the XR/RXR difference.
We assign the EET related signal to the excess of signal amplitude observed at the
(520nm,560nm) cross-peak in the XR sample. To support this assignment, we dis-
2The figure shows the comparison of second derivatives of the ground-state absorption spectra
of XR and RXR, which perfectly overlap in the CAR region.
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Figure 2.4: Differences of XR and RXR 2D cuts selected by pump wavelengths in the 515-
530 nm interval at t2 = 20fs. Experimental (a) and Theoretical (b) XR and
RXR cuts (red and black solid line respectively) together with their differences
(grey filled curves). Since in the theoretical maps we are not considering RET
contributions, the differences between the two curves are only given by the
different S2 state lifetimes (which rule the S2 SE disappearance, and produce
the lifetime broadening of the transitions). Panel (c): experimental difference
(black solid line) and theoretical difference, before (red dashed line) and after
(red solid line) the sum with the retinal emission component (grey filled curve).
cuss in detail the origin of all the signals which could in principle contribute to this
spectral region, i.e. when pumping the carotene chromophore (between 510-530 nm)
and probing in the 500-650nm region at early times.
The presence of possible carotene S2 → S2n ESA signals cannot be excluded,
but to the best of our knowledge it has never been reported in studies of similar
carotenoid systems in this spectral region. We exclude CAR S1 → S1n (and corre-
sponding S∗ → S∗n) ESA signals, which are known to appear only at later times.
Contributions from direct retinal excitation (which has a non-negligible absorption
at 520 nm) are also of minor importance: direct retinal contributions are barely
detected, in 2DES maps, at the maximum of the retinal absorption (a very weak
signal is measured on the diagonal around 560 nm), being therefore even weaker for
wavelengths around 520 nm, where the retinal is known to absorb less. At variance,
indirect RET signals (i.e. signals coming from RET populated via EET from the
CAR S2) are much more intense, as they are weighted with the CAR S2 dipole
strength, as explained in Appendix, Section 2.4.4. One could expect to observe, due
to the presence of a finite carotenoid-retinal coupling, cross-peaks in the carotenoid-
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Figure 2.5: (a-c) Energy level scheme depicting the main transitions occurring during the
times t1, t2 and t3: (a) excitation of the salinixanthin S2 state, (b) IC and
EET processes activated after excitation of salinixanthin in xanthorhodopsin
(the energy matching condition for EET occurs when hot CAR GS vibrations
are populated: this is the scenario most likely involved in the CAR → RET
EET process), (c) main SE (both in CAR S2 and in RET S1) and ESA signals
(S∗ → S∗n); blue arrows underline absorption, while red arrows emission; only
the S∗ state is shown for clarity (similar schemes hold for CAR S1), and for the
same reason only one effective mode in the PES is depicted; (d) (Rephasing)
Feynman diagrams of the possible processes activated after population of CAR
S2 (a population preserving diagram, giving rise to S2 SE, and two population
changing diagrams, giving rise to EET related SE and IC related ESA); similar
considerations hold for non-rephasing diagrams. (e) Population dynamics of
the spectroscopic relevant states in XR (solid lines) and RXR (dashed lines),
for a model in which both IC and EET have 50% efficiency.
retinal off-diagonal regions, both above and below diagonal. We do not observe any
signal in the above diagonal region, and we can exclude possible contributions also
in the region of interest: due to the negligible delocalization of the excitation on the
two chromophores we expect GSB and ESA signals (coming from diagrams which
involve both CAR S2 and RET S1) to cancel each other.
It is worth noting that a fast disappearance of the XR-RXR differential signal
at this cross-peak is also observed. This can be easily accounted for considering the
underlying fast evolution of the retinal chromophore when promoted to its S1 state
by the EET process: in fact, if at short times the retinal emission (appearing during
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the carotene-to-retinal EET process) should be similar to the retinal absorption,
it very quickly undergoes a pronounced red-shift, disappearing from the probed
window, as previously observed for other rhodopsin system.[152, 153] Moreover,
negative contributions from the salinixanthin S1 (S∗) ESA will progressively gain
intensity at increasing t2 times, thus masking the positive EET related cross peak
(the evolution of the state populations are reported in Figure 2.5(e)).
All that considered, the most likely explanation of the observed signals (over a
range of times and wavelengths) involves the presence of retinal that has been indi-
rectly excited through an ultrafast EET process from the carotene moiety, directly
excited by light.
A comprehensive scheme of the states involved and of the transitions between
these states which occur in a 2DES experiment, is depicted in Figure 2.5, and it
summarizes some of the obtained results:
• Figures 2.5(b) shows that the resonant donor-acceptor condition is fulfilled
thanks to GS vibrations of the donor (salinixanthin).
• Figures 2.5(c) shows both the red-shifting of the RET emission over time, the
S∗ → S∗n (S1 → S1n) ESA following IC, and the “hot” CAR ground-state
absorption following EET.
• Figure 2.5(e) summarizes the evolution of state populations in both XR and
RXR, as obtained within a simple rate equation model. The model includes
the ultra-short lifetime of the Franck-Condon S1 state of the retinal, set to 30
fs (following the arguments of ref. 152). The fast evolution of the RET on
its PES, together with the emerging CAR S1 (and S∗) ESA signals, explains
the fast disappearance of EET related RET signals around 560 nm in the 2D
maps.
2.3 Conclusions and perspectives
We have compared 2DES measurements performed on both xanthorhodopsin and
reduced-xanthorhodopsin systems. The identification and interpretation of the recorded
signals, supported by a theoretical analysis, allowed us to provide direct evidence
of the ultrafast carotene-to-retinal EET process at very early population times t2.
Interestingly, our analysis uncovers the importance of hot vibrational levels in the
carotenoid ground electronic states in assisting the ultrafast CAR→ RET EET pro-
cess: they provide improved energy matching and increased transition probability.
This model is supported by the fact that the CAR S2 GSB signal does not decay
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during the EET process (as one should expect as a result of the EET related recov-
ery of the original CAR GS) and by the presence in XR of an additional negative
signal at the red side of the CAR S2 bleaching, here interpreted as the absorption
from these excited vibrational levels to the CAR S2.
Despite the simplicity of the system (a donor-acceptor couple), the measured
2DES maps are highly congested by overlapping spectral features. In this perspec-
tive, the presented theoretical modeling allows for a clearer identification of the
signals origin. Nonetheless, some important improvements are necessary: first of
all, we are currently working on an ab-initio modeling of the presented systems, as a
means to objectively disentangle the various contributions and to obtain an indepen-
dent confirmation of the proposed mechanisms. Secondly, an advanced simulation
protocol (as the PLDM approach to spectroscopy, Part II, Chapter 3) is needed to
describe more accurately the population dynamics which follows excitation of the
salinixanthin, and the subtle effects introduced by the finite pulses band-width.
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2.4 Appendix - XR
2.4.1 Experimental details
The 2DES experiment was performed in a VVHH3 configuration of the pulses polar-
ization, which minimizes the pump scattering. The pulses have a sub-10-fs duration
(∼8 fs), and as such at 20 fs (the first map analyzed e.g. in Figure 2.3a) they are
not overlapping.
2.4.2 Comparison of XR and RXR maps at t2 = 2ps
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Figure 2.6: Experimental 2DES XR map (a), experimental 2DES RXR map (b) and cut
of these maps (d) at t2 = 2ps. The experimental maps are normalized to
a common maximum value. The 2D-cut is taken averaging the signal in the
pump rage 515-530 nm.
2.4.3 Pulse Shape
Figure 2.7 shows the envelope of the pump and probe pulses used in the 2DES
experiment. We note that they overlap only with the tail of the CAR S0 → S2
transition, so that they will populate only the vibrational ground state of the CAR
S2 state. Let us describe the consequences of this particular pulse shape setup:
• The strong displacement of GS and ES PES implies that the highest Frank-
Condon factor (i.e. the highest transition probability) is not the one of the
0→ 0 transition, but that of the 0→ 1 transition. Nonetheless, the shape of
the pulses allows only the 0→ 0 transition.
• The proper theoretical description of the S0 → S2 transition therefore require
to explicitly account for the vibrational states of the various electronic states.
3VVHH stands for vertical-vertical-horizontal-horizontal pulses polarizations.
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This was not implemented in the current simulations of 2DES maps. As a
consequence, theoretical maps present a different (more pronounced) dynamics
of the peaks, due to the motion of the wave-packet in the S2 PES.
• Another important difference between the theoretical and experimental maps,
is related to the unexpected behavior of the diagonal CAR S2 peak evolu-
tion: the expected behavior is reported in Figure 2.8(a), and shows a very
fast increase of the signal up to a maximum (in which S2 SE and GSB sum
constructively), followed by a decrease of the signal concurrent to the disap-
pearance of the SE (as S2 undergoes population transfer via IC and EET),
and by a stabilization to a plateau (the sole GSB signal). What is instead
observed (Figure 2.8(a)) is a constant increase of the signal until the reach of
the plateau. There are different reasons that can explain this discrepancy:
1. Possible S2 → S2n ESA signal can superimpose to the S0 → S2 transi-
tion. This has for example been reported in studies of similar carotenoid
system, as the β-carotene.[150]
2. The relaxation of the populated S2 can be very quick, causing an ultrafast
Stokes-shift that displaces the CAR S2 SE signal to the red. The SE will
still partially overlap with the CAR S2 GSB, therefore this mechanism
can only partially explain the observed behavior.
3. Another possible explanation involves the shape of the pulses: following
the diagrams of Figure 2.8(b-c), the first pulse selectively populate only
the GS vibrational level of the S2 excited states, the second pulse send the
S0
S2
d
Absorption
Pulse shape
Figure 2.7: The pulse shape filters the possible arrival (vibrational) states of CAR S2.
The green area is the overlap between absorption and pulse shape. d is the
displacements between the S0 and S2 PES.
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Figure 2.8: (a) Time evolution of the diagonal at 520 nm: the expected behavior is depicted
in blue, the measured values for XR and RXR are the black and red lines,
respectively. (b) Feynman diagram for the non-rephasing GSB of the CAR
S2 state. (c) Evolution of the wave-packet along GS and S2 PES of the CAR
chromophore, which explains the broadening along the detection wavelength.
(d) 2DES maps showing the elongation of the diagonal signals in the detection
wavelength at various times.
wave-packed back to the GS, and since it is not in an equilibrium position
it will start to oscillate; when the third pulse arrives, the moving wave-
packet on the GS will broaden the transition along ω3, spreading the GSB
signal over a larger frequency interval and thus reducing its intensity. The
elongation of the peaks in the detection frequency axis in the experimental
maps (see Figure 2.8(d)) seems to confirm this interpretation.
2.4.4 Dipole argument against direct RET excitation at 520nm
One can argue that the signal observed at the cross-peak (520 nm,560 nm) is not
EET related, but it follows from direct RET excitation: indeed, at 520 nm, the
principal absorber is the CAR moiety, but there are also non-negligible RET con-
tributions (as shown in Figure 2.2). In the main text we observed that direct RET
GSB and SE signatures are barely detected in 2DES maps at the maximum RET
absorption, at the diagonal position 560 nm. Here we further develop this argument.
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Figure 2.9: Experimental (black) and theoretical (multi-colors) difference of XR-RXR cuts
of 2DES maps, averaging over the Pump interval 510− 530 nm, together with
the RET-like gaussian contribution centered at 567 nm as grey filled curve. The
theoretical curves have been obtained by combining different sets of parameters
for the pulse width in time, the pulse center and the Stokes shift of XR and
RXR Stimulated emission, and then added to the gaussian contribution.
Figure 2.5(d) shows the Feynman diagrams of the possible processes occurring after
population of CAR S2. Following the rules of Feynman diagrams, the RET SE di-
agram is weighted by the dipole factor 〈
(
µCAR−S2 · Eˆ1
)2 (
µRET−S1 · Eˆ2
)2
〉, where
Eˆ1, Eˆ2 are the polarization of the pump and probe pulses, and 〈•〉 is the average
over all the possible orientation of the XR protein. Similarly, direct retinal diagrams
are weighted by 〈
(
µRET−S1 · Eˆ1
)2 (
µRET−S1 · Eˆ2
)2
〉. By recalling that the experi-
mental pulse polarization was set to VVHH (which implies Eˆ1 = xˆ and Eˆ2 = yˆ),
and that the angle between µRET−S1 and µCAR−S2 is 46
◦, one can show that the
ratio between these two pre-factors gives:
〈(µRET−S1 · xˆ)2 (µRET−S1 · yˆ)2〉
〈(µCAR−S2 · xˆ)2 (µRET−S1 · yˆ)2〉 =
|µRET−S1|2
|µCAR−S2|2
9
15
 1 (2.1)
because |µRET−S1|2 < |µCAR−S2|2.
Finally, we note also that since the lifetime of CAR S2 is τCAR ' 60 fs, while the
lifetime of the Franck-Condon RET S1 is τRET−FC ' 30 fs, direct retinal signals are
more broadened than the indirect ones.
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2.4.5 Robustness of theoretical prediction
We tested a range of parameters of the theoretical model to access the robustness of
the proposed picture. In particular we vary the pulse shape width (FWHM) from
16.5 to 23.5 fs, the pulse center from t2 = 18 fs to t2 = 26fs, and the Stokes Shift in
the range 230-270 cm−1 for the XR-CAR SE and 270-370 cm−1 for the RXR-CAR
SE. We thus produce a large number of curves combining all the possible choices of
parameters, added them to the same gaussian contribution previously introduced,
obtaining a picture which preserve the qualitative agreement with the experimental
cuts difference (Figure 2.9).
2.4.6 Tables of parameters
The energies and transition dipoles of the principal electronic transitions involved in
the model were tuned in order to reproduce the ground-state absorption spectrum
of RXR, and the 2DES maps at early times. The choice of the model parameters
for S1 and S∗ cannot be unique, due to the limited amount of information that can
be extracted from the sole experimental 2DES cuts.[150]
vertical (cm−1) 0−0 (cm−1) |µ|
S0 → S2 20920 18830 1
S1 → S1n 16900 15600 1.2
S∗ → S∗n 17620 16680 1.2
Table 2.1: Energies and transition dipoles of the Electronic Transitions involved in the
Model. In the first column we report the vertical transition energy, while the
second gives the adiabatic energy of the pure electronic transition. The last
column gives the module of the transition dipole moments normalized to that
of the S0 → S2 transition.
The form of the spectral density was adapted from ref. 150, and the parameters
tuned with the same rationale explained above.
For the CAR S2 transition, a (diagonal) static disorder of σ = 220 cm−1 was
employed. The maps were obtained by averaging the results over 300 realizations of
the static disorder. The rate S2 → S1 was set to (270 fs)−1, while the rate S2 → S∗
was set to (217 fs)−1. In this way, the lifetime of S2 is exactly equal to 120 fs.
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J(S0 → S2) τ (ps) λ (cm−1) ωc (cm−1)
gauss 0.020 125 −
exp1 0.080 120 −
exp2 5.0 155 −
Vib1 2.2 890 1150
Vib2 2.2 800 1520
J(S1 → S1n) τ (fs) λ (cm−1) ωc (cm−1)
gauss 0.020 125 −
exp1 0.080 120 −
exp2 5.0 155 −
Vib1 2.2 500 1150
Vib2 2.2 400 1520
J(S∗ → S∗n) τ (fs) λ (cm−1) ωc (cm−1)
gauss 0.020 125 −
exp1 0.080 120 −
exp2 5.0 155 −
Vib1 2.2 270 1150
Vib2 2.2 270 1520
Table 2.2: Parameters for the Spectral Densities of the transitions involved in the model
involved in the Model. In the table, τ denotes the relaxation time, and λ the
reorganization energy of the specific part of the spectral density. For the two
intra-molecular vibrations, the central frequency ωc is given.
CHAPTER 3
Sub-20-fs Pump-Probe Spectroscopy of Coherent Excited-state
Dynamics of trans-Azobenzene
The work presented in this Chapter has been done in collaboration with
the experimental group of Prof. Giulio Cerullo (Politecnico di Milano,
Milano, IT). My contribution was mainly focused on the simulation of
the transient absorption (TA) spectra. This work has been published in
the Journal of Physical Chemistry Letters, ref. 154.
3.1 Introduction
Photochromism is at the heart of light-powered nanomachines, also known as molec-
ular photoswitches or optical switches, which can be reversibly switched between two
or more stable configurations by exposure to light.[155] Over the years the technolog-
ical potential of optical switches has been demonstrated in various applications like
optical storage devices[156], triggers for peptide folding[157, 158, 159], light-gated
ion channel control or nonlinear optical materials[160] to name a few. Azobenzene
(AB) based compounds are prominent photoswitches that undergo an ultrafast (pi-
cosecond) trans-cis photoisomerization associated with changing the conformation
of the central N=N double bond (Figure 3.1). AB has attracted attention due to its
favorable photochromic properties, such as a significant change in geometry of the
molecule upon isomerization, photoactivity even under strong constraints[161, 162,
163, 164] and discrete absorption bands allowing to selectively address either the
trans or cis configurations. It is therefore not surprising that considerable effort has
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Figure 3.1: (a) Linear absorption spectrum of trans-AB; (b) Reversible trans-cis isomer-
ization of AB and mechanisms.
been put into scrutinizing its photoactivity[165]. However, despite the vast amount
of experimental[161, 166, 167, 168, 169, 170, 171, 172, 173, 174, 175, 176, 177] and
theoretical works[174, 177, 178, 179, 180, 181, 182, 183, 184, 185, 186, 187, 188, 189,
190, 191], there is still a controversy over two key aspects of the photoisomerization:
the isomerization mechanism itself and the wave ength dependence of the q an um
yield (QY) of trans-AB.
In the 80s Lueddecke and co-workers postulated that trans-AB should undergo
different isomerization pathways upon excitation of either the npi∗ (broad abso ption
band at ∼440 nm) or the pipi∗ (peaked at 315 nm) state (Figure 3.1), in order to
account for the violation of Kasha rule[161]. This view was supported by an early
theoretical (single-excitation configuration interaction) work by Monti et al.[178]
reporting high energetic barriers along the torsional coordinate opposite to absent
barriers along the inversion coordinate.
In the 90s, Lednev et al. reported femtosecond transient absorption measure-
ments for trans-AB[166, 167]. These studies revealed an ultrafast (< 200 fs) decay
component under excitation of the pipi∗ state, which was attributed to motion along
the torsional coordinate, and a 2.5-ps lifetime for the npi∗ state, assigned to motion
along the inversion coordinate. Later on, in a series of femtosecond TA spectroscopy,
time-resolved fluorescence and Raman experi ents[168, 169, 170], Fujino et al. dis-
missed the hypothesis of different pathways: according to their interpretation, the
entire pipi∗ population relaxes on a sub-100 femtosecond (fs) timescale, presumably
with AB still in a planar geometry, to the npi∗ state. Isomerization was found to take
place from the npi∗ state with time constants of ∼1 ps and ∼17 ps. Broadband TA
by Braun and co-workers[171] noted the similarity in the decay associated spectra
(DAS) of npi∗- and pipi∗-initiated dynamics while resolving an additional shorter life-
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time of 0.2-0.4 ps associated with the decay of the pipi∗ population (also documented
in works of Zinth, Wachtveitl and colleagues[172, 173]), thus supporting Fujino’s in-
terpretation that the isomerization should occur on the npi∗ surface. Time-resolved
photoelectron spectroscopy experiments further supported this theory[174]. By then
it was largely accepted that both npi∗ and pipi∗ decay to the ground state (GS) via
the inversion mechanism (which was therefore recognized as the main isomerization
channel), based on the computational results of Monti[178] and the Raman studies
by Fujino[168]. The latter demonstrated that the frequency of the N=N stretch vi-
bration does not change substantially during the isomerization, therefore ruling out
the torsional pathway, which should instead imply a double bond breaking, together
with the change of the N=N stretching frequency.
The application of multiconfigurational methods (multi-reference single and dou-
ble excitation configuration interaction (MR-SDCI)) to AB by Ishikawa et al.[179]
offered new insights which challenged the inversion mechanism. The dynamically
correlated description of the npi∗ potential energy surface (PES) revealed that the
torsional pathway offers a vanishing barrier, while a huge barrier was predicted
for the in-plane inversion. These results have been confirmed at the level of the
complete active space self-consistent field (CASSCF) augmented with multicon-
figurational second order perturbation theory (CASPT2)[180, 181]. In a notable
contribution Taketsugu and colleagues demonstrated through CASPT2 frequencies
computed along the torsional and inversion pathways that the N=N stretching mode
is insensitive to the mechanism, thus mitigating the main argument in favor of the
inversion path.[182] In a recent joint experimental (jet-cooled multiphoton ioniza-
tion) / time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) work Buma, Zerbetto et
al. revealed a ∼2 kcal/mol barrier along the npi∗ isomerization path[183], consistent
with the torsional path. Nevertheless, the active modes observed in the excitation
spectrum contain a significant amount of CNN bending character, prompting the
authors to describe the mechanism as “inversion-assisted torsion”. Molecular dynam-
ics simulations in gas-phase (semi-classical CASSCF-[184] and TDDFT- based[185])
and in solution (tailored classical force fields[186]) upon npi∗ excitation support this
idea, indicating that the decay to the GS does not require a complete 90◦-torsion
around the N-N bond but rather occurs in a broad area of the CNNC-torsion /
CNN-bending sub-space. Notably, decay through pure in-plane inversion upon npi∗
excitation has not been observed in these studies.
Based on the studies above, the most plausible scenario for the decay to the GS
upon npi∗ excitation of trans-AB involves an extended conical intersection (CI) seam
reached through both CNNC-torsion and CNN-bending (inversion-assisted torsion
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channel, Figure 3.2b). Recently, the lifetimes associated with the decay (0.35 ps and
2.7 ps[171, 172, 173]) have been challenged by Kovalenko et al. who first recorded
broadband TA covering the ground state bleach (GSB) spectral window (280-340
nm)[177]. They reported a 15-ps time constant for the GSB recovery, deducing the
possibility of an intermediate non-planar stable configuration along the npi∗ potential
energy surface introducing a 8 kcal/mol barrier to the CI region.
The second open question concerns the wavelength dependence of the isomeriza-
tion QY, which shows a 50% decrease upon excitation of trans-AB with UV light
(where the pipi∗ state absorbs). The view of a pathway common to pipi∗- and npi∗-
excitation is supported by the similar time constants obtained by fitting the excited
state absorption (ESA) decay in TA studies upon npi∗ (0.35 ps, 2.7 ps, 12 ps) and pipi∗
(0.4 ps, 2.9 ps, 12 ps) excitation[171, 172, 173, 177, 178]. Braun noted the differences
in the relative intensities of the DAS for the sub-ps lifetimes, with the amplitude
for the 0.4 ps component being strongly enhanced after pipi∗-excitation, suggesting
a different branching ratio on the npi∗ potential energy surface with a large amount
of molecules leaving the electronic excited state (ES) via a non-reactive path on
a sub-ps time scale[171]. Through normalization of the TA spectra Kovalenko et
al. quantified this amount to 50%[177]. Furthermore, and very notably, they re-
ported a GSB recovery time constant of 1 ps, not observed after npi∗ excitation.
Kovalenko questioned Fujino’s interpretation that the pipi∗ population relaxes to the
same Franck-Condon (FC) region on the npi∗ state accessed after npi∗ excitation,
noting the possibility that either a region inaccessible upon npi∗ excitation is visited
upon initial pipi∗ absorption (labeled the “hot channel” in Figure 3.2a) or that not the
entire pipi∗ population decays to the npi∗ state. The latter view was shared by Conti
et al.[180], who, based on CASSCF optimized geometries and CASPT2 corrected
energetics, postulated the involvement of higher lying “dark” states (Figure 3.2a, the
“phantom state channel”) that funnel part of the population into non-reactive chan-
nels and reduce the QY. Semi-classical dynamics seem to support this mechanism,
although not always agreeing on the nature of the states involved[174, 185]. On the
contrary, Buma et al. did not see indications of the involvement of other states[183].
In a nutshell, several open questions on the photoisomerization mechanism of
trans-AB remain yet to be answered. To date, the temporal resolution of transient
experiments has not permitted one to determine the lifetime of the pipi∗ state (?1
in Figure 3.2a). To the best of our knowledge a value of 110 fs[177] is the shortest
lifetime reported in the literature, which is comparable to the used instrumental
response function (see Figure 3.2c for a literature survey of pipi∗ and npi∗ lifetimes).
It is evident that a significant part of the population is involved in the ultrafast
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Solvent Pump   (nm) ⌧⇡⇡⇤ (fs) ⌧n⇡⇤ (ps) Time resolution (fs) Ref.
hexane 267 < 500 0.94 & 16.9 600 170
280 0.8 & 14 180 167
300 < 180 0.8 & 10 180 167
347 < 180 0.8 & 10 180 167
ethanol 266 130 0.42 & 2.9 200 171
340 130 0.43 & 2.7 200 171
acetonitrile 300 1.2 200 166
310 110 0.37 & 2.3 100 177
1
a) ⇡⇡⇤
n⇡⇤
cis - AB
trans - AB
?1
⌧n⇡⇤
⌧⇡⇡⇤
⇡⇡⇤
n⇡⇤
trans - AB
?2
⌧⇡⇡⇤
⇡⇡⇤
n⇡⇤
trans - AB
?3
c)
cis - AB
phantom 
  state
cis - AB
Phantom state 
channel“Hot” channel
Inversion-assisted  
torsion channel
b)
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Excited states
The ground state of AB is a singlet state (S0), and S1 and S2 are
its first and second singlet excited states (Fig. 3). The S1 state
can be generated by direct S1 ’ S0 excitation or intersystem
crossing between S2 and S1 states (i.e. relaxation of the S2
state). The S1 and S2 states generated by t-AB excitation diﬀer
in energy and conformation from the analogous c-AB excited
states. Ultrafast time-resolved spectroscopic studies indicate
that both S1’ S2 and S0’ S1 relaxation occur monomodally
with time constants of 0.11–0.3 ps and 0.5–1.0 ps respectively
following S2’ S0 excitation of t-AB (Table 2).
46,47,62,84–87 In
contrast, the S1 state generated by direct S1 ’ S0 excitation
decays monomodally or bimodally depending on the solvent
viscosity84 and excitation wavelength.47,62
Both S1 and S2 states of t-AB are weakly emissive with
fluorescence quantum yields of 7.54 ! 10"7–1.1 ! 10"5 and
2.53 ! 10"5 respectively.46,78 The fluorescence quantum yield
of the c-AB S1 state isB1 ! 10"6.78 The average S1 lifetime of
t-AB and c-AB has been calculated to be 3 ps and 0.2 ps,
respectively.78 Two other singlet excited states, S3 and S4, that
decay with a 0.47 ps time constant have been observed;88
however, this has been disputed since higher energy excited
states should not have significantly longer lifetimes than that
of the S2 state.
89 Computational studies indicate the existence
of T1 and T2 triplet excited states that should be accessible by
thermal- and photo-excitation;87,90 however, neither phospho-
rescence from the T1 state nor radiative decay between the T2
Table 1 Dependence of quantum yield of photoisomerization of AB on initial excitation and solvent polarity and viscosity
Excitation Solvent Ftrans-cis Fcis-trans Ref.
p- p* n-Hexane 0.11 0.44 48, 51
Isooctane 0.13 0.40 66
Cyclohexane 0.10 0.40–0.42 51, 67
Benzene NA 0.44 68
Tetrahydrofuran NA 0.40 51
Methylcyclohexane/isohexane 0.10 0.40 53
Ethyl bromide 0.11 0.25 48
Isopropanol 0.10 0.50 67
Ethanol 0.12–0.15 0.24–0.31 48, 69
Acetonitrile 0.15 0.35 48
Water/ethanol 0.21 0.40 48
Methanol 0.13–0.14 0.30–0.37 51, 67, 70
Gycerol 0.05 0.50 52
Simulation, no solvent 0.15 0.48 71
n- p* n-Hexane 0.25 0.56 48
Isooctane 0.23–0.27 0.44–0.55 66
Cyclohexane 0.28 0.55 67
Ethyl bromide 0.26 0.58 48
Isopropanol 0.26 0.46 67
Ethanol 0.28 0.51 48
Acetonitrile 0.31 0.46 48
Water/ethanol 0.35 0.41 48
Methanol 0.28 NA 67
Simulation, no solvent 0.33 0.61 71
NA = no measurement available.
Scheme 1 Proposedmechanisms for the trans- cis isomerization of AB.
Fig. 3 A simplified Jablonski diagram showing the S0, S1 and S2
states of t-AB. Excitation to the S2 state is followed by rapid relaxation
to the S1 state. Then, departure from the Frank-Condon region and
S0’ S1 relaxation takes place accompanied by isomerization of t-AB.
Finally, vibrational cooling of the S0 state occurs.
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Excited states
Th ground state of AB is a singlet state (S0), and S1 and S2 are
its first and second singlet excited states (Fig. 3). The S1 state
can be gen rated by dir ct S1 ’ S0 excitation or intersystem
crossing between S2 and S1 states (i.e. relaxation of the S2
state). The S1 and S2 states generated by t-AB excitation diﬀer
in e ergy nd conformatio from the analogous c-AB excited
sta es. Ultrafast time-resolved spectroscopic s udies indicate
that both 1 2 and S0’ S1 relaxation occur monomodally
with ime constants of 0.11–0.3 ps and 0.5–1.0 ps respectively
following S2’ S0 excitation of t-AB (Table 2).
46,47,62,84–87 In
contr st, the S1 state generated by direct S1 ’ S0 excitation
decays m nomodally or bimodally dep nding on the solv nt
viscos y84 and excitation wavelength.47,62
Both S1 and S2 states of t-AB are weakly emissive with
fl orescence quantum yields of 7.54 10"7–1.1 ! 10"5 and
2.53 ! 10"5 respectively.46,78 Th fl orescence quantum yield
of the c-A S1 state isB1 ! 10"6.78 The average S1 lifetime of
t-AB and c-AB has been calculated to be 3 ps and 0.2 ps,
respectively.78 Two other singlet excited states, S3 and S4, that
decay with a 0.47 ps time consta t have been observed;88
however, this has been disputed si ce higher energy excited
states should not have significantly longer lifetimes than that
of the S2 state.
89 Computational s udies indicate the existence
of T1 and T2 triplet excited states th t should be accessible by
thermal- and photo-excitation;87,90 however, neither phospho-
resc nce from the T1 state nor radiativ decay between the T2
Table 1 Depe dence of quantum yield of ph toisomerization of AB on i itial excitation and solvent polarity and viscosity
Excitation Solvent Ftrans-cis Fcis-trans Ref.
p- p* n-Hexane 0.11 0.44 48, 51
Isooctane 0.13 0.40 66
Cyclohexane 0.10 0.40–0.42 51, 67
Benzene NA 0.44 68
Tetrahydrofuran NA 0.40 51
Methylcyclohexane/isohexane 0.10 0.40 53
Ethyl bromide 0.11 0.25 48
Isopropanol 0.10 0.50 67
Ethanol 0.12–0.15 0.24–0.31 48, 69
Acetonitrile 0.15 0.35 48
Water/ethanol 0.21 0.40 48
Methanol 0.13–0.14 0.30–0.37 51, 67, 70
Gycerol 0.05 0.50 52
Simulation, no solvent 0.15 0.48 71
n- p* n-Hexane 0.25 0.56 48
Isooctane 0.23–0.27 0.44–0.55 66
Cyclohexane 0.28 0.55 67
Ethyl bromide 0.26 0.58 48
Isopropanol 0.26 0.46 67
Ethanol 0.28 0.51 48
Acetonitrile 0.31 0.46 48
Water/ethanol 0.35 0.41 48
Methanol 0.28 NA 67
Simulation, no solvent 0.33 0.61 71
NA = o measur ment available.
Sch me 1 Proposedmechani ms for the trans- cis isomerization of AB.
Fig. 3 A simpl fied Jablonski diagram showing the S0, S1 and S2
states of t-AB. Excita ion to the S2 state is followed by rapid relaxation
to the S1 st te. Then, departure from the F ank-Co on region and
S0’ S1 relaxation takes place accompanied by isomerization of t-AB.
Fi lly, vibrational cooling of the S0 state occurs.
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Excited states
The ground state of AB is a singlet state (S0), and S1 and S2 are
its first and second singlet excited states (Fig. 3). The S1 state
can be generated by direct S1 ’ S0 excitation or intersystem
crossing between S2 and S1 states (i.e. relaxation of the S2
state). The S1 and S2 states generated by t-AB excitation diﬀer
in energy and c nformation from th analogous c-AB excited
states. Ultrafast time-resolved spectros opic studies indicate
that both S1’ S2 and S0’ S1 relaxation ccur monomodally
with tim consta ts of 0.11–0.3 ps and 0.5–1.0 ps respectively
following S2’ 0 excitatio of t-AB (Table 2).
46,47,62,84–87 In
contrast, the S1 state generated by direct S1 ’ S0 excitation
decays monomodally or bimodally depending on the solv nt
visc sity84 and excitation wav length.47,62
Both S1 and S2 state of t-AB are weakly emissive with
fluorescence quantum yields of 7.54 ! 10"7–1.1 ! 10"5 and
2.53 ! 10"5 respectively.46,78 The fluorescence quantum yield
of the c-AB S1 state isB1 ! 10"6.78 The average S1 lifetime of
t-AB and c-AB has been calculated to be 3 ps and 0.2 ps,
re pectively.78 Tw other singlet excited states, S3 and S4, that
decay with a 0.47 ps time constant have been observed;88
how ver, thi has been disput d since higher energy excited
stat s should not have significantly longer lif times than that
of the S2 state.
89 Computational studies indicate the existence
f T1 and T2 triplet excited states that hould be accessible by
thermal- and photo-excitation;87,90 however, nei her phospho-
resce ce from the T1 state nor radiative d cay b tween th T2
Table 1 Dependence of quantum yield of photoisomerization of AB on initial excitation and solvent polarity and viscosity
Excitation Solvent Ftrans-cis Fcis-trans Ref.
p- p* n-Hexane 0.11 0.44 48, 51
Isooctane 0.13 0.40 66
Cyclohexane 0.10 0.40–0.42 51, 67
Benzene NA 0.44 68
Tetrahydrofuran NA 0.40 51
M thylcyclohexane/isohexane 0.10 0.40 53
Ethyl bromide 0.11 0.25 48
Isopropanol 0.10 0.50 67
Ethanol 0.12–0.15 0.24–0.31 48, 69
Acetonitrile 0.15 0.35 48
Water/ethanol 0.21 0.40 48
Methanol 0.13–0.14 0.30–0.37 51, 67, 70
Gycerol 0.05 0.50 52
Simulation, no solvent 0.15 0.48 71
n- p* n-Hexane 0.25 0.56 48
Isooctane 0.23–0.27 0.44–0.55 66
Cyclohexane 0.28 0.55 67
Ethyl bromide 0.26 0.58 48
Isopropanol 0.26 0.46 67
Ethanol 0.28 0.51 48
Acetonitrile 0.31 0.46 48
Water/ethanol 0.35 0.41 48
Methanol 0.28 NA 67
Simulation, no solvent 0.33 0.61 71
NA = no measurement available.
Scheme 1 Proposedmechanisms for the trans- cis isomerization of AB.
Fig. 3 A simplified Jablonski diagram showing the S0, S1 and S2
states of t-AB. Excitation to the S2 state is followed by rapid relaxation
to the S1 state. Then, departure from the Frank-Condon region and
S0’ S1 relaxation takes place accompanied by isomerization of t-AB.
Finally, vibrational cooling of the S0 state occurs.
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Excited states
The ground state of AB is a singlet state (S0), and S1 and S2 are
its first and second singlet excited states (Fig. 3). The S1 state
can be generated by direct S1 ’ S0 excitation or intersystem
crossing between S2 and S1 states (i.e. relaxation of the S2
state). The S1 and S2 states generated by t-AB excitation diﬀer
in energy nd c nform tion from the an logous c-AB excited
states. Ultrafast tim -r solved spectroscopic studies indicate
that both S1’ S2 and S0’ S1 relaxation occur monomodally
with time c stants of 0.11–0.3 ps and 0.5–1.0 ps r spectively
following S2’ S0 excitation of t-AB (Tabl 2).
46,47,62,84–87 In
contrast, th S1 state generated by direct S1 ’ S0 excitation
decays monomodally or bi odally d ending on the solvent
viscosity84 nd excitation w velength.47,62
Both S1 d S2 states of t-AB are weakly emissi with
fluorescence quantum yields of 7.54 ! 10"7–1.1 ! 10"5 and
2.53 ! 10"5 respectively.46,78 The fluorescence quantum yield
of the c-AB S1 state isB1 ! 10"6.78 The average S1 lifetime of
t-AB nd c-AB has bee calcu t d t b 3 ps and 0.2 ps,
respectively.78 Two o her singlet xci ed sta es, S3 and S4, that
decay with a 0.47 ps time constant have been observed;88
however, this has been disput d since igher energy xcited
states should not have significantly longer lifetim s than that
of the S2 state.
89 Computational studies indicate the existence
of T1 and T2 tripl t excited states that should be accessible by
thermal- and photo-excitation;87,90 owever, neither phosph -
rescence fr m th T1 state nor radiative ecay between the T2
Table 1 Dependence of quantum yield of photoisomerization of AB on initial excitation and solvent polarity and viscosity
Excitation Solvent Ftrans-cis Fcis-trans Ref.
p- p* n-Hexane 0.11 0.44 48, 51
Isooctane 0.13 0.40 66
Cyclohexane 0.10 0.40–0.42 51, 67
Benzene NA 0.44 68
Tetrahydrofuran NA 0.40 51
Methylcyclohexane/isohexane 0.10 0.40 53
Ethyl bromide 0.11 0.25 48
Isopropanol 0.10 0.50 67
Ethanol 0.12–0.15 0.24–0.31 48, 69
Acetonitrile 0.15 0.35 48
Water/ethanol 0.21 0.40 48
Methanol 0.13–0.14 0.30–0.37 51, 67, 70
Gycerol 0.05 0.50 52
Simulation, no solvent 0.15 0.48 71
n- p* n-Hexane 0.25 0.56 48
Isooctane 0.23–0.27 0.44–0.55 66
Cyclohexane 0.28 0.55 67
Ethyl bromide 0.26 0.58 48
Isopropanol 0.26 0.46 67
Ethanol 0.28 0.51 48
Acetonitrile 0.31 0.46 48
Water/ethanol 0.35 0.41 48
Methanol 0.28 NA 67
Simulation, no solvent 0.33 0.61 71
NA = no measurement available.
Scheme 1 Proposedmechanisms for the trans- cis isomerization of AB.
Fig. 3 A simplified Jablonski diagram showing the S0, S1 and S2
states of t-AB. Excitation to the S2 state is followed by rapid relaxation
to the S1 state. Then, departure from the Frank-Condon region and
S0’ S1 relaxation takes place accompanied by isomerization of t-AB.
Finally, vibrational cooling of the S0 state occurs.
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Excited states
The ground state of AB is a singlet state (S0), and S1 and S2 are
it first and second singlet excited states (Fig. 3). The S1 state
can be gen rated by direct S1 ’ S0 excitati n or intersystem
crossing b tween S2 and S1 states (i. . relaxati n of the S2
state). The S1 and S2 stat s gen rated by t-AB excitation diﬀer
in energy and conformation from the analogous c-AB excited
states. Ultrafast time-resolved spectroscopic studies indicate
tha both S1’ S2 an S0’ S1 relaxation occur mon modally
with time co stants of 0.11–0.3 ps and 0.5–1.0 p respectively
following S2’ 0 excitation of t- (Table 2).
4 ,47,62,84–87 In
con rast, the S1 state gen rated by direct S1 ’ S0 excitati n
decays monomodally or bimodally depending on the solve t
viscosity84 a excitation wavele gth.47,62
B th S1 and S2 states of t-AB ar weakly emissive with
fluorescence quantum yields of 7.54 ! 10"7–1.1 ! 10"5 and
2.53 ! 10"5 respectively.46,78 The fluorescence quantum yield
of th c-AB S1 sta e isB ! 10"6.78 Th aver e S1 lifetim of
t-AB and c-AB has been cal ulated to be 3 ps and 0.2 ps,
respectivel .78 Tw other si let excited states, S3 and S4, that
decay with a 0.47 ps time co stant hav been observed;88
however, t is has been disputed si ce higher e ergy excited
states should not have significantly longer lifetimes than that
of the S2 state.
89 Comp tational studies indicat the existence
of T1 and T2 triplet excited states that should be accessi le by
thermal- and p oto-excitation;87,90 however, n ither phospho-
rescence from the T1 state nor radiative decay b twee the T2
Table 1 Dependence of q antum yield of photoisomerization of AB on initial excitation and solvent polarity and viscosity
Excitation Solvent Ftrans-cis Fcis-trans Ref.
p- p* n-Hexane 0.11 0.44 48, 51
Isooctane 0.13 0.40 66
Cyclohexane 0.10 0.40–0.42 51, 67
Benzene NA 0.44 68
Tetrahyd ofuran NA 0.40 51
Methylcyclohexane/isohexane 0.10 0.40 53
Ethyl bromide 0.11 0.25 48
Isopropanol 0.10 0.50 67
Ethanol 0.12–0.15 0.24–0.31 48, 69
Acetonitrile 0.15 0.35 48
Wa er/ethanol 0.21 0.40 48
Methanol 0.13–0.14 0.30–0.37 51, 67, 70
Gycerol 0.05 0.50 52
Simulation, no solvent 0.15 0.48 71
n- p* n-Hexane 0.25 0.56 48
Isooctane 0.23–0.27 0.44–0.55 66
Cyclohexane 0.28 0.55 67
Ethyl bromide 0.26 0.58 48
Isopropanol 0.26 0.46 67
Ethanol 0.28 0.51 48
Acetonitrile 0.31 0.46 48
Wa er/ethanol 0.35 0.41 48
Methanol 0.28 NA 67
Simulation, no solvent 0.33 0.61 71
NA = no measurement available.
Scheme 1 Propos dmechanisms for the trans- cis isomerization of AB.
Fig. 3 A s mplified Jablonski diagram showing the 0, S1 and S2
states of t-AB. Excita i n to the S2 state is followed by rapid relaxation
to the S1 state. Then, departure from the Frank-Condon region and
S0’ S1 relaxa ion takes place accompanied by isomerization of t-AB.
Finally, vibrational cooling of the S0 state occurs.
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trans-AB cis-AB
Figure 3.2: ( ) Energy diagr ms of the relaxation channels i the trans-AB after npi∗ and
pipi∗ excitation, pr posed in the literature; (b) The trans→cis mechanism of
inversion-assisted torsion; (c) Literature survey of the pipi∗ and npi∗ lifetimes.
relaxation dynamics (∼ 0.4 ps) associated with the decrease of the ESA signals.
However, it is still unclear what is the nature of the olecular motion associated
to this ultrafast p ctral dyn ics, an whether this rel xatio chann l is r active
(i.e., leading to cis-AB) or non-reactive and whether it can be made responsible for
the QY decrease. Related to this, the involvement of “dark” states remains yet to
be definitely confirmed or disproved.
We address the above questions by combining high time resolution TA spec-
troscopy and multiconfigurational wavefunction techniques. TA measurements were
performed utilizing sub-20 fs pump pulses at 320 nm and broadband probe pulses
ranging from the visible (350-700 nm) to the ultraviolet (250-380 nm), which:
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(a) Allow to resolve the dynamics in the pipi∗ state prior to its ultrafast (sub-100
fs) decay;
(b) Resolve coherent ESA oscillations of the npi∗ → higher lying states transitions;
(c) Explore the deep UV window (250-280 nm), rich with spectroscopic fingerprints
of reactant and photoproducts.
Our calculations show that the pipi∗/npi∗ CI resides in a strongly out-of-equilibrium
region of the npi∗ PES, and that the transferred (hot) population accumulates a large
amount of vibrational energy in four CNN-bending modes. This energy allows to
reach a high lying region of the npi∗/GS CI seam, documented in the computa-
tional study of Casellas et al.[181], and shown to be accessible through pronounced
CNN-bending deformations. Interestingly enough, the direct excitation of the npi∗
state create a cold population, which has not enough energy to access that high
lying npi∗/GS CI seam. We argue that this channel is non-reactive and, thus, the
prime reason for the violation of the Kasha rule and the reduction of QY upon pipi∗
excitation.
Ab initio molecular dynamics simulations (not covered in this Thesis, even if
discussed in the published paper) within the CASPT2 framework utilizing a full-pi
active space, directly demonstrate that relaxation routes from the FC point on the
pipi∗ state to the GS, thereby confirming ultrafast pipi∗ → npi∗ decay.
Combining high-level electronic structure calculations with nonlinear spectroscopy
techniques we simulate TA spectra, thereby explicitly incorporating the, so far, the-
oretically elusive ESA features, as well as their vibrational lineshape properties. By
uncovering the nature of the coherent oscillations observed in the experiment we
establish a direct link to the experimental observables.
3.2 Theoretical Methods
The 1DPP signal was obtained by computing the third-order response function, and
setting t1 = 0. In the semi-impulsive limit, the signal is thus produced by Fourier
transforming R(3)(0, t2, t3) over t3, obtaining a function of probe wavelength ω3 and
pump-probe delay t2 which can be compared to the measured data. The non-linear
response can be expressed within the framework of cumulant expansion of Gaussian
fluctuations (CGF) presented in Part II, Section 2.3.7, accounting for population
transfer by means of the method described in Part II, Section 2.4.3. The spec-
tral density was partitioned in a) a part responsible for the vibrational progression
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in the spectra, described through the multidimensional uncoupled displaced har-
monic oscillator (DHO) model; b) a part describing the homogeneous broadening
due to coupling to a continuum of low-frequency modes represented by the lineshape
function of the overdamped Brownian oscillator (OBO). In this work the OBO pa-
rameters were chosen so to reproduce the pipi∗ bandwidth in the linear absorption
spectrum at room temperature (see Figure 3.12 in the Appendix). In the lineshape
functions of population transfer diagrams (P ), which describes the jump from the
pipi∗ to the npi∗ surfaces, correlations between t1 and t2 were removed, while those
between t2 and t3 were maintained. We assume the transition dipole moments µij
to be coordinate-independent (the Condon approximation). The parameters of the
DHO model can be obtained from electronic structure computations at few selected
geometries. These parameters were computed for:
(a) the pipi∗, npi∗ and hot ground state (GS*) involved in the population dynamics;
(b) the higher lying ESs probed out of the pipi∗ state at early times;
(c) the higher lying ESs probed out of the npi∗ state at later times.
Energies, gradients and transition dipole moments were computed at CASPT2
level, the relative displacements dij were obtained through the vertical gradient
approach[28], utilizing MP2 and CASSCF normal modes and frequencies. The pro-
tocol for obtaining the parameters is outlined in detail in Part I, Section 3.1.4.
Spectra simulations were performed with a development version of Spectron 2.7[68].
Adiabatic molecular dynamics simulations (not covered in this Thesis) following
Newton’s equations of motion for the nuclei and utilizing numerical CASPT2 gra-
dients were performed in the pipi∗ and npi∗ states without initial kinetic energy (so
called 0 K trajectories). The simulations were carried out using the molecular dy-
namics code COBRAMM interfaced with the ab initio software package Molcas[10]
with an integrated scheme for obtaining numerical gradients and non-adiabatic cou-
plings at CASPT2/RASPT2 level[23]. Geometries and velocities were propagated
with the Velocity-Verlet algorithm with a time step of 0.5 fs. Further details are
provided in the published paper. Utilizing the outcome of the molecular dynamics
simulations performed in this study, the current experimental data and the findings
of previous TA experiments, we elaborated a “quasi-sequential” model that describes
the population decay following excitation of the bright pipi∗ state (See Appendix,
Section 3.5.3).
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The sample was pumped with 16-fs UV pulses at a central wavelength of 330 nm,
resonant with the pipi∗ state, and probed over a broad wavelength range. Figure
3.3(a) shows the TA spectra in the visible (VIS) between 360-700 nm for the first
500 fs. In agreement with previous studies[167, 170, 171, 177], at early times (<100
fs) we observe two photoinduced absorption (PA) bands: a broad intense band rang-
ing from 550 nm to 700 nm (PA1) and a narrower band between 450 nm and 500
nm (PA2). A global fit of the data[192, 193] reveals that PA1 and PA2 decay with
a lifetime of ∼50 fs (Figure 3.3(c)), giving rise to a new PA band (PA3) peaking
around 400 nm. Considering their ultrafast decay and their absence in the spectra
when the npi∗ state is selectively excited, PA1 and PA2 have been previously as-
signed as fingerprints of the pipi∗ state[171, 177, 178]. PA3, on the other hand, is a
fingerprint of the npi∗ state[171, 172, 173, 177, 178]. It shows oscillatory behavior
with a period of 170 fs (195 cm−1), an indication of coherent dynamics damped
after about 2 ps. Note, that similar oscillatory patterns are observed also along the
600 nm and 670 nm traces after the initial fast intensity decay. Measurements at
longer timescale show that the PA3 decay is best described by the sum of three ex-
ponentials with time constants 0.45 ps, 2.5 ps and 11 ps, in agreement with previous
studies[171, 172, 173, 177]. Figure 3.3(b) depicts the simulated TA map in the same
temporal and spectral windows. Despite the notable blue-shift of the computed sig-
nals with respect to experiment (that fall within the accuracy of the computational
approach) the agreement is excellent. These results allow us to identify the nature
of the underlying transitions. The rapidly decaying PA1 and PA2 features are fin-
gerprints of the pipi∗ state, which arise due to the spectral overlap of ESA bands
associated with several electronic transitions. In particular, the 550-700 nm ESA
(PA1) has contributions from three higher lying states which are bright from the
pipi∗ state and have a pronounced multiconfigurational nature and significant weights
of doubly excited configuration state functions (Appendix, roots 5,6,7, Table 3.1).
The same holds true also for the 450 nm band (PA2), less intense in the simulations,
which arises due to the overlap of three distinct ESA contributions (Appendix, roots
8,11,12, Table 3.1).
ESA bands provide an indirect probe of the coherent vibrational dynamics in
the ES (pipi∗ in this case). According to their electronic structure, they show dif-
ferent sensitivity to the photo-active modes resembled in oscillatory features of the
signals’ intensity and/or spectral position as a function of the pump-probe delay.
All states contributing to PA1 and PA2 show pronounced sensitivity in the low fre-
quency regime to the 606/614 cm−1 (benzene shear) and 666 cm−1 (CNN bending)
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Figure 3.3: (a) Experimental (ethanol) and (b) theoretical (gas-phase) TA maps of trans-
AB in the visible spectral window during the first 500 fs. The theoretical maps
were convoluted with a gaussian-like pulse shape with a standard deviation σ =
16 fs. (c) Extracted dynamics (from experiment) at 400, 475 and 600 nm. (d)
Intensity oscillations (residuals): experimental at 400 nm (top) and computed
at 370 nm (bottom). Open dots represent the experimental (theoretical) data
and the solid line the fits.
modes, as well as in the high frequency range to modes 924 cm-1 (symmetric CNN
bending), 1161 cm−1 (CN stretching), 1397 cm−1 (NN stretching) and 1628 cm−1
(CC stretching in the benzene rings). The ultrafast decay of the population broaden
the signals and covers any coherent oscillatory features at early times.
The picture is clearer when looking at the 400 nm trace (Figure 3.3(c)), the fin-
gerprint of the npi∗. It arises from the ESA contribution of a single higher lying state
(Appendix, root 3, Table 3.1). The oscillator strength is facilitated through intra-
band transitions which promote either the excited electron to a higher pi∗ orbital
(pi∗ → pi∗ transition), the generated hole to a lower n-orbital (n → n transition)
or excite a pi-electron thus generating a doubly excited configuration npipi∗2. As
noted above, PA3 shows clear oscillatory behavior with a 170-fs period. Our simu-
lations (Figure 3.3(d)) reproduce the oscillatory dynamics rather well. Remarkably,
only one dominant vibrational mode (195 cm−1) is extracted from the fit of both
the experiment and simulation, despite the fact that time-resolved Raman[170] and
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photoionization[183] spectroscopies have resolved a plethora of modes involved in the
coherent dynamics on the npi∗ state after selective npi∗ excitation. Oddly enough,
in spite of CASSCF frequencies at the npi∗ minimum providing a 205 cm−1 mode
(symmetric CNN bending) that could be tentatively assigned to the experimental
observation, our simulations demonstrate that the ES responsible for PA3 should be
rather insensitive to the dynamics in this mode (Figure 3.11(a), Appendix). Instead,
we find that the coherent oscillations with a 195 cm−1 frequency are the result of
energy gap dynamics along the 660 cm−1 and 852 cm−1 modes, both having strong
CNN-bending contribution. These frequencies have been reported to be particu-
larly intense by Fujino[168] (635 cm−1, 845 cm−1) and Kovalenko[177] (644 cm−1,
847 cm−1) from time-resolved Raman studies, and by Buma (653 cm−1, 853 cm−1)
from photoionization spectroscopy[183]. Together with the 205 cm−1 CNN bending
and the 300 cm−1 CCN bending modes, they constitute a quartet of “hot” modes that
accumulate almost 10000 cm−1 reorganization energy upon pipi∗ → npi∗ decay due
to the large out-of-equilibrium displacement along the bending coordinates. Other
high frequency modes previously reported in time-resolved resonance Raman spec-
tra by Mathies and co-workers[175] are also well reproduced by our simulations (see
Appendix, Section 3.5.5). We also note a second npi∗ fingerprint PA signal around
600 nm which has been reported previously for selective npi∗ excitation[171, 177].
Weak coherent oscillations of this ESA are resolved in the ps-range, and we found
that three modes, 205 cm−1, 660 cm−1 and 852 cm−1 can be responsible of them.
A second set of measurements was performed by probing in the UV window (250-
380 nm). Figure 3.4(a) shows the TA map during the first 500 fs compared to the
theory (panel (b)). In addition to PA3, two new spectral features are observed: the
GSB in the range 300-340 nm, which decays with a time constant of 11 ps (Figure
3.4(c)) and a PA band ranging from 245 to 280 nm (PA4). Global analysis of the
spectral features around PA4 reveals 0.45, 2.8 and 11 ps time constants. These values
match those of PA3, which indicates that the nature of PA4 and PA3 must be similar.
This notion is supported by the computations, which resolve also this ESA feature
of the npi∗ state (Figure 3.4(b) and Appendix, Table 3.1). There is however one
noticeable difference between PA3 and PA4: by comparing the TA spectra (Figure
3.4(d)), one observes that the signals at 365 nm and 270 nm decrease similarly
during the first 2 ps, while at the bluest frequencies (245-260 nm) PA4 increases in
amplitude on this timescale, effectively inducing a blue-shift of the ESA from 270
to 250 nm. At longer delay times the entire band relaxes with a lifetime of 11 ps,
leaving a finite long-lived offset due to the formed cis-AB. Correspondingly, a fit of
the signal at 250 nm shows a build-up time of 0.45 ps, and decay constant of 11 ps. A
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Figure 3.4: (a) Experimental (ethanol) and (b) theoretical (gas-phase) TA data of trans-
AB probed in the ultraviolet range (245-380 nm). The theoretical maps were
convoluted with a gaussian-like pulse shape with a standard deviation σ = 16
fs. (c) Experimental dynamics at four selected wavelengths (open circles) and
fit of the data (solid line). Inset: Dynamics in the first 1 ps. (d) Experimental
transient spectra at several delay times. Arrows highlight the blue-shift of the
maxima of the transient absorption signals around 270 and 360 nm, and the
increase of the signal at ∼250.
global analysis of the data reveals that the bluest region (245-260 nm) is dominated
by the 0.45 ps and 11 ps components, whereas in the reddest region (260-280 nm)
the 0.45 and 2.8 ps DAS present the largest amplitude. Thus, these two spectral
regions of PA4 capture different processes whose signatures overlap spectrally and
temporally. Let us consider all the signals which are known to fall in that region.
By looking at the linear absorption (LA) spectrum of both trans- and cis- AB in
the 200-280 nm interval (see Figure 3.13 in the Appendix), one observes two main
contributions:
• An absorption peak at 250 nm for the cis-AB;
• A narrow ground state absorption band of trans-AB, attributed to the second
bright pipi∗ transition, peaking at about 230 nm. Our computations show
that this band arises due to transferring electronic density between the central
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CNNC fragment and the benzene rings.
One might tentatively assign the build-up of intensity at this wavelength to the
formation of cis-AB in the GS on a sub-ps time scale. However, we argue that what
is observed instead is more probably a signature of the “hot” trans-AB reactant.
Kovalenko et al. estimated that roughly 50% of the npi∗ population returns to the
GS within the first ps. Even if we assume that all of the cis-AB photoproduct ( 12%
QY) is formed through this ultrafast channel, we have to acknowledge that at least
four times more “hot” reactant would be recovered simultaneously. It is well known
that a “hot” GS wavepacket gives rise to a PA band red-shifted from the GSB band,
which decays upon energy dissipation to the environment (cooling) on a ps time
in	plane	bending		50	fs	 450	fs	
nπ*	
ππ*	
2.50	
3.90	
3.45	Min	ππ*	
Min	nπ*	2.25	
CI(ππ*/nπ*)	
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t-AB	
CNN=112°	
CNN=105°	
CNN=140°	
CNNC=90°	
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CItors(nπ*/GS*)	
2.10		
c-AB	
Figure 3.5: Overview of the photochemistry of trans-AB in the space of the CNN in-plane
bending and CNNC torsion modes. Excitation of the bright pipi∗ transition
in the UV (320 nm), opens a subps nonreactive decay channel to the GS via
pipi∗ → CI(pipi∗/npi∗) → npi∗ → CI(npi∗/GS) → GS (“Hot channel” in Figure
3.2a). The coherent dynamics associated with this non-reactive channel driven
by the in-plane CNN bending mode is the source of ESA intensity beats in the
transient spectra and reduced QY. trans→ cis isomerization requires internal
vibrational energy redistribution into the torsional mode, takes an order of
magnitude longer (2-4 ps), is incoherent, and proceeds in analogous way upon
UV and VIS excitation (500 nm, npi∗ excitation). Dashed lines show evolution
in the bending-torsion plane. Coloring according to Figure 3.2a. Energy values
in eV.
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scale. Thus, we interpret the band registered around 250 nm as the build-up of the
“hot” reactant, whose spectral signature overlaps with the 270 nm ESA of the npi∗
state.
To validate this interpretation and explain the molecular motions governing the
ultrafast (sub-ps) decay of a major part of the ES population, we performed adiabatic
ab initio MD simulations, whose results are presented in the published paper.
3.4 Conclusions
In this study we have combined TA spectroscopy with sub-20 fs temporal resolution
in the UV range with state-of-the-art computational tools to study the ultrafast
photodynamics of trans-AB. We are able to resolve the lifetime of the pipi∗ state,
the build-up of the npi∗ population and the following coherent oscillatory dynamics.
We observe a single ultrafast lifetime (∼50 fs) of the pipi∗ state which is correlated
to the build-up of the npi∗ ESA. Theoretical simulations reproduce with remarkable
accuracy the positions of all ESA bands from the pipi∗ and npi∗ states and reveal the
origin of the ps-lasting oscillations and, thus, the nature of the vibrational dynamics
activated immediately after decay to the npi∗ state. Four “hot” modes, all charac-
terized by strong symmetric in-plane bending deformations in the central CNNC
fragment, were identified: 200 cm−1, 300 cm−1, 650 cm−1, 850 cm−1. Importantly,
neither the experimental nor the theoretical results call for additional ESs in order
to describe the pipi∗ depopulation dynamics. The simulations demonstrate that all
spectral features can be already accurately described under the incorporation of only
pipi∗ and npi∗ states, accounting for the signals registered experimentally.
Figure 3.5 summarizes the decay channels after pipi∗ excitation of trans-AB. A
non-reactive decay channel on the npi∗ PES becomes accessible after excitation to
the pipi∗ state, which allows the decay to the GS on a sub-ps timescale through an
energetically high lying CI seam reached by strong bending deformations. The latter
are facilitated only after pipi∗ excitation as the AB accumulates nearly 10000 cm−1 in
the four “hot” bending modes, which allows for exploring a region far away from the
equilibrium. Molecular dynamics simulations indicate that the “fastest” molecules
could potentially reach the GS within 40 fs.
The interplay between theory and experiment allows us to assign the so-called
“CNN-bending” channel as the main reason behind the violation of the Kasha
rule and behind the quantum yield reduction at shorter wavelengths, cis-AB be-
ing formed only after internal vibrational redistribution from the bending modes
into the torsion on the 1 ps time scale.
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3.5.1 Experimental details
The differential transmission (∆T/T ) was measured as a function of probe wave-
length and pump-probe delay. For the set of measurements in the visible range
parallel polarizations were preferred in order to enhance the oscillatory behavior.
In the UV window, perpendicular polarizations were used in order to avoid pump
scattering. The experiments were performed at T = 300 K.
3.5.2 Spectra simulation
The simulation of the pump-probe spectra for delay times t2 up to 500 fs within the
framework described in Part II, requires the computation of a number of parameters
to feed in the lineshape functions for both the high and low frequency sector of the
spectral density. These include the strength λi and timescale Λ−1i of the system-
bath coupling for the over damped brownian oscillator modeling of the continuum
spectral density (Part I, Eq. (3.27)), as well as the normal modes, frequencies ωm
and displacements dij for the high-frequency sector of the spectral density. From
these spectral densities one obtains lineshape functions which modulates the non-
linear responses for the different contributions (GSB, SE and ESA). One has to
further compute vertical transition energies εi and dipole moments µij. Finally,
the population dynamics must be incorporated by solving the Pauli differential rate
equation (Part II, Eq. (2.60)). In the following we elaborate on how the individual
parameters were obtained.
3.5.3 Kinetic model and lifetimes
The pipi∗ population decays to the npi∗ state with a lifetime of 60 fs. The npi∗ pop-
ulation exhibits a biexponential decay. Kovalenko and co-workers estimated that
with a time constant of about 300 fs 50% of the npi intensity decays. Our molecular
dynamics simulations show that this decay is associated with a decay channel to the
GS available only to molecules that have accumulated enough vibrational energy in
the CNN bending bending modes as the npi∗/GS energy crossing occurs close to the
turning point along a 0K trajectory. The remaining npi∗ population decays to the
GS via a torsional mechanism on a few-ps timescale scale after internal vibrational
redistribution. To account for the population splitting we consider the npi∗ popu-
lation as being formally composed of a fast ρnpi∗(F ) and a slow ρnpi∗(S) component,
both exhibiting coherent oscillations and decaying with different rates. The global
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analysis of the transient spectra gave lifetime of 270 fs and 2.4 ps for the fast and
slow components, respectively.
npi∗(F )
k
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npi∗
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pipi∗
kpipi∗/2
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knpi∗/2 $$
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npi∗(S)
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Figure 3.6: Population dynamics.
Figure 3.7 shows the evolution of the population between 0 and 1 ps delay time
starting in the pipi∗ state (initial population of pipi∗ is ρpipi∗ = 1). ρnpi∗ denotes here the
combined population of the fast and slow components which shows a peak around
150 fs followed by a biexponential decay. One can see that after 500 fs almost half
of the population has returned back to the GS.
Figure 3.7: Population dynamics in trans-azobenzene.
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3.5.4 Electronic structure computations: constructing the DHO
model
In Part I, Chapter 3 we have shown that the system-bath coupling can be modeled
as a set of independent harmonic oscillators linearly coupled to the electronic states.
By employing this model, the damping of the vibrations on the npi∗ state and internal
vibrational redistribution into the torsion is neglected, as it is not expected to show
in the simulated time window (0-500 fs). The parameters for the DHO model can be
obtained from electronic structure computations (normal modes, excitation energies,
transition dipole moments and nuclear gradients) at few selected geometries.
The parameters for the pipi∗ state were obtained at the GS equilibrium geometry,
while the parameters of the pipi∗ and npi∗ fingerprint ESA were obtained at the
corresponding ES minima. Gradient projection techniques were utilized to obtain
the displacements dij between the various PES. The parameters for the npi∗ state
were obtained through a projection technique based on the Cartesian coordinate
difference of intermediate geometries (minima and conical intersections) along the
relaxation mechanism (second method presented in Part I, Section 3.1.4). The
frequencies were obtained through a normal mode analysis, at second-order Møller-
Plesset perturbation theory (MP2), while we made use of the RASSCF/RASPT2
technique for computing the electronic structure of ESs.
3.5.5 Electronic structure of the pipi∗ state and its ESA
Transition energy, transition dipole moment and gradient of the pipi∗ state were
computed at the MP2 optimized trans-AB geometry within D2h symmetry as the
second root in the Bu irreducible representation at SS-RASPT2/SA-3-RASSCF
(4, 7|0, 0|4, 15)/ANO-L[321,21] level where the active space comprises all valence
pi-orbitals of the system and eight further virtual orbitals. The so obtained vertical
energy of 3.90 eV (31450 cm−1, 318 nm) matches well the experimental pipi∗ ab-
sorption band maximum (315 nm). The spectral density in Figure 3.8 is dominated
by the NN stretching mode with 1397 cm−1 frequency in the high-frequency range
and with a notable contribution by the CCN/CNN bending mode with 225 cm−1
frequency in the low-frequency range. Several other modes found to contribute as
well are shown in the Figure 3.8.
We note that the values of the displacements depend strongly on the method used
to compute the gradient. In constructing the spectral densities showed in Figure
3.8 we used the SS-RASPT2/SA-3-RASSCF(4, 7|0, 0|4, 15)/ANO-L[321,21] gradient,
thereby increasing the values of the displacements for the 225 cm−1 mode (from 1.48
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Figure 3.8: Spectral density of the pipi∗ state. Most prominent normal modes are shown
below. A weak damping factor γ = 5 cm−1 was applied to broaden the transi-
tions.
to 1.75 Bohr
√
amu) and of the 1397 cm−1 mode (from 0.42 to 0.61 Bohr
√
amu) to
match the experimental intensity distribution in their progressions which have their
maxima in the fourth members (see LA spectra in Figure 3.12). Integrating over the
spectral density one obtains the reorganization energy of the pipi∗ state 4950 cm−1.
Subtracting the reorganization energy from the vertical transition energy (31450
cm−1) gives an origin for the pipi∗-band at 26500 cm−1, in a good agreement with
the experimental value of 27660 cm−1[194]. In the simulations we shifted the origin
to match the literature value of 27660 cm−1.
The pipi∗ state was optimized within D2h symmetry as the first root in the
Bu irreducible representation at MS-3-CASPT2/SA-3-RASSCF(4, 7|0, 0|4, 7)/ANO-
L[321,21] where the active space comprises all valence pi-orbitals of the system. An
MS-Ansatz was necessary due to strong state mixing at CASSCF level along the
relaxation path.
The ESA spectrum of the pipi∗ state was calculated by state-averaging over
twelve states in the Ag irreducible representation (i.e. SS-CASPT2/SA-12-RASSCF
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Figure 3.9: Spectral densities of the higher lying ESs 5 (black), 6 (red) and 7 (blue) giv-
ing rise to PA1 (a), as well as 8 (black), 11 (red) and 12 (blue) giving rise
to PA2 (b) in Figure 3.3 of the main text obtained at SS-CASPT2/SA-12-
RASSCF(4, 7|0, 0|4, 15)/ANO-L[321,21] level. Displacements dfk used to con-
struct the spectral densities are taken relative to the minimum pipi∗min. Negative
contributions arise due to the negative values for of the displacement dfk for
mode k. A weak damping factor γ = 5 cm−1 was applied to broaden the
transitions.
(4, 7|0, 0|4, 15)/ ANO-L[321,21]). Among the twelve higher lying states six were
selected as showing large transition dipole moments from the pipi∗ state in the simu-
lated spectral window and their gradients were computed at the same level. Figure
3.9 shows the spectral densities of these states with displacements obtained by ap-
plying the gradient projection approach. Figure 3.9a) shows the spectral densities
of the three states responsible for the broad ESA feature PA1 around 600 nm, Fig-
ure 3.9b) shows the spectral densities of the three states responsible for the ESA
feature PA2 around 450 nm in Figure 3.1 of the main article. The displacements of
the higher lying states df can assume both positive and negative values (as already
pointed out in Part I, Section 5.4).
3.5.6 Electronic structure of the npi∗ state and its ESA
The FC point is the doorway for the excited wavepacket to the pipi∗ state. Its energy
gradient or relative position in coordinate space with respect to the pipi∗ minimum
allows to extract the active modes governing the vibrational dynamics on the pipi∗
state. The conical intersection between the pipi∗ state npi∗ states CIpipi∗/npi∗ visited
during the coherent dynamics on the pipi∗ state is the doorway for the wavepacket to
the npi∗ state. Similarly, its analysis can help to extract the active modes governing
the vibrational dynamics on the npi∗ state. Figure 3.10 shows the spectral density
of the npi∗ state. We resort to geometrical difference for the computation of the
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Figure 3.10: Spectral density of the npi∗ state. Most prominent normal modes are shown
below. A weak damping factor γ = 5 cm−1 was applied to broaden the
transitions.
displacements in this case as gradients generally show larger fluctuations in the
crossing region due to wavefunction mixing. ∆Q was calculated as the difference
between the geometries of the energy minimum on the npi∗ state npi∗min and CIpipi∗/npi∗
as
∆Q = Q(npi∗min)−Q(CIpipi∗/npi∗) (3.1)
npi∗min was optimized at the same level of the CI (relying on numerical RASPT2
gradients and employing a SS-CASPT2/SA-4-RASSCF(4, 5|0, 0|4, 3)/ANO-L[321,21]
level, where the active space comprises six frontier valence pi-orbitals and two oc-
cupied lone pair orbitals localized on the NN fragment), to avoid method-related
artifacts in the evaluation of the spectral density. npi∗-specific normal modes and
frequencies were computed at SA-2-CASSCF(14,12) level, reoptimizing the geom-
etry at this level as RASPT2 frequencies were not affordable. The default scaling
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Figure 3.11: Spectral densities of the higher lying ESs 3 (black) giving rise to PA3 (a) in
Figure 3.3 of the main article, as well as 6 (black) and 7 (red) giving rise
to PA4 (b) in Figure 3.4 of the main article obtained at SS-CASPT2/SA-
12-RASSCF(4, 9|0, 0|4, 13)/ANO-L[321,21] level. Displacements dfk used to
construct the spectral densities are taken relative to the minimum npi∗min.
Negative contributions arise due to the negative values for of the displacement
dfk for mode k. A weak damping factor γ = 5 cm−1 was applied to broaden
the transitions.s
factor for CASSCF frequencies of 0.91 was used. In Figure 3.10 it is evident that
upon decay to the npi∗ state energy is stored in four low-to-mid frequency modes:
852 cm−1, 660 cm−1, 205 cm−1 and 300 cm−1, all of them showing strong CNN
and CCN bending deformations. The overall reorganization energy available to the
system upon entering the npi∗ state is 10380 cm−1.
Prior to computing the npi∗-specific ESA spectrum a geometry refinement was
performed for npi∗min within D2h symmetry as the first root in the Bg irreducible rep-
resentation at SS-CASPT2/SS-RASSCF(4, 9|0, 0|4, 7)/ANO-L[321,21] where the ac-
tive space comprises all valence pi-orbitals of the system and two lone pair orbitals lo-
calized on the NN fragment. The purely electronic excitation εnpi∗ from the GS equi-
librium, was computed with a larger active space comprising six additional virtual
orbitals in the active space (i.e. SS-CASPT2/SS-RASSCF (4, 9|0, 0|4, 13)/ANO-
L[321,21]) to 18250 cm−1. The ESA spectrum was calculated by state-averaging over
eight states in the Au irreducible representation (i.e. SS-CASPT2/SA-8-RASSCF
(4, 9|0, 0|4, 13)/ANO-L[321,21]). Among the eight states four were selected as show-
ing large transition dipole moments from the npi∗ state and their gradients were
computed. Figures 3.11 shows the spectral densities of these states.
Figure 3.11a) shows the spectral density of the state responsible for the ESA
feature PA3 at 360-400 nm in Figures 1 and 3 of the main article, Figure 3.11b)
shows the spectral densities of the two states responsible for the ESA feature PA4
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around 270-290 nm in Figure 2.
Note, that the 205 cm−1 mode shows an almost imperceptible peak in Figure
3.11a), thus, the potential energy surface of the higher lying state responsible for
ESA PA3 is not displaced along this mode with respect to the npi∗ state, implying
that the energy gap is independent of the dynamics in the 205 cm−1 mode. Therefore,
within the limits of the applied theoretical model the coherent oscillations with 195
cm−1 frequency observed for PA3 cannot originate from the 205 cm−1 mode, but
are rather the result of the interplay of the 660 cm−1 and 852 cm−1 modes, both
showing appreciable displacements in Figure 3.11a).
3.5.7 Summary of pipi∗ and npi∗ parameters
pipi∗ npi∗
State a (cm−1) TDM (a.u.) State a (cm−1) TDM (a.u.)
pipi∗ 27660 2.55 0.00 1.70b npi∗ 18250 0.00 0.00 0.00b
root 5 43880 2.01 0.0 1.40 root 1 33557 0.52 0.00 0.21
root 6 41447 2.28 0.0 1.70 root 3 44683 1.81 0.00 0.98
root 7 42880 2.15 0.0 1.90 root 6 50814 1.51 0.00 1.21
root 8 50163 1.37 0.0 1.32 root 7 53228 1.23 0.00 1.41
root 11 43023 1.09 0.0 0.70
root 12 38782 1.45 0.0 1.31
Table 3.1: (left) Parameters for pipi∗ and related signals (GSB, SE and ESA PA1 and PA2);
(right) parameters for npi∗ and related signals (ESA PA3 and PA4). a Adiabatic
energies with respect to the GS. b Transition dipoles with respect to the GS, all
the other TDM describe pipi∗ → root x (left) or npi∗ → root y (right) transitions.
3.5.8 Linear absorption spectra
Figure 3.12 shows linear absorption spectra measured (dashed red lines) at three dif-
ferent temperatures, room temperature in ethanol (this study, left), 77K in a rigid
solvent (middle) and 20K in a dibenzyl crystal (right, [194]) together with the simu-
lated spectra (solid black lines) using the pipi∗ spectral density shown in Figure 3.8.
While at room temperature the absorption band has no structure, clear vibrational
signatures emerge at lower temperatures. In agreement with the computations the
vibrational progression in the spectrum comes from the 1397 cm−1 NN stretching
mode, while the 225 cm−1 CCN/CNN bending mode gives the fine-structure. For
the simulation of the 20K spectrum the coupling to the continuum λ was reduced
by half to 400 cm−1.
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Figure 3.12: Experimental (red dashed) and simulated linear absorption spectra for trans-
AB obtained at room temperature (left), at 77K (middle) and at 20K (right).
Room temperature spectrum measured in this study, 77K spectrum, 20K
spectrum (in a dibenzyl crystal taken from ref. 194.
We also report the linear spectra measured by Kovalenko et al.[177], which stud-
ies both the cis- and the trans-AB and extends to observed window to 200 nm.
passing that transient absorption (TA) experiments are
complicated due to the weak nπ* transition. Although highly
concentrated samples may provide suﬃcient nπ* absorbance,
under these conditions the ππ* band cannot be observed
because its absorbance becomes too high. At the same time
with low sample concentrations, transient signals are small and
diﬃcult to record.
In the 1980s, Rau1−3 measured isomerization yields of
sterically hindered azobenzenes and found the yields to be
identical upon nπ* and ππ* excitation, unlike for parent
azobenzene, where they diﬀer by a factor 2. To explain these
observations, he proposed that upon nπ* excitation trans-
azobenzene isomerizes via inversion, while upon ππ* excitation
also a torsional reaction channel becomes active. The latter
would be blocked in the sterically hindered compound,
resulting in equal nπ* and ππ* isomerization yields. This
interpretation has been used in most of the experimental
studies discussed below.
A few transient studies20−31 were performed in 1996−2005.
Lednev et al.20−22 investigated TA kinetics of trans-azobenzene
upon ππ*(Sn) excitation. Triexponential decay with 0.2, 1, and
13 ps was ascribed, respectively, to Sn → S1 relaxation,
formation of a “bottleneck” S1 state, and S1 → S0 internal
conversion. The characteristic times were generally conﬁrmed
and measured more precisely by other groups.23−31 Zinth and
coworkers23−25 applied broadband TA to trans and cis isomers
upon nπ* excitation. They found 0.3, 2.6, and 12 ps decays for
trans- and faster ones, 0.1 and 1 ps, for cis-azobenzene.23,24
Similar time constants were also obtained with ππ* excitation.25
However, the interpretation of experimental data in these and
other studies23−28 was changed dramatically. Namely, τ1 = 0.3
ps was associated with the population escape from the Franck−
Condon region, τ2 = 2.6 ps was attributed to the S1 → S0
relaxation to the ground state, and τ3 = 12 ps was ascribed to
vibrational cooling in S0. This view of the excited-state
evolution has become common, as is reﬂected in a recent
review.32
Additional features were reported by Tahara and cow-
orkers27,28 from time-resolved Raman and ﬂuorescence studies
of trans-azobenenzene under ππ* excitation. The Sn → S1
relaxation time was reported to be 0.11 ps. Furthermore,
ﬂuorescence yields from the Sn and S1 states were estimated to
be nearly identical. It was concluded that no isomerization
occurs in Sn or during Sn → S1 relaxation. The authors also
recorded Raman S1 and S0 spectra of trans-azobenzene and
found them to be very similar.28 On the basis of this similarity,
they excluded S1 torsion and proposed inversion for the
isomerization mechanism.
Interesting results were obtained by transient ﬂuorescence
spectroscopy. Temps and coworkers30 measured trans-
azobenzene and its capped (sterically hindered) analogue
under nπ* excitation. For both compounds, very close
relaxation kinetics were reported, indicating either the inversion
or the hula-twist isomerization pathway. Diau and coworkers31
studied the ﬂuorescence anisotropy of trans-azobenzene in
solvents of diﬀerent viscosities. Fast anisotropy decay was
observed in n-hexane but not in ethylene glycol. The authors
concluded that the isomerization proceeds via torsion in low
viscous liquids and via inversion in highly viscous ones.
Numerous quantum-chemical calculations1,11−17,33−40 were
performed to clarify the isomerization pathways of azobenzene.
Up to now, many workers have considered torsion35−40 to be
the most probable mechanism, although the hula-twist may
provide a better explanation.11−17
In the present paper, we reexamine the photoinduced
excited-state dynamics of trans- and cis-azobenzene with
broadband transient absorption, ﬂuorescence, and Raman
spectroscopies. TA spectroscopy is extended to the ultraviolet
region, where the complete evolution of the ππ* bleach band is
observed. This allows us to evaluate directly the contribution of
vibrational cooling in the decay kinetics. We also use the
isomerization yields to normalize transient spectra to a given
population for a precise comparison of trans and cis spectra
under diﬀerent excitations. This leads to a reinterpretation of
the excited-state evolution and a reassessment of isomerization
pathways. We also report ﬁrst transient ﬂuorescence spectra of
trans-azobenzene and stimulated Raman spectra in the S0, S1,
and Sn states.
Scheme 1a
aIsomerization pathways of azobenzene: Torsion about the central
double bond (top); inversion (middle) when the phenyl rings move
torwards each other in the molecular plane; and hula-twist (bottom)
representing a pedal-like concerted motion of the nitrogens and
phenyls. Here the C1NN′ plane angle rotates about the instantaneous
C1N′ axis by 180° with the phenyls approaching each other similar to
the inversion mechanism.
Figure 1. trans-Azobenzene At(λ) and cis-azobenzene Ac(λ) absorption
spectra in acetonitrile and n-hexane. Excitation wavelength in TA
measurements was λexc = 310 or 444 nm; the shortest TA probe
wavelength was 275 nm.
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Figure 3.13: trans-AB and cis-AB absorption spectra i acetonitrile and n-hexane.
Adapted from ref. 177.
3.5.9 Parameters for the OBO model
The parameters for the OBO model (Part I, Eq. 3.27) were chosen so to reproduce
the pipi∗ bandwidth in the linear absorption spectrum at room temperature (see Fig-
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Figure 3.14: Theoretical TA data of trans-AB probed in the visible [350-700 nm] (a) and
ultraviolet [250-380 nm] (b) prior to convolution with a Gaussian in the time
domain.
ure 3.12) where inhomogeneous broadening contribution was neglected. The best fit
was obtained for coupling strength λ = 800 cm−1 and timescale γ = 1/50 fs−1. For
simplification, the same OBO parameters were used for all states.
3.5.10 Accounting for finite pulse duration
Finite pulse duration is accounted for ad-hoc by convoluting the PP signal S(3)(t2, ω3)
with a Gaussian function in the time domain
S(3)(t2, ω3) =
∫ +∞
−∞
dτ S(3)(τ, ω3) exp
(
−(τ − t2)
2
2σ2
)
(3.2)
A standard deviation σ = 16 fs was used. Figure 3.14 shows the PP signal (Vis and
UV) prior to the convolution. Oscillations of PA1 [550-700 nm] with a period of
ca. 20 fs, i.e. the period of the 1397 cm−1 NN stretching mode, are clearly visible.
Furthermore, one can see oscillations of PA3 [350-400 nm] and PA4 [250-300 nm]
with a period of ca. 40 fs, the period of the CNN stretching mode with 850 cm−1
frequency. Upon convolution most of these signatures are washed out.
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3.5.11 Active Spaces
Figure 3.15: trans-AB orbitals of symmetry Bg used in the construction of the active
spaces.
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Figure 3.16: trans-AB orbitals of symmetry Au used in the construction of the active
spaces.
Concluding Remarks
My three years Phd activity was aimed at understanding the photoinduced reactions
that take place when light illuminates samples of interacting organic chromophores,
and at developing accurate theoretical and computational tools to simulate their
spectroscopy, eventually gaining new physical insight into the novel emerging prop-
erties of a multichromophoric system.
Two major lines of research were pursued: the accurate computation of quantum
mechanical properties of complex photoactive molecular aggregates (Part I) by state-
of-the-art quantum chemistry approaches, and the description of their non-linear
spectroscopy (Part II).
The first task was tackled by employing the very accurate multireference pertur-
bative CASSCF/CASPT2 methodology, coupled to the Frenkel Exciton Hamiltonian
approach. The coupling of electronic states to system vibrations was also accounted
for, within the so-called spectral density functions, and demonstrated to be a key in-
gredient for a reliable modeling of system properties. The second goal was achieved
by studying and applying the theoretical principles of non-linear spectroscopy, and
by developing new approaches which allow to overcome many of the limitations
of existing methods (as the PLDM-spectroscopy methodology, outlined in Part II,
Chapter 3).
The complete parametrization of the Frenkel Exciton Hamiltonian of the LH2
system of rhodopseudomonas acidophila (Part III, Chapter 1), with the chromophores
in their (electrostatic or polarizable) embedding, was obtained: this includes chro-
mophore properties (e.g., excitation energies) and their electronic couplings (com-
puted at the transition density level). The accuracy of the quantum-chemistry
methods here employed and the precise description of intra- and inter- molecular
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vibrations were combined to the simulation of non-linear spectroscopy (for the first
time extended over the entire VIS-NIR region). This allows to understand the micro-
scopic origin of the measured 2DES spectral signatures, and results in the acquisition
of unprecedented physical insight into the photophysical properties of this system.
The relevance of intra-molecular vibrations in assisting inter-molecular energy
transport processes, was presented in the study of the xanthorhodopsin carotenoid-
to-retinal energy transfer (Part III, Chapter 2). We showed that in this system hot
GS vibrations of the donor molecule can provide an enhanced donor-acceptor energy
matching condition, and a higher probability for energy transfer. This picture was
supported by measured 2DES signals, which reveal the occurred energy transfer
process and confirm that vibrationally hot GS levels of the donor are populated
during this event.
We have introduced a novel approach that combines the partial linearized den-
sity matrix (PLDM) methodology (which describes the system’s dynamics) to the
response function method of optical spectroscopy. This newly developed scheme,
allows for extremely accurate simulation of non-linear optical spectroscopy (Part II,
Chapter 3), and has been shown to overcame many of the limitations of existing tech-
niques, in which either the system dynamics or the simulation of its spectroscopy (or
both) rely on assumptions that restrict their regime of applicability. This achieve-
ment offers an exciting starting point from which to explore the development of
accurate, yet computationally efficient, methods for calculating nonlinear electronic
spectroscopy.
In conclusion, in this work we have shown that only by combining the “inde-
pendent” results from accurate quantum chemical based methods and detailed spec-
troscopic experiments (as pump-probe and 2DES), the complex network of energy
transfer routes can be disclosed, and a clear and detailed understanding of the
system under scrutiny achieved. In this respect, the combination of state-of-the-
art quantum chemical methods and exciton dynamics techniques to the response
function theory of non-linear optics, as in the PLDM approach to spectroscopy,
represents a fertile ground for the development of electronic spectroscopy in silico,
i.e., fully ab-initio approaches to simulate cutting-edge non-linear transient spec-
troscopy experiments, towards the understanding of complex, biologically relevant,
multichromophoric systems.
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